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ABSTRACT
The Labor of the Avant-Garde: Experimental Form and the Politics of Work in Post-War
American Poetry and Fiction
Aaron W. Winslow
While literary critics have explored the politics of labor in pre-war modernist
literature, the post-45 avant-garde has continued to be framed as a depoliticized repetition
of previous avant-garde styles. Examining American avant-garde literature in its relation
to the political and economic shifts from the 1960s through the late 1980s, my
dissertation corrects this narrative to show that labor and labor politics were central
categories in post-war experimental poetry and fiction. I argue that writers as disparate as
Charles Olson, William S. Burroughs, Samuel R. Delany, and Susan Howe reworked
disjunctive modernist forms to cognitively map emergent economic tendencies in the US.
Parataxis, collage, surrealist imagery, aleatory compositional methods, non-linear
plotting, and metafictional narrative conceits all constitute the stylistic techniques of an
avant-garde engaged in an extended dialogue about work and the politics of work. The
canon of experimental literature functioned as a counter-discourse that contested and
reshaped discourses of labor by considering it alongside categories of race, gender, and
sexuality.
By using labor as an entry point into the avant-garde, my dissertation reconsiders
the post-war literary canon, revealing an avant-garde that includes writers working across
modes and genres. The adaptation of experimental techniques in genre writing turned the
avant-garde into a popular literary mode. My dissertation particularly focuses on science
fiction (SF), where the adaptation of experimental style played a crucial role in the

development of the genre. Beginning with the 1960s British and American New Wave
movement, SF writers turned to the experimental novel—often by way of modernist
poetics—as a way to challenge the reified form of mainstream science fiction novels. I
argue that this critique of the novel also functioned as a covert critique of the labor
practices of the literary market place that guided the production of genre fiction. In this
way, I contest traditional accounts that see post-war and contemporary experimental
literature as increasingly marginal and self-reflective by tracking the avant-garde’s
concern with depicting quotidian work, and representing themselves as workers, to
critique institutions of intellectual and artistic production.
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Introduction
This dissertation explores the intersection of the avant-garde and science fiction (SF)
literature in the Sixties and early Seventies, a convergence largely unexplored by literary
scholars, yet which has long been apparent. We have only to look to some of the founding
documents of avant-garde modernism to get a sense of its affinity for science fiction. F.T.
Marinetti’s “The Futurist Manifesto” displays a properly science fictional technofetishism of the
automobile and the “beauty of speed,” an affinity also found in his closing call to “launch once
again our insolent challenge to the stars!” (17). Even more striking is Mina Loy’s cyborgfeminism in her manifesto “Aphorisms on Futurism” or the poem “Human Cylinders.” Loy and
Marinetti, along with the other first-generation modernists, were of course prior to—or
immediately concurrent with—SF’s emergence as a full-fledged and defined genre. It was only a
later generation of avant-garde writers who would turn to SF as a literary space for the continued
application of disjunctive techniques.
Although we might prefer our literary histories be pat, developing linearly and within the
boundaries of previously-defined genres, modes, and styles, the real history of literature moves
in starts and fits in a contingent and aleatory process of literary experimentation, often looking to
past forms, styles, movements, and writers to give shape to the present modes. This is especially,
and ironically, true of the avant-garde and science fiction, two genres fixated—by their very
definition—on the future. We speak of an avant-garde tradition, despite its premise of a radical
break from such tradition; and the predictions and prophecies of science fiction are not only
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invariably wrong, but guided and shaped by the expectations and demands of a genre policed not
only by writers but readers and a mass market paperback publishing industry.
The emergence of a SF avant-garde in the post-war period, in its relationship to the
modernist avant-garde and pulp SF, resonates with Marx’s claim, in The 18th Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte, that new generations “in periods of revolutionary crisis…anxiously conjure up the
spirits of the past to their service and borrow from them names, battle cries and costumes in
order to present the new scene of world history in this time-honoured disguise and this borrowed
language” (15). The post-war SF avant-garde dons the apparel of both an earlier modernist
avant-garde and the genre tropes and trappings of science fiction as it springs from soil of these
two modernist forms, borrowing the disjunctive forms and narrative conventions of each. This
dissertation provides a history of the development of the science fiction avant-garde from its
period of emergence into its maturity. To track this major yet largely covert history, my study
thus takes as its object a constellation of divergent forms, authors, and periods, moving from the
transitional modernism of Charles Olson—the emergent figure of the science fiction avant-garde;
to the pulp avant-gardism of William S. Burroughs’ The Nova Trilogy and Samuel Delany’s
experimental SF epic Dhalgren, two figures who helped the science fiction avant-garde to doff
the “time-honoured disguise” of the modernist avant-garde; and, finally, we return to our
Olsonian and poetic roots (now “all changed, changed utterly”) in the form of Amiri Baraka’s In
Our Terribleness, whose innovative and jarring merging of Afrofuturism and experimental
multi-media form makes it clear that the science fiction avant-garde had properly “assimilated
the spirit of the new language.”
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The SF avant-garde is what Raymond Williams, in Marxism and Literature, calls as “new
practices, new relationships and kinds of relationships,” distinguishing between “those which are
really elements of some new phase of the dominant culture…and those which are substantially
alternative or oppositional to it: emergent in the strict sense, rather than merely novel” (123).
Williams’ distinction between the “alternative or oppositional” and the “merely novel” is
particularly useful for clarifying the stakes of post-war or postmodern avant-gardism, which
always threatens to lose the oppositional edge of the historic avant-garde and lapse into the
novelty of intensified commodity production. At the same time, Williams’ reminds us that in the
“complex process [of emergence] there is indeed regular confusion between the locally residual
(as a form of resistance to incorporation) and the generally emergent,” helping us to tease out the
dynamic interaction between older forms of both science fiction and the avant-garde and what I
would consider their “generally emergent” iteration in the context of their convergence (125).
Moreover, Williams ties emergent culture to its material foundation, arguing the necessity of
considering these forms “in relation to the emergence and growing strength of a class” (Ibid.). So
it is with the SF avant-garde, the establishment of which must be seen in the context of the
profound shifts and ruptures of the world system in the Sixties and Seventies, a transformation
that gave rise to a variety of new radical social formations. The SF avant-garde, then, must be
situated alongside, and in dialogue with, the emergence of revolutionary black nationalist, queer,
feminist, and workerist movements and, as such, considered a revolutionary literature for the
period of post-Fordist capitalist transformation. Before delving more into its political economic
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foundations, I want to lay the basis for the SF avant-garde’s genre formation by looking at two of
its major, though not often connected, antecedents: Charles Olson and Alfred Bester.
Part 1: SF Avant-Garde Origins: Charles Olson, Alfred Bester, and the Science Fiction of
Typography
Olson and Bester represent two iterations of the full-fledged merging of SF and the avantgarde. Charles Olson’s writings have long been considered crucial documents in the history of
avant-garde poetry both for his transitional status between Ezra Pound and the modernist
Objectivists and the more properly post-modern New American Poetry scene, as well as his
influence on later language-oriented poetics. Olson stands as the pivotal figure between the
modernist poetic avant-garde and the SF avant-garde. Widely credited with the first use of the
term “post-modern” in a letter to Robert Creeley, Olson’s 1950 essay, “Projective Verse,” stands
as one of the first major statements of post-war poetics, bundling a rhetoric of cyborgian avantgardism with tropes of labor. In this essay, Olson posits the individual as the mediating figure
for a radically expansive poetics, emphasizing a materiality in the fullest sense by making the
body of the poet itself the ‘measure’ of poetry:
the line comes (I swear it) from the breath, from the breathing of the man who writes, at
the moment that he writes, and thus it is, it is here that, the daily work, the WORK, gets
in, for only he, the man who writes, can declare, at every moment, the line its metric and
its ending—where its breathing shall come to, termination….The trouble with most work,
to my taking,…is: contemporary workers go lazy RIGHT HERE WHERE THE LINE IS
BORN. (19)
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In a departure from earlier avant-gardes who conceptualized themselves outside of the wagelabor market, Olson here instead draws a direct link between poetic and manual labor. Indeed,
the poet, for Olson, is imminently (post)modern, a true “contemporary worker”, exemplifying the
increasing role of intellectual, creative, and affective labor. At the same time that the poet
becomes recast by Olson as a worker, he also suggests a greater role of consumer technology in
the literary production in the “post-modern” era:
from the machine has come one gain not yet sufficiently observed or used, but which
leads directly on toward projective verse and its consequences. It is the advantage of the
typewriter that, due to its rigidity and its space precisions, it can, for a poet, indicate
exactly the breath, the pauses, the suspensions of syllables, the juxtapositions even of
parts of phrases, which he intends. For the first time the poet has the stave and the bar a
musician has had. For the first time he can, without convention of rime and meter, record
the listening he has done to his own speech and by that one act indicate how he would
want any reader, silently or otherwise, to voice his work. (22)
The typewriter, Olson proclaims, has moved from being the site of occasional modernist
experimentation, to the necessary instrument for the representation of orality, allowing a greater
intimacy between writer and reader. Indeed, when Olson describes the “typewriter as the
personal and instantaneous recorder of the poet’s work,” he alludes both to the tradition of posthumanist techno-fetishism in the avant-garde (as represented most emphatically by Loy and
Marinetti) and the intensified sublation of workers to the means of production (23). One of the
pivotal issues for theorists of post-industrialist or post-Fordist capitalism, the intensification of
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labor and its increasing inclusion within modes of automation is here given by Olson a properly
SF and avant-garde shape. As I will argue in the first chapter, Olson—in his essays and in The
Maximus Poems—gives literary representation to post-Keynesian capitalism, focusing in
particular on the changed nature of post-war work and labor and the changed-terrain of labor
radicalism. As a response to the intensification of production, and a speculation on the poetintellectual’s relationship to manual labor, “Projective Verse” participates in, and extends, what
Michael Denning has called the “laboring of American culture” (xvi-xvii). Denning argues that
the Popular Front produced around itself what he calls the “cultural front”, resulting in the
widespread introduction of labor themes into American culture (xvi-xvii). For Denning, the
cultural front artists and writers served as vanishing mediators between “the Fordist modernism
that reigned before the crash, and the postmodernism of the American Century that emerged
from the ruins of Hiroshima” (27).
“Projective Verse”—and, later, The Maximus Poems—represents that first wave of what
came after the moment of cultural “laboring.” Olson’s poetry indexes transformations in both
literary form and changing labor and production conditions; it conjoins the labor of literary
production to the affective and intellectual labor characteristic of the post-Fordist period. A
recuperative reading of the typographic experiments throughout The Maximus Poems could
make the claim that Olson deploys poetic form as a mode of industrial theft or sabotage, with
avant-gardism mediating act of turning of the means of production against labor discipline and
capitalist value. But before we commit to such a reading—which I expand upon in Chapter 1—
we would have to account for Olson’s unflinching nihilism at the prospect of radical or
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revolutionary social transformation. At the same time, Olson represents an attempt at the
confluence of avant-garde and labor literatures, mediated by a discourse of science fiction.
Indeed, Olson’s “Projective Verse” takes up the Futurist imaginary of the avant-garde poet as
cyborg, bending this discourse to fit post-war social and literary conditions. Olson’s Maximus
Poems can, therefore, be read science fiction-aly, as the product of a man inexorably fused with
his typewriter to become a true machine-poet. From this perspective, Maximus becomes truly
dystopic, an epic account of the end of collective human power (in the form of unions) and our
doomed submission to industry. Essentially, it’s the story of Terminator or The Matrix, but also
the story of capitalism told by Marx in The Grundrisse and Capital. Indeed, a SF paratext thus
acts as the connective tissue binding avant-garde and labor literatures.
Olson’s SF avant-gardism, rooted in the meta-architecture of his poetry, thus sets the
stage for a writer such as Burroughs, whose essays and interviews reveal a similar paratextual SF
premise, while also directly engaging with SF and pulp narratives at the level of content. While
Olson and Burroughs wrote their way into SF from the avant-garde, Olson’s contemporary
Alfred Bester, was working in an opposite though complementary direction. Bester, known
within SF as a progenitor of the New Wave and, later, cyberpunk, also stands as one of the first
writers to begin deploying avant-garde literary techniques into the pulp narratives of Golden Age
science fiction. His 1953 novel The Demolished Man tells the story of rebel billionaire and
owner of the cartel Monarch Utilities & Resources Ben Reich’s attempt to commit murder in a
future in which telepaths—called “Espers” or “peepers”—form the basis of criminal detection.
Innovative on many different levels, Bester’s novel is one of the first novels to combine a police
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procedural with a science fiction narrative. The Espers of the narrative occupy essentially the
avant-garde of human evolution, particularly the “upper-grade” Espers such as the protagonist,
detective Lincoln Powell, who can read all pre-conscious and sub-conscious thoughts. To avoid
constantly receiving outside thoughts, these upper-grade Espers are forced to live in separate,
semi-isolated homes, as “Life in any such multiple dwelling was life in an inferno of naked
emotion for an Esper,” a rhetoric that heavily alludes to and plays upon description of the
modernist avant-garde artist (31).
Throughout, Bester displays an avant-garde obsession with the materiality of language, as
in this exchange between Powell and his would-be lover Mary Noyes:
“And I love you, Mary.”
“Thanks, Linc.” But he said it. He always said it. He never thought it. She turned away
quickly. The tears within her scalded him.
“Again, Mary?”
Not again. Always. Always.” And the deeper levels of her mind cried: “I love you,
Lincoln. I love you. Image of my father: Symbol of security: Of warmth: Of protecting
passion: Do not reject me always…always…forever…”
“Listen to me, Mary…”
“Don’t talk, Please, Linc. Not in words. I couldn’t bear it if words came between us.”
(33)
Like the image of the Freudian psyche that Bester attempts to represent, beneath throughout The
Demolished Man, beneath this staid exterior—essentially dialogue from a Hollywood melodrama
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—lies a chaotic barrage of language play, the dialogue slipping freely from the verbal to the
thought as Bester makes full-use of printing conventions of italics versus normal type—indeed,
the scene is dependent upon such textual and typographic dexterity. Anticipating, in low-cultural
form, the insights of Lacan, for whom the unconscious is structured like a language, Bester ends
the scene with the line “I couldn’t bear it if words came between us,” an insight into the limits of
language whose irony hinges on the representation of thought in and as language—language and
text becomes a substitute for images, as a series of pictures is transformed into a line of what can
only be called stream-of-consciousness prose.
In the world of The Demolished Man, the levels of consciousness are depicted as word
games, anagrams, shape poetry, and chaotic word-salad visual poems. A parlor game among
Espers turns on the ability to create intricate visual puns reminiscent of concrete poetry, at the
time a late modernist poetic movement that was widely influential, from Brazil and the rest of
Latin America to Germany. Throughout the novel, a host of avant-garde modernist prose and
poetics are folded into a cross-genre pulp narrative, marking not just the subsumption of avantgarde techniques into mass cultural forms, but their continued advancement in this new form.
Not only the form but also the plot of Demolished Man reflects this tension between
avant-garde writing and commodified language. In order to conceal his unconscious thoughts
from the Espers, Reich makes use of the most effective advertizing jingle ever created, rejected
by every company because it works too well: “Guaranteed to obsess you for a month. It haunted
me for a year,” reflects its creator, Duffy (45-46). The jingle itself is described as, “a tune of utter
monontony…unforgettable banality. It was the quintessence of every melodic cliché Reich had
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ever heard. No matter what melody you tried to remember, it invariably led down the path of
familiarity to “Tenser, Said the Tensor” (46). Reich soon becomes infected by language, a
foreshadowing of William S. Burroughs’s obsessions with the language virus, itself a response to
the commodification of language.
The cat-and-mouse game between Powell and Reich, then, replicates that same fort-da of
the avant-garde-as-commodity being played out in the form and structure of The Demolished
Man. Bester’s resolution to this contradiction between form and content plays out as a discourse
on the contradiction between the individual and society, as Reich’s power-play nearly puts him,
as Powell says to the Espers Guild (essentially the telepath union), in a position of absolute
power:
Reich is about to become a Galactic focal point…A crucial link between the positive past
and the probable future. He is on the verge of a powerful reorganization at this
moment….If Reich can readjust and reorient before I can reach him, he will become
immune to our reality, invulnerable to our attack, and the deadly enemy of Galactic
reason and reality. (199)
While the rise of Nazism and the resistance of the Popular Front provides one context for this
portrait of Reich—whose surname couldn’t really be more of a dead giveaway—we should also
consider this passage also in relation to Bester’s formal concerns. Reich stands not just as the
proto-fascist übermensch, but also as a representation of the radically-expansionist modernist ego
let disastrously loose upon the world.
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This is the very problem that Olson addressed several years before Bester’s Demolished
Man, arguing in “Projective Verse” against the modernist avant-garde’s expansionary ego when
he writes that
If he sprawl, he shall find little to sing but himself, and shall sing, nature has such
paradoxical ways, by way of artificial forms outside himself. But if he stays inside
himself, if he is contained within his nature as he is participant in the larger force, he will
be able to listen, and his hearing through himself will give him secrets objects share…
Language is one of [man’s] proudest acts. And when a poet rests in these as they are in
himself…then he, if he chooses to speak from these roots, works in that area where
nature has given him size, projective size. (25)
The “figure of outward” (as Olson calls Robert Creeley in the dedication to Maximus) is an
inversion of the modernist self, one that moves inward into language and poetic form as a way of
expressing, objectively/through the object, the “secret objects” that belong to human “nature.”
For Olson, then, the response to modernist form is an entrenchment in form itself, particularly in
those formal possibilities opened up by the typewriter. In this way, “Projective Verse” operates
through an immersion in the reified forms of capitalist modernity—the typewriter, modernism—
as a way of transgressing those formal constraints from inside. In his attempt to further develop
and push the boundaries of avant-garde techniques as a way of rupturing and critiquing the
reified forms of modernism, Olson provides insight into the formal concerns of Bester and the
science fiction avant-garde that followed, who brought disjunctive techniques into play with
traditional pulp narratives.
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Part 2: Pulp Modernist Origins of the SF Avant-Garde
Literary scholars have traditionally kept the avant-garde well-separated from genre
writing, both formally and in terms of historical developments. On the face of it, this seems to be
a reasonable method of study—certainly, the modernist avant-garde and the pulp writers operate
in different spheres, with different writing practices, different audiences, different publishing
structures and industries, different coteries. The avant-garde—as both its defenders and
detractors argue—stands just removed from the commodity culture of capitalist modernity,
giving it—to its defenders and detractors, respectively—either a critical distance from which to
mount critique or a lofty alienation from the lives of the common man. The opposite holds true
for studies of genre literature—it’s either wholly complicit with or hopelessly compromised by
its structural location within and of consumer culture (and therefore merely an epiphenomenal
recoding of the already-apparent antagonisms of capitalism), or the perfect arena for launching a
symptomatic reading and critique. What gets occluded by these two critical tendencies—
typically existing in isolation and rarely intersecting in their interests and objects—is just how
close these literatures were at the moment of their emergence as coherent genres, bound together
as twin poles of a single modernism.
Though the two are scarcely mentioned in the same critical breath, Joseph Conrad and
horror/Weird fiction innovator H.P. Lovecraft share strikingly-similar views on the function of
their own writing. Conrad, in the Preface to Nigger of the ‘Narcissus’, makes the claim that,
My task which I am trying to achieve is, by the power of the written word to make you
hear, to make you feel—it is, before all, to make you see. That—and no more, and it is
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everything. If I succeed, you shall find there according to your deserts: encouragement,
consolation, fear, charm—all you demand—and, perhaps, also that glimpse of truth for
which you have forgotten to ask. (Conrad 223)
For Conrad, the role of modernist literature is to present an image of the ‘real’, an image that is
not only experienced aesthetically but felt physically and bodily—and, crucially, is unwanted.
For Conrad, the task of (modernist) writing is to construct a writing so powerful that it goes
beyond your desires (“according to your deserts”) and introduces an outside, ‘other’ element
—“that glimpse of truth for which you have forgotten to ask.” From this perspective, in which
literature acts as the bearer and introducer of a radical alterity, Lovecraft appears as an
unexpected, hypertrophic appendage of modernism, particularly when he writes, in “Notes on
Writing Weird Fiction,”
My reason for writing stories is to give myself the satisfaction of visualising more clearly
and detailedly and stably the vague, elusive, fragmentary impressions of wonder, beauty,
and adventurous expectancy… Horror and the unknown or the strange are always closely
connected, so that it is hard to create a convincing picture of shattered natural law or
cosmic alienage or “outsideness” without laying stress on the emotion of fear. (22)
And, in his fundamental bibliographic essay on the genre, “Supernatural Horror in Literature,”
Lovecraft makes the claim that horror should not be assessed “by the author’s intent, or by the
mere mechanics of the plot,” but rather on the grounds of “whether or not there be excited in the
reader a profound sense of dread, and of contact with unknown spheres and powers; a subtle
attitude of awed listening, as if for the beating of black wings or the scratching of outside shapes
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and entities on the known universe’s utmost rim” (105). Lovecraft’s insistence on the importance
of the reader response in the judgment of genre categories bears, as we will see later, some
resemblance to Samuel Delany’s theories of science fiction reading protocols. He also suggests
that genre fiction, like modernist fiction, can be defined by the introduction of a bodily alterity
into the reader—with Conrad’s unasked-for “truth” mutated by Lovecraft into the “beating of
black wings or the scratching of outside shapes and entities on the known universe’s utmost
rim.” Though differently inflected, both Conrad and Lovecraft both lay claim to a modernist
literature that is fundamentally disruptive of the affect and epistemology of modernity.1
The Conrad-Lovecraft connection thus marks a genealogy in which the avant-garde and
genre literature intersected in myriad ways, each figuring themselves as a type of literature that
would push the reader beyond the epistemological limits of capitalist modernity. Lovecraft was
not the only genre and pulp writer to consider himself a literary innovator. As Leif Sorenson
notes, the editors of modernist pulp magazines—such as John Campbell (Astounding Stories),
Hugo Gernsbeck (Amazing Stories), and Farnsworth Wright (Weird Tales)—had a strong hand in
1

China Mieville, novelist, critic, and proponent of ‘New Weird’ literature, reminds us of the

vanguard nature of genre writing when he observes that it is “easy to forget just how radical the
Weird was at the time of its convulsive birth. Its break with previous fantastics is vividly clear in
its teratology, which renounces all folkloric or traditional antecedents” (6). Not only does
Lovecraft spearhead a radical change—an internal revolution of sorts—within fantastic
literature, Mieville also emphasizes Lovecraft’s place in the lineage of modernism dating back at
least to Lautréamont, also one of the modernist avant-garde’s major touchstone figures.
14

cultivating “recognizable house styles and made claims for their writers as an unrecognized
vanguard” (503). As Sorenson notes, pulp, genre, and weird fiction deployed disjunctive stylistic
and citational styles that resembles the allusive, fragmented prose and intertextual/collage
compositional methodology of more recognized modernist avant-garde figures such as Stein,
Joyce or Eliot. Sorenson also reminds that the form of literary sociality of the coterie was just as
important for genre writers as it was for the historical avant-garde, with editors often serving just
as critical a function as their more respectable modernist counterparts such as Margaret
Anderson, Jane Heap, and Ezra Pound.
The avant-garde energies of the early pulp and SF literary scene would, however, soon
dissipate. The successful institutionalization of the genre—or, rather, several genres—reified the
forms and themes of the writing, obscuring its earlier experimental and disruptive bent. While
individual writers within the genre would produce innovative fiction that looked to experimental
literature for inspiration, it was not until the Sixties that SF would once again self-consciously
attempt to not only integrate avant-garde techniques but become an avant-garde movement itself.
Part 3: The Literature of Crisis: The SF Avant-Garde
My dissertation intervenes in traditional twentieth century American literary histories by
arguing that the SF avant-garde marks the re-appearance of an avant-garde movement at a
moment when many critics have declared this literature a dead-end, at best, and, most likely,
impossible. Perhaps the most influential statement of this nature on the avant-garde (at least from
a Marxist or otherwise left cultural criticism perspective) comes from Fredric Jameson, who
argues, in his canonical Postmodernism, that the vanguard nature of modernism was contingent
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upon its “social position...its passionate repudiation by an older Victorian and post-Victorian
bourgeoisie for whom its forms and ethos are received as being variously ugly, dissonant,
obscure, scandalous, immoral, subversive, and generally ‘antisocial’” (Postmodernism 4). It is
precisely the outsider position of disjunctive modernism that accounts for its avant-gardism, a
resistance to the then-dominant institutions—artistic, cultural, political, and, often, economic.
This outsider or oppositional stance belied an often-reactionary social and political content, an
assertion that elides the many iterations of a Left modernism and avant-gardism2. Regardless of
the political affiliations of the modernist avant-garde, however, Jameson goes on make the point
null and void by offering an analysis in which objective economic conditions remove all
possibility of a truly avant-garde stance, arguing that the production of art objects “today has
become integrated into commodity production generally,” since the “frantic economic urgency of
producing fresh waves of ever more novel-seeming goods…assigns an increasingly essential
structural function and position to aesthetic innovation and experimentation” (Postmodernism 5).
Under this rubric, the economic conditions of commodity production and value extraction have
accelerated the need for novelty to the point that the always-imaginary distinction between art
2

Here, my analysis would follow Ruth Jennison’s assertion that “the kinds of methodologies

linking modernism and fascism are not simply portable to the equally vast world of connections
between modernism and communism” (206n4). The critical fixation on avant-garde modernisms
and reactionary politics prompts the necessity for further study into “the relationship between
modernism and the less widespread, but equally compelling, periodization of the twentieth
century as one of transformative left utopianisms” (Ibid).
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and market—that premise upon which criticism of the avant-garde is based—could no longer be
sustained. With the full subsumption of labor, society, and culture under capitalism, there exists
no tenable outside for aesthetic expression as art becomes completely and totally absorbed into
the market. The disappearance or impossibility of a late capitalist avant-garde hinges precisely
on what Sianne Ngai calls “the ambiguous status of the contemporary avant-garde and the
closeness between the artwork and the commodity” (950). Closely following Jameson, Ngai
notes that the subsumption of art and aesthetic categories into the commodity form “pos[es]
unprecedented challenges for our understanding of the new and avant-garde,” particularly “the
weakening of art’s capacity to serve as an image of nonalienated labor (which it has arguably
done since the eighteenth century) and the loss of art’s more specifically modernist, twentiethcentury mission of producing perceptual shock” (951). Ngai goes on to suggest that Jameson’s
insights into the intersection of commodity and artistic production
helps the critic arrive at the following conclusion: judgments of taste are not only more
intimately related to the work of criticism and theory than may initially appear; if
performed at the proper scale, they can be turned into criticism and theory….aesthetic
categories generated by and for the world of taste can become a useful tool for the
political evaluation of large-scale cultural phenomena. (956-957)
If Jameson’s resolution to the ambiguous and paradoxical place of art and the aesthetic—not to
mention the avant-garde—in late capitalism displaces the critical role of modernist art onto
cultural and ideological critique, Ngai’s critical intervention takes us in the opposite direction.
Rather than a narrowing of the critical potential of the aesthetic, with the critic acting as
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focalizer, Ngai broadens the categories of aesthetic judgment into the categories of zany, cute,
and interesting.
Despite her significant retooling of the critical categories for understanding avant-garde
or innovative art, Ngai’s schema—accepting, as it does, Jameson’s basic historical narrative—
still keeps in place the fundamental tension between art and commodity production. Aesthetic
theories of all stripes—from Adorno to Greenberg, Baudrillard and Jameson—posits a historical
trajectory in which art slowly becomes assimilated into commodity culture, and this integration
of high culture thoroughly into low culture, and the disappearance or impossibility of the avantgarde in the post-war period, forms the foundations of most theories of postmodernity. At the
same time, and particularly in the wake of Andreas Huyssen’s After the Great Divide, other
theorists of post-modernity have sought to clarify the relationship between art and aesthetic
production and the commodity, between art and the market. Ruth Jennison, discussing the
emergence of that earlier avant-garde poetry movement, Objectivism, argues that it “germinated
in the unfolding of the commodity form’s crisis of legitimacy,” prompted by the more
generalized capitalist crisis that was the Great Depression (Jennison 15). Rather than simply an
oppositional movement attempting to inhabit an ‘outside’ to commodity production and the
capitalist market, Jennison suggests that the Objectivists instead attempted to use their marginal
positionality as avant-garde poets to inquire into and critique the mode of production centered
around the commodity form in a moment in which the ‘common sense’ of that mode of
production had been thrown into doubt.
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The avant-gardes that came into being in the post-war period faced a similar dilemma,
one in which the Second World War had consolidated the political and economic hegemony of
capitalism, briefly ruptured by the global radical movements of the Thirties, signaling the
upswing of that ‘common sense’ ideology known as, alternatively, post-modernism, postindustrialism, or, later, neoliberalism. This arrangement could only last so long, and by the
Sixties the capitalist hegemony had found itself structurally weakened. Immanuel Wallerstein
notes that the 1960s and 1970s witnessed “both the hegemonic cycle and the overall economic
cycle of the modern world-system entered a phase of decline” (133). In Wallerstein’s analysis,
this period is characterized by the end of a period of long-term growth for capitalism, and the
solidification of capitalist political power, as “profits for the leading products decline
sufficiently, the world-economy ceases to expand, and enters into a period of stagnation” (134).
This period of economic stagnation and contraction intersected with the beginning of the decline
—or, at least a disruption—of the global political hegemony of the United States (135).
This conjunctural crisis of the Sixties turned on the production and circulation of (largely
consumer) commodities. Philip Armstrong, Andrew Glyn, and John Harrison call this period a
crisis of overaccumulation, propelled by “feverish growth, with rapidly rising wages and prices
and an enthusiasm for get-rich-quick schemes [that] temporarily masked, but could not suppress,
the deterioration in profitability...overaccumulation gave rise, not to a mild decline in the growth
rate, but to a classic capitalist crisis” (Armstrong et al 169). In other words, the very successes of
Keynesian capitalism from the immediate post-war years of the late-Forties through the early
Sixties created the conditions for a severe collapse in industry, manufacturing, and the consumer
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economy. The radical growth of the consumer commodity market, once the site of unbridled
capitalist ideology—its great anti-Soviet success story—became one of the more significant
aspects of the capitalist crisis of the Sixties, and one which in many ways set the stage for the
demands of the New Left. The cognitive dissonance produced by surplus existing simultaneously
with social and economic inequality not only emphasized the alienation and failure of capitalist
modernity, but the ideology of post-scarcity consumer society also provided a template for more
radical visions of radical democracy.
The SF avant-garde, then, was located right on the vanguard of this economic
transformation, premised as it was on the so-called ‘paperback revolution’ of the Sixties.
Marking the appearance of vast swathes of cheaply-printed books that were highly affordable,
the paperback revolution usefully encapsulates the promises and contradictions of mass
production, illustrating both the radical democracy of affordable literature and art while also
problematically sublating this literature to the demands of the market. Ben Mercer notes that,
while the mass influx of paperbacks in the early Sixties “occasioned debates about the
democratization of knowledge and the impact of ‘mass culture’” among liberal and conservative
commentators, by the end of the decade “these fears and dreams were realized as the protest
movements sought to put into practice the promised cultural democratization” (615). The
paperback revolution—with its utopic, ‘future in the present’ foreshadowing of a democraticculture to-come—was a market revolution that facilitated a particular vision of political
revolution, while at the same time precipitating radical literary innovations.
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As Gary Westfahl notes, “pulp magazines [in the Thirties] were undoubtedly the genre’s
most widely read, influential, and accessible publications”, as well as the site where the narrative
rules, tropes, constraints, and economics were constructed (23). Science fiction’s saturation with
the rhetoric of the market can be seen in one of editor Hugo Gernsback’s early promotions in
Amazing Stories, which offered a three hundred dollar prize to the creator of the best “Symbol
for Scientifiction”, as “what scientifiction needs at present is some sort of a label—an emblem,
or a trade-mark” (qtd in Westfahl 45). And although the contest, Westfahl argues, “can be
interpreted as an expression of his desire for profit,” it had a “broader significance” in
emblemizing and formalizing certain tropes and ideas about the genre (45). This magazine
contest illuminates the way in which the market mediated the construction of SF genre tropes
since the emergence of the genre.
While the need to earn a living while writing aesthetically and literarily-satisfactory
works has, of course, long been of concern to SF writers, the intimate connection between
literary form and the demands of a publishing industry are seen not so much as a contradiction
but more as a fundamental yet negotiable element of the genre. In a way that cannot be said of
traditional avant-gardes, poetic or otherwise, writing science fiction is a form of labor that
produces a commodity. Samuel Delany underscores the connection between commodity
production and literary innovation when he argues that
The history of science fiction is intimately tied to the history of printing…Science fiction
as we know it in this country grew with the techniques of pulp printing itself, was halted
when those techniques fell away, and burgeoned with the emergence of the new
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techniques that made possible the “paperback revolution” of the late ‘50s and ‘60s…
From the typographical experiments of Bester to the punctuation conventions of the New
Wave, all can be explained only in light of the entailed printing practices. (“Starboard”
173)
Delany does not, unfortunately, go into greater detail about these latter literary techniques and
their connection to technological innovations—it is, however, worth noting that he brings to
attention the role of printing technology in mediating literary movements, particularly those
literatures based on “experiments,” and to see a formal connection between SF and the late
modernist poetic avant-garde in the figures of Bester and Olson.
If the historical avant-garde attempted to leverage its ambiguous status as autonomous
art-object to critique the commodity form, the genre or pulp avant-garde occupies a place fully in
and of the commodity. This intimate and agonistic relationship between the form and protocols
of science fiction and the market provides a curious glimpse into the inner life of the commodity
form. Slavoj Žižek argues, the proper approach to Marx’s concept of commodity fetishism is not
to try to “penetrate to the ‘hidden kernel’ of the commodity—the determination of its value by
the quantity of the work consumed in its production—but to explain why work assumed the form
of the value of a commodity, why it can affirm its social character only in the commodity-form
of its product” (11). For Žižek, the inquiry into commodity fetishism is first and foremost a
formal question. This is where genre—and, in this current study, particularly SF—becomes a
crucial reference to the study of the avant-garde and the commodity form itself, and particularly
to an understanding of its persistence, in what Ngai calls “zombie fashion,” after its historical
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(Burger) or modernist (Jameson) period (Ngai 949). Forged in the crucible of the pulp magazine
and publishing market, the interpenetration of the market and literary form was never much of a
problem for SF writers, let alone a contradiction.
At the same time, this unique positionality allowed the SF avant-garde the opportunity to
practice something like an autocritque of genre that also functioned as a critique of commodity
production itself. This autocritique of genre has something of the character of the talking
commodity in Capital:
If commodities could speak, they would say this: our use-value may interest men, but it
does not belong to us as objects. What does belong to us as objects, however, is our
value. Our own intercourse as commodities proves it. We relate to each other merely as
exchange-values. Now listen how those commodities speak through the mouth of the
economis:
‘Value (i.e., exchange-value) is a property of things, riches (i.e. use-value) of
man. Value, in this sense, necessarily implies exchanges, riches do not.’
‘Riches (use-value) are the attribute of man, value is the attribute of commodities.
A man or a community is rich, a pearl or a diamond is valuable…A pearl or a diamond is
valuable as a pearl or diamond.’
So far no chemist has ever discovered exchange-value either in a pearl or a
diamond. The economists who have discovered this chemical substance, and who lay
special claim to critical acumen, nevertheless find that the use-value of material objects
belongs to them independently of their material properties, while their value, on the other
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hand, forms a part of them as objects. What confirms them in this view is the peculiar
circumstance that the use-value of a thing is realized without exchange, i.e. in the direct
relation between the thing and man, while, inversely, its value is realized only in
exchange, i.e. in a social process. Who would not call to mind at this point the advice
given by the good Dogberry to the night-watchman Seacoal?
‘To be a well-favoured man is the gift of fortune; but reading and writing comes
by nature.’ (Capital vol 1 176-177)
Marx here performs a double-ventriloquization—first of the commodity and then of the
commodity through the political economist—in order to illustrate the true fetish-power of the
commodity: namely, its ability to create an illusory worldview around itself, one which prompts
others—in Marx’s example, the bourgeois economists—to immerse themselves in its seductive
logic. And, as Marx suggests by quoting Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing, there is
something inherently literary about commodity fetishism—indeed, we might think of this
immersive power as a primarily literary form. For Marx, then, the allure of commodity fetishism,
its potential for seduction, explicitly relies upon the ability of capital to self-narrativize, to build
a fictional world around itself.
As others have noted, Marx’s Capital is filled with a variety of supernatural and fantastic
elements—vampires, ghosts, mutations—this moment of talking objects stands as one of the
most surreal, a speculative vision in which only the thing itself speaks the truth. Philip K Dick’s
work only stands as one figure in the larger opening within Sixties science fiction, which
constructed a space for radical critiques of many different varieties, such as the anarchist visions
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of Ursula K LeGuin; the socialist feminism of Joanna Russ; the queer critique of Samuel Delany;
and the dystopias of Thomas Disch. This is just a small sampling of those US writers who were
part of the burgeoning experimental science fiction scene. This passage is echoed and intensified
in Philip K. Dick’s 1969 novel Ubik, in which everything from the toaster to the door not only
talks, but is coin-operated, primarily using its powers of speech to tell the customer when to pay.
The truth spoken by commodities in this scene that of the full saturation of everyday life by
exchange-value, its usurping of use-value. In Dick’s world in Ubik, the abstraction of
commodities has intensified to the point that even the most quotidian commodities rebel against
their use-value, what Alfred Sohn-Rethel would call their “first or primary nature”, their
“second, purely social nature” becoming not only dominant—indeed, for capitalist commodities,
this has always been true—but verbally insistent on this arrangement. We can read Ubik, then, as
one marker of the genre-fication of commodity critique—one which, self-consciously and selfreflexively, carves a place for the critical function of the avant-garde within the most
commodified of genres. Indeed, while Dick’s novels are not typically read for their stylistic and
formal innovations, this particular moment clearly resonates with an earlier surrealist obsession
with the psychic and inner life of commodities. We should also not forget Dick’s later turn to
outright experimental prose and narrative form in VALIS—not to mention the recently published
selections of his Exegesis—works whose literary merits remain hotly contested, yet which
transgress well-beyond the borders of the genre protocols of science fiction. And while some of
Dick’s later writings are perhaps closer to the ideal of a science fiction avant-garde, the
importance of Ubik lies precisely in its indexing of a transitional moment in science fiction—a
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moment in which avant-garde techniques and radical critiques of labor and the commodity began
to migrate into the literature of mass market paperbacks.
Experimental SF was a tendency that had existed for decades prior, one benchmark in its
institutionalization was the establishment in Britain of the magazine New Worlds. Beginning in
1964—the period during which it was edited by Michael Moorcock—New Worlds made a direct
claim to an avant-garde heritage, citing Boris Vian, Alfred Jarry, and Ronald Firbank as primary
influences on the magazine, all in the attempt to both overturn staid SF conventions while also
removing distinctions between SF and literature proper. As Delany recalls in his discussion of
New Wave SF, Moorcock
felt that the conventions characterizing the bulk of far-future science fiction—spaceships,
superweapons, interplanetary and interstellar conflicts—were better suited to comic
books than to serious writing. At a London meeting of SF writers in 1966, I first heard
Langdon Jones, then New Worlds’ associate editor, outline a number of other conventions
I had never before realized were conventions: (1) that a single man, unaided, can change
the course of history; (2) that the universe is basically a hospitable place (e.g., the
spaceship that happens to crash—softly enough for survival—on a planet with abundant
air, water, and food…); (3) that intelligence is a perfectly linear human attribute (e.g., the
mathematical genius who can of course negotiate any social situation gracefully and
effortlessly because he is a mathematical genius). These were three more SF conventions
Moorcock was specifically not interested in having his magazine dramatize. By the end
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of 1966 almost all working SF writers were more or less aware of Moorcock’s program
(“Reflections on Historical Models” 215)
While Delany goes on to critique the privileging of New Worlds by scholars and critics—arguing
that it was only one among many innovative “islands of production” operating simultaneously—
it is nevertheless important to note the importance of this auto-critique of the genre. For
Moorcock and the New Worlds coterie, the adaptation of avant-garde techniques went hand-inhand with the critique of the genre, and in a 1964 New Worlds editorial he identifies William S.
Burroughs as a major influence on this new genre paradigm, a contribution I explore in Chapter
2. Moorcock conceptualizes the SF avant-garde not as a marginal or elite form, but rather as a
mode that is effective and important precisely because of its popular appeal. In this way, we
might consider the goals and methods of the SF avant-garde alongside other popular literary and
arts movements of the Sixties and Seventies, such as the Black Arts Movement—and, indeed, the
intersection of BAM with the SF avant-garde, in the form of Afrofuturism, is the subject of my
fourth chapter.
The SF avant-garde marks an important shift in the audience of the avant-garde,
attempting to form an avant-garde that was aesthetically innovative, critical, and engaged with a
popular audience. The New Worlds island of production, along with the rest of the SF avantgarde, thus mark an opening within popular culture of space for radical critique. As SF/fantasy
novelist China Mieville argues, SF and fantasy literature—or “the fantastic” as Mieville broadly
construes these genres—have long been a subject of interest to revolutionary and critical theory,
a tradition that includes the Frankfurt School, Walter Benjamin, Ernst Bloch, the surrealists, and
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the Situationists and their attempts to “turn the fantastic and dreams into class weapons….a focus
on fantasy allowed for explorations in areas given less attention by Marxists (40). Many of the
most prominent modernist and post-modernist avant-garde writers speak to the close connection
between radical politics, radical aesthetics, and fantastic fiction. For these writers, fantastic
fiction has the ability to defamiliarize and critically interrogate the present, particularly the
present of capitalist modernity, by taking the “‘absurdity’ of capitalist modernity” at face value,
of treating the fantastic elements of capitalism as a reality—a suspension of disbelief that allows
the fantastic to take on the role of a truly “critical art” (42). The fantastic thus serves a critical
function similar to the V-effect or defamiliarization posited by Brecht, Sklovsky, and other
modernists, a means of disrupting the reification produced by commodity fetishism. We can
recognize, in Mieville’s assertion that “no matter how commodified and domesticated the
fantastic in its various forms might be, we need fantasy to think the world, and to change it,” a
literature that intersects, at particular nodes, with a modernist avant-garde.3 The SF of this period
3

Jordana Rosenberg captures both the utopic and critical potential of fantastic literature in

her review of one of Mieville’s fantasy novels, arguing that
In fantasy’s hypersaturated future histories, the more alienating the world, the more the
reader recognizes it as simultaneously an allegory of the past and a hazy utopian portent. In
Iron Council’s Bas-Lag—an uncanny world of unionized frogs, shape-shifters, golems, and
heroic, animate plant life—the collective V-effekt of these impossible bodies restages
aspects of history that have been secluded from view. Against fantasy’s most insipid
reading as developmentally delayed, these creature-worlds are anything but blueprints for a
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—such as Dhalgren, Dick’s Ubik, Joanna Russ’s The Female Man, and many others—deploy
meta-fictional and other disjunctive techniques to these ends. While we have seen, through my
brief look at Bester’s The Demolished Man, that this autocritique of the genre did not begin with
the New Wave, British or American, this period does mark an important moment in the
development of this mode. The intense amount of criticism produced by writers during this
period—probably no other period in SF literary history has produced criticism in such volume—
shows the development of self-reflective genre expectations and the ability, within the field, to
change them through the adoption of avant-garde form.
The migration of avant-garde into SF, and its wide-scale self-conscious adoption by
genre writers in the Sixties and Seventies, marks a major shift in the location, form of
appearance, and relation to popular culture of the avant-garde. The existence of surrealism,
disjunctive style, concrete poetry, non-linear plotting, and collage compositional techniques in
mass market paperbacks brought avant-garde writing to a mass of new and varied readers. One
way of reading this would be to consider the emergence of a SF avant-garde as a product solely
of the paperback revolution. Such a reading is only partially correct, merely asserting the power,
and democracy, of the market as a shaper of literary form. On the one hand, this would be to
overstate the market’s role in creating this literary form and, indeed, the relative brevity of the
silly parallel universe; in their impossibility, they are diagnostic, negative images of both
an actual history and a possible reality yet to come….Iron Council functions as one such
massive negative image. (327)
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New Wave and the SF avant-garde as a coherent grouping and market force and the reentrenchment, throughout the Seventies, of a distinct formal conservatism leads to the obvious
conclusion.4 On the other hand, we should not ignore the self-conscious radicalism that existed at
the heart of the SF avant-garde, a radicalism of both form and content, as we have seen, but also
at an even higher level. Indeed, within a genre where form was connected so closely to the
industry, the efforts of a coterie of writers to publish their own work—within the industry—in
both book and journal form, to self-promote, and to do so with radically different form and
content, was nothing less than an attempt to take collective control of an industry by the workers
themselves. The introduction of avant-garde techniques into SF functions as a mode of labor
sabotage, deploying wildcat tactics to disrupt both reified forms of literature and management.
This form of culture-sabotage bears some resemblance to Debord’s and the Situationist’s
concept of detournement, and in this way aligns the SF avant-garde, as a literary technique, with
avant-garde radical movements that emerged as part of the New Left. The capitalist crisis of the
late Sixties set the stage for the global revolutions of 1966 to 1970 (Wallerstein 135). To
preserve its fragile post-war hegemony, capital designed new methods and techniques for the
coercion, repression, and management of labor. Aside from changed labor conditions, these
4

The return of formally (and, for that matter, socially) conservative SF in the Seventies if best

exemplified by, of course, the popularity of Star Wars in 1977. While romance narratives had
been popular throughout the early days of the genre—the term “scientific romance” was the
original term used to refer to the novels of Jules Verne and H.G. Wells—it was precisely this
narrative convention that SF in the Sixties and early Seventies tried to overturn.
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modes of domination included extra-workplace sites that became more and more oriented around
capitalist value extraction. While never fully outside the purview of capital—or power—
categories such as race, gender, and sexuality became fully sublated to processes of capital value
extraction. However, the multiplication of modes of capitalist domination dialectically opened up
nodes for resistance and revolution. The birth or re-invigoration of social movements based on
identity, along with the crisis in the hegemonic powers in the capitalist world-system, prompted a
rearrangement of the Left, with anti-capitalist and anti-statist social movements organized along
lines of race, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, and workerism—the ‘New Left’—displacing Old Left
composition of Communists, social-democrats, and trade unions (Wallerstein 135). Though
iterations of feminism, gay rights, black militancy, and labor had, of course, existed for decades
or even centuries, the period of the New Left saw these movements begin to self-consciously
express themselves directly in the rhetoric of anti-capitalism and anti-statism.
It is in the context of an intensification of capitalist crisis, contradiction, and struggle that
we should locate the shift of innovative literature from the realm of the ‘literary’ or ‘high art’ to
the market driven mass cultural form of genre fiction. As more and more layers of culture
become colonized by capital, the already commoditized literary form of genre writing became
the most developed, and most proper, site for radical protest. From this perspective, formerly apolitical or disengaged writers such as Charles Olson or William Burroughs can be seen to be
tapping into the radical political currents in which they wrote; SF innovators such as Samuel
Delany can take their place alongside revolutionary queer political movements; and Amiri
Baraka, well-known for his political militancy, gets re-contextualized, his black nationalist
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politics re-invigorated by an engagement with cross-genre experimentalism. In “Labor of the
Avant-Garde,” I suggest that we consider these figures, as part of a new genre avant-gardes, as
an index of the changed political economic configuration. However, the SF avant-garde does not
signal the emaciation or political dissipation of avant-garde literature (as the Jamesonian school
might have it). Rather, the SF avant-garde marks the form of appearance of a radical Left avantgarde in the long crisis of capitalist hegemony of mid-Sixties-early-Seventies.
I begin this dissertation with a reconsideration of Charles Olson’s late modernist epic The
Maximus Poems. Written over a span of two decades from 1950 to 1970, Olson uses
experimental modernist form—collage, parataxis, and archival and documentary poetics—to
index the decline of the fishing industry in Gloucester, MA. Olson re-purposes avant-garde
modernism as a mode of historiography, producing an account of emergent post-industrialism
through the narrative of the poet’s own rise from working-class childhood to intellectual class.
Reading Maximus as an innovative integration of experimental popular history and poetic
bildungsroman, I suggest that this upward mobility narrative allegorizes the US transition from
an industrial to a post-industrial economic paradigm. Maximus laments the eclipse of the labor
radicalism that animated an earlier generation of avant-garde modernism while cultivating a
poetics of mourning that archives the radical political desires of the Thirties. As such, Olson
stands as a bridge figure, ushering avant-gardism into the post-war and ‘post-modern’ age.
My next chapter looks at how experimental techniques migrated into genre literature in
the cut-up novels of William S. Burroughs’s The Nova Trilogy (Soft Machine [1961], The Ticket
that Exploded [1962], Nova Express [1964]). Though not typically seen as a science fiction
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writer, Burroughs was, in fact, actively involved in the New Wave science fiction movement of
the ‘60s, where his writing was crucial to the development of popular avant-garde narrative form.
Burroughs figures the cut-up method of composition—by which words, sentences, and
paragraphs are physically cut out and rearranged on the page—as a type of labor sabotage that
resists the commodification and standardization demanded by Taylorism. This chapter also
argues that Burroughs was instrumental in bringing explicitly queer themes into science fiction
literature. Using the cut-up method, Burroughs articulates the queer subtext of Golden Age
science fiction, establishing a connection between the disruption of textual and sexual norms. At
the same time, prefiguring radical queer and feminist analyses of labor that would emerge later in
the 60s, Burroughs extends his critique of labor to frame gender and sexuality as a mode of
exploitation and oppression. I suggest, then, that Burroughs’s cut-ups function as an allegory for,
and radical critique of, both labor exploitation and heteronormative sexuality.
My third chapter turns to Samuel R. Delany’s experimental SF novel Dhalgren (1974).
Although working within the SF field, Delany draws on disjunctive techniques that put his novel
at odds with many of that genre’s traditions. Written in a period of economic recession and the
emergence of neoliberal austerity politics, Dhalgren illustrates the uneven development of the
American city through a pastiche of science fiction, fantasy, and modernist prose styles. At the
same time, science fiction—as a genre and an institution—was undergoing its own crisis as it
was appropriated by mainstream and academic literary canons. I argue that Dhalgren historicizes
the crisis of SF genre as a function of the financial and austerity crises of the 70s. Drawing on
contemporary black radical critiques of the disparity between American technological and
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scientific progress and underdevelopment, Dhalgren constructs a SF epistemology that indexes
not only a speculative genre form but also radically transformed economic social conditions of
the early Seventies.
I end with an examination of Amiri Baraka’s 1970 mixed-media poetry/photography
collection, In Our Terribleness, in which Baraka pairs his own poetry--functioning as expansive
captioning--with Billy Abernathy’s photographs of Newark. This chapter, then, attempts to
assess the way in which the art-book functions as a form of black radical counter-archive in
response to hegemonic museological and art-institutional discourses of African American social
spaces, exemplified by the Met’s 1969 “Harlem on My Mind” exhibit. Through this counterarchival method, Baraka develops an Afrofuturist aesthetic that recodes the urban space of
working-class black Newark. At the same time that the work significantly expands the formal
limits of Afrofuturist SF to incorporate mixed-media and documentary, In Our Terribleness
historicizes the developments of black radicalism in the period after Sixties militancy.
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Chapter 1: Olson’s Old Mole: Postmodern Poetry and the Decline of New Deal Labor
Radicalism in The Maximus Poems
In an essay on the influence of the Objectivists on later avant-garde poetics, Charles
Altieri argues that Charles Olson’s poetics are primarily concerned with using the act of writing
as a means of investigating a deeper form of subjectivity:
Olson’s poetry vacillates between, on the one hand, a somewhat private, anachronistic,
and often pompous mythologizing of the self as the means for establishing projective
size, and on the other, a complex interplay between the personal and the acts of a
speculative mind discovering terms by which it is an extension of what it discloses. (35)
Altieri seems to be pointing to, though he does not say it in as many words, an immanent
contradiction within what could be called the “enunciation” of the poem. A romantic
“mythologizing” of the subject, an expansion of the ego in an almost ‘confessional’ poetic mode,
comes into direct conflict with a more relational use of the lyric voice as it encounters its own
objective constitution.
While it is of course correct that Maximus mythologizes the subject, Altieri stands at the
threshold of a critical tradition that has isolated Olson’s avant-garde poetics from its material and
social foundations. Indeed, in thinking of Olson’s work in continuity with earlier Objectivists, we
need to pay adequate attention to the ways in which this fidelity to that particular avant-garde
lineage also allows Olson to activate avant-garde poetics as a way of investigating the political
economic arrangements of his own contemporary moment. If, as Ruth Jennison has argued, the
Objectivist movement “germinated in the unfolding of the commodity form’s crisis of
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legitimacy” that was the Great Depression, Olson’s Projectivism is constituted in midst of the
reconsolidation of capitalist economic and political hegemony in the post-war period. While
Objectivism indexes a poetics of revolutionary potentiality, Projectivism proceeds from a
position of weakness, as Left movements of all stripes were on the wane.
Barrett Watten alludes to a possible resolution of, on the one hand, Olson’s concern for
crafting an avant-garde poetics centered on the subject and, on the other, the pressures of his own
historical moment that gave shape to that drive when he writes that
Olson’s refusal of closure gives the affect of presence, and this imagistic ‘stand’ appears
as the solution to a lifelong public and political dilemma. In fact, the theme of Olson’s
political experience, the failure of liberal politics from the Roosevelt era to the present, is
central to his assumption of the hero-poet. (125)
For Watten, open field’s compositional parameters demand the construction of an elevated and
centered ego that continually expands to encompass an increasingly broad and ‘deep’ set of
historical and geographical coordinates. Critical to Watten’s observation is the sense that this
subject emerges not just from within a poetic tradition, but also as a response to a historical
conjuncture marked, here, as the “failure of liberal politics”.
Although Watten withholds further analysis of the connection between Olson’s poetics
and the “crisis” from which it emerge, his brief intervention helps serve as a corrective to Olson
scholarship (and criticism of the avant-garde) that reifies the distinction between poetic form and
the material or social conditions that allow for that form to develop. In this chapter, I will concur
with Watten’s assessment that Olson’s poetics emerge from a postwar crisis—however, I seek to
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qualify and complicate Watten’s assessment of this crisis as one of “liberal politics”, and suggest
rather that the Olsonian subject—and its contradictions—is constructed, in The Maximus Poems
and elsewhere, through an attention to the repression of the labor radicalism of the Thirties and
Forties and, ultimately, mediated through a poetic reflection on the limits of Zukofskian
Objectivist poetics and politics.
Part 1: Class Reification in Maximus Volume I
While much of Maximus takes up labor and the lives of working people (mostly men) in
Olson’s hometown of Gloucester, Massachusetts, I want to turn to “Letter 6”, an early poem in
The Maximus Poems, in order to introduce the critical terms of my argument. “Letter 6” puts this
subject in a complicated dialectical relationship with labor and class, suggesting that Olson’s
mythology of the self represents a working out of the crisis of the subject, a crisis rooted in
Olson’s class estrangement. Born into a working-class family (his father was a postal worker),
Olson studied at Harvard and, trained as an academic, soon occupied key positions within
Roosevelt’s campaign and administration both before and during the Second World War. After
the war, Olson held academic positions at such intellectually and artistically fervent institutions
as Black Mountain College, a hub of postwar American art and poetry. In other words, Olson’s
biography in many ways duplicates the classic upward mobility narrative, traveling the path from
working class to intellectual or “new” class, a narrative that gives much of the infrastructure to
the first volume of Maximus, particularly “Letter 6.” Early in the poem Olson recounts a minor
incident on board a fishing boat he worked on during summer break from college:
polis is
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eyes
(Moulton cried up that day,
“Where’d you get those glasses?”
after, like a greenhorn,
I’d picked three swordfish out of the sun-blaze
where no regular could afford to look,
to waste his eyes seeking a fin in that place (I.26)
Directly addressing the Objectivist obsession with vision, Olson here provides a corollary
between eyes and labor, figuring himself as “a greenhorn”—an inexperienced and highly
contingent laborer onboard the ship—in sharp contrast to the “regular” workers. Hazarding his
eyesight by looking into the “sun-blaze”, Olson trades on his ability to “afford” “waste” as a
form of surplus that allows him to take highly remunerative risks--unlike the “regular”
fisherman, whose eyesight and body forms the basis of their labor-power and, as such, must
protect their sole source of value—they quite literally cannot “afford” to speculate on their own
body.
The full mediating force of the sun-blaze lies in its power to obscure the social conditions
that make it relevant, while also allowing it to appear as a natural event. In this way, the sunblaze replicates the structure of commodity fetishism, wherein it constitutes both a form of
appearance and an essence. Moishe Postone describes the peculiarities of Marx’s definition of
fetish in the following way:
objects are accorded significance in capitalism in a different sense than in traditional
societies. Their meaning is not so much seen as intrinsic to them, an ‘essential’ attribute;
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rather, they are ‘thingly’ things that have meaning--they are like signs in the sense that no
necessary relationship exists between the signifier and the signified. (173n114)
The sun-blaze occupies a binary matrix of fetishistic meanings. First, the sun-blaze occupies a
place in the narrative as I’ve described above. To the fishermen, this natural phenomenon
represents a necessary blind-spot, a gap or absence in the texture of their labor, while for Olson
the intellectual-masquerading-as-fisherman, this same sun-blaze becomes the source of an
impossible mastery. The sun-blaze, though a natural event, contains a dual or parallax
signification, a surplus of meaning that defines the social relations between Olson, as speaker,
and the fishermen.
“Letter 6” asserts that vision itself has a class politics, as Olson divides himself from the
regular workers by risking his eyesight, the “sun-blaze” discursively mediating the separation of
manual from intellectual or middle-class labor, a division that Olson goes to some lengths to
repress. Butterick cites Olson’s July 16th, 1936 journal entry as the source for this poem, and
while most of the lines are taken verbatim from Olson’s journal entry, Olson notably leaves out
of Maximus the words of the ship’s striker who, after Olson catches his second fish, exclaims “I
guess we gotter git these college fellers for a crew.” Olson’s technique in the composition of this
poem is, thus, one of repression and substitution: repressing indications that emphasize the clear
social division between himself and the ships crew, and substituted the word “greenhorn.” While
“greenhorn” fits this context, it also suggests a future quite different from Olson’s actual
trajectory. Describing one as a greenhorn, or a “novice in a trade,” as the OED says, implies that
the greenhorn has the potential to learn this trade--ie, a greenhorn is one who, though lacking the
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skills and knowledge of a craft in the present, will ultimately learn them. By contrast, Olson, as a
Harvard University student at the time, possesses a futurity that does not include continued
belonging to the fishing trade, or even to the working class. Written from a current subject
position in which Olson’s identity as an intellectual laborer is well-established, the substitution
of “greenhorn” for his actual class position constitutes an act of autobiographical revision, even
as it attempts to establish class solidarity.
“Letter 6” thus allegorizes the embodiment of class, alluding to process by which wagelabor makes even the human body a site of uneven development, part of a larger consideration of
the mediation of nature by capital processes. The “sun-blaze” represents not simply the neutral,
natural phenomenon of the glare of the sun on water, but rather figures as a complex intersection
of nature, labor and class. Neil Smith describes just such an intersection as the “production of
nature”, writing that:
In its most immediate appearance, the natural landscape presents itself to us as the
material substratum of daily life, the realm of use-values [usefulness of something] rather
than exchange-values [the value derived from the market sale of something]. As such it is
highly differentiated along any number of axes. But with the progress of capital
accumulation and the expansion of economic development, this material substratum is
more and more the product of social production, and the dominant axes of differentiation
are increasingly societal in origin. In short, when this immediate appearance of nature is
placed in historical context, the development of the material landscape presents itself as a
process of the production of nature. (Smith 368)
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Smith helps us understand how the “sun-blaze,” as a natural phenomenon, can become
appropriated by capitalist accumulation, turned into, if not necessarily a physical artifact of
capitalist production, then a necessary supplement to the production process on the ship, acting
as a quilting point for class definition, identity, and division.5 Like any other commodity, nature
here contains a double-nature, as elaborated upon by Alfred Sohn-Rethel:
the world of ‘use’ is often called ‘the first or primary nature’, material in substance, while
the sphere is exchange is termed a ‘second, purely social, nature’ entirely abstract in makeup...[First nature is] concrete and material, comprising commodities as objects of use and
our own activities as material, inter-exchange with nature; [second nature is] abstract and
5

A “quilting point” is Slavoj Žižek’s translation of Lacan’s point de caption, writing that:
the multitude of ‘floating signifiers’, of proto-ideological elements, is structured
into a unified field through the intervention of a certain ‘nodal point’ (the
Lacanian point de caption) which ‘quilts’ them, stops their sliding and fixes their
meaning….The ‘quilting’ performs the totalization by means of which this free
floating of ideological elements is halted, fixed—that is to say, by means of which
they become parts of the structured network of meaning. (87)
In “Letter 6”, the “sun-blaze” functions as a quilting point by allowing Olson and the

fishermen to work together under the sign of a reified, non-antagonistic labor. Moreover, for
Zizek, as for Olson, the quilting point is defined by a surplus of meanings, none of them
immanent to the object or concept itself, allowing it to be defined as “a ‘pure difference’” that
allows for antagonism (99).
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purely social, concerning commodities as objects of exchange and quantities of value
(Sohn-Rethel 55-6).
Sohn-Rethel extends Marx’s notion of the commodity, with its division between use and
exchange value—first nature corresponding to the physical manipulation of materials to produce
material goods, and second nature to the abstract valuation attached to objects through the
market mechanism, broadly construed. Both natures, of course, are constructed, but by very
different mechanisms.
Olson’s “sun-blaze” represents the moment at which nature transforms from “first
nature” into “second nature”, becoming fully subsumed within the capitalist labor process as a
mediating element that allows for the paradoxical existence of both unity under the sign of
nature, and a necessary social division between Olson and the rest of the crew. And, as a sign of
social antagonism, the “sun-blaze” also signals the intensification of the logic of the commodity
form.6 Giovanni Arrighi describes a “prodigious expansion of trade and production experienced
by the capitalist world-economy as a whole from about 1950 to about 1970”, a period that
“provides strong evidence in support of Schumpeter's contention that the growth potential of big
business capitalism was second to none” (328). The increased productive capacity of capital
during this period was due in part to increased labor discipline—as I will discuss below—but
6

As Susan Vanderborg argues, Maximus can be thought of as a “series of hidden histories”

(370). Yet, while Vanderborg here refers to Olson’s deployment of mythology, anthropology,
archaeology, and history, we can see, too, that the logic of the commodity form constitutes one
of these “hidden histories” that Maximus attempts to unbury.
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also due to the expansion of the market and commodity-form to include new forms of life
previously outside of this logic. The turning of the “sun-blaze” from nature to commodity
illustrates and allegorizes this historic shift, showing how the expanded field of commodity
logic functions as a wedge that defines class identity and creates divisions within the working
class, separating laborers from their “organic intellectuals.”
If one side of Maximus devotes itself to continuing the Objectivist project of inscribing
labor within avant-garde form, Olson exacerbates the division between the poet, as intellectual
laborer, and the working class as such, a problematic that had often been just as much of sticking
point to his Objectivist predecessors. And, as a representation of the commodity logic, it is
suitably opaque, requiring the class position of an upwardly mobile Olson to ‘see’ through the
commodity fetish of the “sun-blaze,” both diagetically, and in the arrangement of “Letter 6”
itself. Formally, “Letter 6” displays Olson’s projective verse, built upon the abrasively
paratactical progression of elements. However, far from being formless or merely associative,
this poem shows the dialectical potential of serial poetic form, and “Letter 6” coheres around the
working-out of concrete particulars behind the opening abstraction of
polis is
eyes (I.226)
As a reference to the role of sight, vision, and the eyes that constitutes the lines that follow,
Olson uses this copulative couplet to suggest the deep class cleavages existing within a polis
dominated by the opaque logic of the commodity form. At the same time, Olson here lays out his
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project—in “Letter 6” and elsewhere—of using the ‘I’s’, the individuals, of Gloucester as the
basis of his poetics of the polis. Finally, we should consider Olson’s indebtedness to forms of
colloquial American speech, providing us with a further crypt reading of “eyes” as “I’s”, the
conjugation of “I is”, leaving us with “polis is/I is”. Placed alongside the other possible readings
of this passage, this re-writing of the cogito suggests the subject’s singular position within a
community built upon class antagonisms.
So it is the case that Olson both performs the functions of the worker, while at the same
time remaining outside of physical labor by virtue of his own futurity as a non-worker. We might
see this as the difference between structure and contingency, wherein Olson’s position as part of
the “intellectual class” grants him not only the freedom of representational contingency (that is,
within the poem Olson can be represented as worker and/or intellectual) but also the privilege of
defining these positions. Olson’s text externalizes the working class, foreclosing any first-person
identification despite the fact that they (fishermen and the speaker/poet) share the same space
and perform the same tasks. Nevertheless, the poem takes as its central force the poet’s inability
to completely identify with the workers, and we find that rather than providing a representation
of the workers, the narrative itself tropes only the poet’s own identity, negatively defining it
against the manual labor depicted therein. In an almost textbook study of dialectics, working
class representation folds back into its opposite, that of the intellectual. In other words, the trope
of the worker acts as the form of appearance of the intellectual laborer.
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What follows in “Letter 6” is a deep unfolding of the particularities of this initial
proposition. Following the second stanza, in which Olson discusses the “sun-blaze”, he writes
that:
I have suffered since,
from that enthusiasm
as my heart has never been so good
as the day I’d be damned if that Englishman,
and mountain-climber,
would beat me
up the Bright Angel trail (I.26)
This stanza throws Olson immediately away from the ship, and labor, recording a hike in the
Grand Canyon, the memory of labor displaced by one of leisure activity and cross-country
bohemian wandering. The intra-class antagonism and division of the fishing boat transformed
into good-natured, bourgeois international athletic competition, ending with:
It was coming up
I spent myself, falling face-flat each step I managed,
flopping in the fine dust…
This account of leisured non-labor becomes sexually charged for the speaker, who says that he
“spent myself” after “coming up”, ultimately “flopping in the fine dust.” The libidinal cathexis of
non-labor serves to temporarily displace the scene of labor form the page, and the poet’s
memory. A moment later, however, the poem’s focus returns to labor once again, after an
interlude in which the speaker comments on the lessons of the hiking trip:
It is just such folly is not necessary, yet I have not noticed
that those who are sharp haven’t got that way
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by pushing their limits
Tortuously erected through a series of complex syntactical negations, this stanza seems to affirm
the classic Protestant work ethic—that success, being “sharp”, comes to those who work hard by
“pushing their limits”—while at the same time stopping short of such an affirmation. After all, to
“have not noticed/that those who are sharp haven’t got that way” is not the same thing as
“noticing that those who are sharp have got that way”. As such, Olson’s observation about the
value of “pushing…limits” falls within a space of liminal meaning, best conceived of as the
dialectical result of two oppositional concrete particulars. Failing to find a synthetic resolution,
“Letter 6” offers us instead what we might think of as a negative abstraction. This negative
abstraction—an abstraction without synthesis—is in this way purely formal, a method of
producing more text and advancing the poem, a dialectic without insight.
Olson’s truly negative, or nihilistic, dialectic here puts the fullness of the speaker’s
private, non-laboring life into sharp contrast with the impoverished private and domestic lives of
the fishermen. Olson describes the fisherman Burke in heroic terms,
he squatting in the canvas strap,
the rest of us standing in the whale-rope rigging, all of us
like birds in a cote, and he the leader
as he well was, he was that good a professional, his eyes
as a gull’s are, or any Portygee’s,
and the long visor of his cap more of a beak
than even the same we all wore (I.26-27)
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Within a complex ethnic-national equation (“eyes as…any Portygee’s”) in which the immigrant
or non-national “Portygee’s” becomes the standard of comparison for US labor, Burke here
stands as a heroic figure onboard the ship, in striking contrast to his drunkenness and disheveled
appearance on land. In this regard, Olson compares him with another sailor, Olsen, who appears
on the ship as “Hyperion/to the lump his men would have wheeled aboard,/at sailing time” (I.27).
The sailors and fishermen of Gloucester are endowed with literally mythical, titanic qualities
while working, and inhuman “lump[s]” of flesh when not—a crucial instance of Olson writing
from the perspective of the sympathetic intellectual, glorifying the productivity and
professionalism of the working class even as he reifies their subordinate position within capitalist
production.
It’s telling that the moment in which “Letter 6” replicates the trope of the working class’s
impoverished private life reaches its limit, after an allusion to a Gorton-Pew foreman, Louis R
Douglas, Jr., “who never went to sea, he’s different” (I.27). When Douglas offers the poet “cans
of cooked mackerel,” Olson writes that “I couldn’t tell him I hate/picnics”, a reference that then
shifts the poem to a remembrance of Ezra Pound:
(“pick-nicks”, Pound roared
when Con suggested we have fried chicken,
and get him out of S’Liz for the afternoon (Ibid)
It is, of course, significant that this shift pivots on the metonymical equivalence between the
foreman and the first-generation modernist—a moment in which Olson re-states the class
division between the poet and the laborer, at the same time a meta-poetic in which Maximus’
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Objectivist concern with labor encounters a ruined—yet still seductive—relic of modernist.7 The
poet, by this metonymical sleight of hand, becomes the equivalent within Maximus of the
foreman, a worker but one of a higher order—a clear reference and development of Olson’s
account of his fishing exploits at the beginning of “Letter 6”, showing the full divergence of
Olson from his one-time shipmates.
As we might expect from the dialectical proceedings of Olson’s Projectivism, this series
of interpenetrative, mutually-mediating concrete particulars finds an abstract resolution:
Eyes,
& polis,
fishermen,
& poets
or in every human head I’ve known is
busy
both:
the attention, and
the care
however much each of us
chooses our own
7

We should note that Olson’s fascination with Pound has at least some affinity with his

fascination for the archeological ruin, as evidenced throughout Maximus and in his surveying
expedition to Yucatan. In a letter to Creeley, Olson argues that “post-modern” man must, like
ancient man, “leave such things behind us—and not so much trash of discourse, & gods?” (79).
The “things” Olson refers to here are the non-discursive ancient artifacts of ancient peoples,
which serve as records of how ancient man “acted” rather than kept records. Although Olson
obviously owes much to Pound's writing, this particular passage displays the former’s
appreciation of Pound as a ruin, or relic, of modernism in action.
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kin and concentration (I.28)
A formal synthesis of the earlier elements of the poem, it is nevertheless only that—formal, unaccounting for the deep divisions and class antagonisms that Olson has previously diagnosed.
The symmetry of the first four lines suggests an equivalence between these elements, a
syntactically rendered flattening of difference that Olson goes on to confirm through his
assertion that “attention” and “care” exists equally in “every human head”, a gesture of
universalism that undercuts much of the previous work done by the poem. If this is a synthesis, it
is a purely grammatical and syntactical synthesis, the proper ending to Projectivism’s formal
embrace of dialectical proceedings.
Part 2 of “Letter 6”, however, eschews this universalist gesture, instantiating a more
properly modernist social topography:
And the few—that goes, even inside the major
economics. It is not true that the many,
even in fishing, say, Gloucester,
are the gauge
(where Ferrini, as so many,
go wrong
so few
have the polis
in their eye
The brilliant Portuguese owners,
They do. They pour the money back
Into engines, into their ships,
Whole families do, put it back
In. They are but extensions of their own careers (I.28)
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Given Olson’s earlier concern with vision as the mediating device of class antagonism within the
polis, these lines further substantiate the polis as the scene of intense class conflict and, here,
domination. With what seems to be largely adulation and irony, Olson here locates possession of
the polis in the ship owners, noting the way in which their persons are “extensions”, appendages,
of their capital investment.
Olson shows the outcome of the “few” possessing the “polis/in their eye”, in his
depiction of the wreck of the ships Laura Dysart and the Magellan, a result of “both of/them
coming up on the same fish” (I.29). While we can read this as an allegory of capitalist
competition, we should also pay attention to the ambiguity attached to it by Olson, who writes
that “What struck me was, Dysart’s admira-/tion, how the Magellan had overtaken him…those
island eyes that very damned good” (I.29). Just as, earlier in the poem, the “sun-blaze” acts as a
natural phenomenon that both mediates and obscures shipboard class antagonisms, here, eyesight
becomes a similar locus of labor, in which the “island eyes” of Captain Rose of the Magellan are
reified and given causal/explanatory power.
The eyes continue to be the focus of “Letter 6,” with Olson going on to further examine
the reification of vision:
What kills me is, how do these other think
the eyes are
sharp? by gift? bah by love of self? try it
the bean sandwich (I.29)
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by god? ask

Olson here clearly dismisses the idea that ‘sharp eyes’ are a natural phenomenon, before going
on to negate the potential stratification that could be centered around eyesight:
There are no hierarchies, no infinite, no such many as mass, there are only
eyes in all heads,
to be looked out of (I.29)
Here, all groupings are displaced, up to and including that most general of social categories, the
“mass”. It is as if Olson—perceiving the problematic of an antagonist polis extending deeply
into, and indeed shaping, the body—recoils, finding resolution in a person that is “only/eyes”.
However, even this impoverished subjectivity, in which the person is reduced only to visual
organs, does not escape the problem of social antagonisms, as the eyes are, we will remember,
the symbolic site of the eruption and signification of class division. The affirmation of a radically
isolated individuality structured around the trope of vision finds its philosophical correlate in
Adorno’s materialist critique of capitalist metaphysics:
Except among heretics, all Western metaphysics has been peephole metaphysics. The
subject—a mere limited moment—was locked up in its own self by that metaphysics,
imprisoned for all eternity to punish it for its deification. As through the crenels of a
parapet, the subject gazes upon a black sky in which the star of the idea, or of Being, is
said to rise. And yet it is the very wall around the subject that casts its shadow on
whatever the subject conjures: the shadow of reification (Negative Dialectics 139-140).
The reification of such “peephole” subjectivity lies precisely in the assertion that the self is a
unified, self-contained totality, a coherent unit able to divide itself from the objective world. For
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Adorno, as for Olson, this dualist view of the subject can be adequately represented as vision,
countering this ideological concept with his own assertion that “there is no peeping out. What
would lie in the beyond makes its appearance only in the materials and categories within”,
insisting on the interpenetration of the ‘objective’ world and the subject (140).
For Olson, too, the outward gaze affirms the reification of capitalist class division
mapped onto the body as a ‘natural’ phenomenon—in the first instance, the reification of nature
in the ‘sun-blaze’, and, later, the shift of this reified nature into the body itself as eyesight proper,
an instance of the capitalist penetration of, significantly, the laboring body. “Letter 6” is
suggestive of the way in which the poet-intellectual deploys representations of labor as means of
diagnosing the crisis in subjectivity.
Part 2: Postmodernism and the Decline of Labor Radicalism in “The Post Office”
Avoiding an argument about Olson’s exploitation of working-class representations, I
instead want to focus on the fundamental shift, signaled in Maximus, of avant-garde treatments
of the working class. After Michael Denning, we might call this the post-laboring of American
culture, a period in which the representational value of labor becomes detached from its social
signifier. That is, the idea of the ‘laboring of American culture’ captures that period in which the
working class becomes integrated into cultural production, largely through the mediation of
Popular Front politics, and gets attached to specific revolutionary political programs.
Against this, post-laboring would refer to the historical persistence of such cultural
integration beyond the period in which such representational systems have revolutionary political
force. While labor still functions as a major trope throughout cultural production, it is, as we
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have seen with Olson, more likely to be used to mediate something else. Olson, of course, sits as
a foundation figure in this post-laboring, both biographically and poetically positioned as a
transitional figure between, respectively, Old Left and New Left, and pre-war and post-war
poetic avant-gardes.
Denning argues that the literature, art, and media surrounding the Popular Front, what he
terms the “cultural front”, resulted in the widespread “laboring of American culture,” by which
he means three distinct things: first, the Popular Front period “proletarianized” mass culture;
second, cultural production and the “culture industry” came of age, becoming both more
prominent, and more visible; and third, and perhaps most salient here, is the deployment by
Popular Front artists of images and tropes of labor itself (Denning xvi-xvii). Denning’s portrait
suggests a society on the very brink of a socialist transformation, with the Popular Front—and,
with it, its cultural apparatus—functioning as a hegemonic bloc that contained the seeds of
socialism. The ultimate failure of the Popular Front to effect such a transformation relegates it to
the status of a “vanishing mediator…a moment of transition between the Fordist modernism that
reigned before the crash, and the postmodernism of the American Century that emerged from the
ruins of Hiroshima” (27). While Denning’s conception of the “laboring of American culture”
suggests a prolonged relevance to the cultural front, it is nevertheless the case that the various
movements making up the Popular Front could not be sustained as a force for radical social
transformation.
Olson begins to construct a post-labor poetics in “Letter 7” in Volume I, in the midst of
an extended description of Marsden Hartley’s time spent painting in Gloucester, Olson writes:
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But what he did with that bald jaw of stone
(my father differently usurped it,
took it as he took nature, took himself
until all bosses struck him down) (I.33)
Butterick, in his Guide, suggests that we read this as a reference to Olson’s father’s
“stubbornness” (Butterick 56). What is of especial importance here is Olson’s grounding of this
trait in the image of a fight against “bosses”, which, as a word of American working class origin
that has deep resonance within labor politics, ties together Olson’s own localist orientation with a
sense of radical working class history. Also of note is the suggestive equivalence made between
Hartley’s painting and his father’s labor disputes, asserting a way of suturing radical politics to
avant-garde art. The comparison, however, does not hold, and after describing Hartley’s
paintings, Olson writes:
Such transubstantiations
as I am not permitted,
nor my father,
who’d never have turned the Whale Jaw back
to such humanness neither he nor I, as workers,
are infatuated with (I.33)
Just as in “Letter 6”, where Pound is textually aligned with the boss, Douglas, the opposition of
Hartley to the Olsons’ working class identity suggests a division between an earlier American
modernist avant-garde and his own postmodern experimentalism, one which is significantly
divorced from an aesthetic humanism. The post-humanism of Olson’s postmodernism here
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intersects with an attention to labor and class more proper to Objectivism. In the following
section, I will further detail Olson’s relationship to his Objectivist predecessors, particularly
Zukofsky—for now, though, I want to further examine how Olson’s father, Karl, acts as a foil to
and a measure of the historical and artistic personas appearing throughout Maximus. Olson’s
father reappears in Volume Three, in “Stevens song”, with Olson comparing him to William
Stevens, the carpenter-colonist hero of Maximus, detailing a moment in which Stevens rebelled
against the British monarchy:
and his remarks
to officers of the Crown
which were considered
seditious as my own Father’s
remarks to Paddy Hehir
and to Blocky Sheehan
were considered
insubordinate (III.30)
The historical equivalence asserted between Stevens and Karl Olson goes some way toward
revealing Olson’s own understanding of how power and subordination operates through history
with Post Office foremen and management, Hehir and Sheehan, acting as contemporary or, we
might say, postmodern, incarnations of the British monarchy of the Seventeenth Century. The
fold here created by Olson’s temporally disjunctive parataxis alludes to a continuity in absolutist
authority running from the pre-capitalist social formation of early modern Britain to the intensely
industrial capitalist United States.
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I want to argue that, for Olson, the emergence of postmodern temporality is deeply
connected to the collapse of labor radicalism and, with it, a fundamental shift in the topography
of US society. Rather than reading Maximus as an attempt at an eccentric poetic historiography,
it would be better to consider how such a temporal disjunction of equating the feudal with the
late capitalist can be read as analysis of the post-war United States. It is as if the collapse of
Popular Front labor radicalism and the resurgence of capitalist and state power also accelerates
the uneven-temporality of modernity, allowing for the eruption of even the most ancient
elements into the modern social fabric.
Perry Anderson has usefully discussed the emergence of modernity within a field of
diffuse temporalities, suggesting that “modernism…needs to be framed within some more
differential conception of historical time” (102). Anderson argues that
we should look rather for a conjunctural explanation of the set of aesthetic practices and
doctrines subsequently grouped together as ‘modernist’. Such an explanation would
involve the intersection of different historical temporalities, to compose a typically
overdetermined configuration. What were these temporalities? In my view, ‘modernism’
can best be understood as a cultural field of force triangulated by three decisive
coordinates…European modernism in the first years of this century thus flowered in the
space between a still usable classical past, a still indeterminate technical present, and a
still unpredictable political future. Or, put another way, it arose at the intersection
between a semi-aristocratic ruling order, a semi-industrialized capitalist economy, and a
semi-emergent, or -insurgent, labour movement. (104-105)
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For Anderson, modernism meets its end—and postmodernism makes its appearance—with the
Second World War, when all of these conditions are altered—the ancien regime loses power
across Europe, liberal-democracy and consumerism become fully entrenched in the West, and
the revolutionary potentials of the Soviet Union become “gutted” (Origins 82). In their place
Anderson sees a new triangulation of forces emerge: first, the rearrangement of the bourgeoisie,
signaled by the dissolution of the bourgeoisie as a unified class, or its encanaillement; second,
the saturation and intensification of technology and consumerism, well past the point that it can
be viewed as having libratory potential (although this particular analysis would need to be
carefully revised in light of the rise of the personal computer and, especially, the laptop); and,
third, the loss of political alternatives (Origins 85-88).8
Yet, while Anderson sees this new postmodern triangulation ultimately overtaking the
older, modernist constellation, he also argues that this does not reach its full development until
the Seventies, and as such there is a roughly Thirty year transitional period. It’s within this

8

Along with the encanaillement of the bourgeoisie in the post-war years would go the

embourgeoisement of the proletariat. The argument could, of course, be made that the
embourgeoisement characteristic of the Keynesian state is the result of the only-partial success
and ultimate defeat of the radical movements of the Thirties and Forties and, indeed, it is
precisely this development that Olson is responding to. For a more in-depth class analysis of the
post-war decades, including the concept of embourgeoisement, see Etienne Balibar and
Immanuel Wallerstein, Race, Nation, Class: Ambiguous Identities.
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transitional period that we should locate Olson.9 Indeed, Anderson himself devotes significant
time to discussing the poet’s role in the development of postmodernism, writing that that in
Olson’s writing,
the elements for an affirmative conception of the postmodern were first assembled. In
Olson, an aesthetic theory was linked to a prophetic history, with an agenda allying poetic
innovation with political revolution in the classic tradition of the avant-gardes of pre-war
Europe. The continuity with the original Stimmung of modernism, in an electric sense of
the present as fraught with a momentous future, is striking. But no commensurate
doctrine crystallized. Olson, who thought of himself as timorous, was interrogated by the
FBI for suspect war-time associations in the early fifties. Black Mountain College, of
which he was the last Principal, shut its doors in 1954. In the years of reaction, his poetry
9

One other condition of modernity displaced by postmodernism is, according to Anderson, the

existence of an academicism in art, which provided a fundamental antagonism against which
modernism and its avant-gardes could define themselves (Origins 86). However, Olson, Black
Mountain, and other writers working in the New American Poetry scene, represented by Don
Allen’s foundational anthology, existed yet within an artistic milieu where this tension still
existed (and which certainly has not disappeared from poetry to this day)—a tension indicated by
Robert Lowell’s schema of “raw” and “cooked” poetry. Olson, whose work is given by far the
most pages in Allen’s anthology, and who led the experimental arts college, Black Mountain
College, was unmistakably at the front-lines of this extended antagonism between avant-gardism
and academicism.
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became more straggling and gnomic. The referent of the postmodern lapsed. (12)
Anderson here charts a history of postmodernism that, at its conception, maintains an overt
connection with the revolutionary impulses of modernism, taking note of Olson’s infatuation
with Mao and the Chinese Revolution as the impetus for his poem “The Kingfishers.” This initial
potential of postmodernism to cohere into a “commensurate doctrine”, however, fails, due to the
pressures of post-war reaction. By 1973, when boundary 2 published its special issue “Charles
Olson: Reminiscences, Essays, Reviews,” the revolutionary and anti-capitalist tendency of
Olson’s writing had been pushed aside in favor of an exclusive focus on his poetics (Origins 16).
Repressed is the sense that Olson’s poetics, and theory of the postmodern, were shaped by his
own analysis of the interdependence of avant-garde poetics and radical politics, and that, as TJ
Clark argues, “the origins of postmodernity were a matter of active theory and practice…at the
moment of origins” (89). We might, then, consider Maximus as such an active intervention, a
sign of Olson’s working through the decline of radicalism that formed one of the foundations of
modernism.
Olson had, as we saw in the above passages of Maximus, a strong connection to union
politics through his father. Below, I will provide a more in-depth reading of Olson’s take on his
father’s union activities in “The Post Office”, but for now it is sufficient to say that Olson—a
New Deal left-liberal working in the Roosevelt administration—would have been particularly
well-positioned to observe the decline in radical labor and working class militancy. In the Fifties,
as faculty and, later, rector of the experimental Black Mountain College, Olson was in contact
with a host of left-leaning artists and scholars, and the college itself had a reputation as a
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“Communist community”, and had even himself been interviewed by three FBI agents in 1952
(Harris 168). As such, the poet passed through a number of the key events that produced the antiradical and anti-labor climate of the late Forties through the Sixties, and his family and political
history suggest a deep concern with labor politics.10
The 1940 passage of the Alien Registration Act, also known as the Smith Act, made it
illegal to “knowingly or willfully advocate, abet, advise, or teach…overthrowing the government
of the United States or of any State…,or for anyone to become a member of or to affiliate with
any such association” (Cited in Smith 163) The immediate consequences of the Smith Act were
the repression, prosecution, and imprisonment of Communist Part, Trotskyist, and other radical
labor organizers, crippling a number of militant unions (Smith 163). This was followed in 1941
with the AFL’s and CIO’s wartime ‘no-strike pledge’ under the slogan “Equality of Sacrifice”,
and, several years later, the 1945 “Charter of Industrial Peace” signed by the AFL, CIO, and the
US Chamber of Commerce. Even as the state exercised the War Powers Act to repress strikes
and wildcat actions, the unions and—after Soviet entry into the war—the CPUSA activists
within and without unions, worked to police their own members.

10

For an-depth look at Olson’s anti-imperial politics, see James Zeigler’s reading of Call Me

Ishmael, in which he argues that in addition to its anti-imperialism, this early volume of Olson’s
also provides a representation of the Pequod as a factory or sweatshop (60). This reading
suggests a parallel with CLR James’ left interpretation of Moby-Dick
Castaways.
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Mariners, Renegades, &

The crowning moment of the repression of Thirties radicalism came immediately after
the war, in 1947, with the passage of the Labor-Management Relations Act, better known as the
Taft-Hartley Act, legislation that outlawed wildcat actions, solidarity strikes, secondary boycotts,
and mass picketing; required union officials to sign affidavits affirming they weren’t CP
members; allowed states to ban closed union shops; and held unions and union leaders legally
responsible for damages incurred by wildcat strikes or any other ‘breach of contract.’ Union
bureaucracy went along with Taft-Hartley in order to retain access to the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB). Sharon Smith notes that after the passage of Taft-Hartley, “the number
of strikes declined significantly—never again approaching the 1945-46 level,” going on to argue
that the act had, by 1957, “completely altered the political complexion of the US labor
movement”, shifting it far to the right (174). The Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure
Act (Landrum-Griffin Act) expanded the definition of secondary strikes made illegal under TaftHartley, and allowed the US Dept of Labor to directly oversee union financial records. In the
space of a decade, capital and the state had defeated most of the major gains of radical labor, and
the basic structure and organization of the workers movement itself had changed as a result. No
longer emphasizing shop-floor radicalism and organizing, let alone an overt devotion to
revolutionary politics, the union apparatus settled into the business union model that defined it
throughout the rest of the Twentieth and Twenty-First century, a dialectical moment in which the
union structure becomes shaped through class struggle.11
11

For an account of the demise of New Deal labor victories focusing on the role of business and

neoliberal intellectuals, see Kim Philips-Fein, Invisible Hands: The Making of the Conservative
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Olson charts the downward trajectory of labor radicalism in his 1948 essay “The Post
Office,” recounts how his father had, through his union activities in the Gloucester Post Office,
become known to management as a “trouble-maker” (223). Olson writes,
Postal workers do not have the right to strike. The result is, union organization among
carriers and clerks has lagged. On top of that their organizations have tended, because
their officers must wheedle and act mostly as lobbyists on Congress, to continue the same
men in office for unhealthy periods of time. The upshot is, the rank and file are about as
spiritless a group of workers as you can imagine and their officers have more in common
with the Post Office officials than with the men they represent. (220-221)
Olson here offers a thorough description of the process and outcome of the bureaucratization of
unions, and while this example is drawn from the Twenties—during a period of union militancy
in other sectors—the limitations on right to strike and the rise of a form of business unionism
foreshadows the effect that Taft-Hartley would later have on all unions. Karl Olson, coming from
a union and, importantly, immigrant background, had fought and “made Branch 12 of the
N.A.L.C. (National Association of Letter Carriers) strong, for the first time”, and gone on to
begin agitating for increased benefits at a national level. The narrative of “The Post Office”
pivots on an incident in which, the night before a planned father-son trip to Plymouth, the post
office management cancels Olson’s father’s vacation week, seemingly as arbitrary punishment
for his agitational activities:

Movement from the New Deal to Reagan, particularly Chapter 3, “Changing the Climate.”
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What happened was this: the postmaster cancelled his vacation the night before we were
to leave. It was a most unusual act, and all that I was ever able to find out confirms the
fact they did it because my father was the wheelhorse of the union and they wanted, in
this small way, to get back at him. (222)
What follows is a slow, steady assault on Olson’s father, including changing his mail route,
handing out demerits, docking pay, unnecessary inspections, and other petty assertions of
managerial power, revealing the micropolitics of day-to-day actions of management in
instantiating labor discipline, as well as his father’s own small acts of sabotage in turn.
Alongside the narrative of management attacks on Karl Olson, “The Post Office” details
the gradual adoption of Taylorist mail processing and delivery methods—methods that provide
Karl Olson with a motivations for aggressive unionism, the “fight for quality over efficiency in
the post office” (224). The narrative pivots on the intersection, and equivalence, of the unionmanagement antagonism, and a distinct yet equally familiar narrative of quality—as represented
by Olson’s father’s individualized care for the customers on his route, a quality allowed for by
the union—opposed to a generalized, abstract customer service model, shown by the emergence
within the post office of an efficiency-model instantiated precisely as a more insidious but no
less effective form of union busting.
Taylorism was one of the primary sites of labor struggle before World War II. Labor
historian George Rawick suggests that the implementation of the techniques of scientific
management proved a turning point in labor, and labor struggles:
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Before World War I, many skilled workers had significant control over their own time.
They had the right to fairly-long breaks from work at their own discretion; they organized
their work to suit their own needs and whims. Workers could regularly take off an extra
day or two each month to handle personal affairs, which often included a small garden
farm or other additional sources of income. Workers controlled much of the hiring
process, directly handled the relationship with their workmates in such matters as
sickness and death benefits, and successfully bargained Informally with plant managers
and foremen.
Taylorism and its greatest innovation, the assembly line, was introduced to try to
expropriate from workers their previous freedoms. (Rawick)
Olson suggests just this pre-Taylorist freedom when he writes that his father’s route, earned after
years of working at the post office, “gave his work day a freedom he could never have known in
any other route in the city” (225). We can read his father’s protracted struggle against the
Gloucester Post Office and ultimate early death as an allusion to the sudden collapse of union
power in the Forties, a conflation of the individual and the collective struggle that takes on
striking poignancy in the concluding lines of the essay, which ends with his father’s death:
That was in 1934. Plymouth was all those years back, yet here he was locked in
the struggle which issued from it. He had won the fight, and lost it, god help us
all. (235)
These lines turn the private struggle and death of Olson’s father into a matter of collective
import. Writing in 1948, one year after the passage of Taft-Hartley, we might read “The Post
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Office” as a direct response to the quelling of union militancy in this period. As allegory, the
union struggle against Taylorization and union busting in the inter-war years is transferred to the
figure of a single individual.
Michael Szalay, in his study of the intersection of American modernism and New Deal
politics, discusses Olson’s turn from New Deal bureaucrat in Roosevelt’s administration to
avant-garde poet:
Moving from big government to poetry, from political to literary form, Olson’s
career instead marks out a quintessentially New Deal modernist trajectory. His
poetry constitutes a relocation of the same energies he brought to bear in
Washington: essentially liberal energies (258)
While I would agree, as I’ve indicated throughout, with Szalay’s identification of the importance
of Olson’s New Deal political education, as it were, my reading sharply digresses from his
assertion of Olson’s lingering New Deal political concerns. We should, I believe, understand
“The Post Office” as Olson’s break with earlier political concerns, and the death of his father
symbolically marks the foreclosure of Depression-era political potentials.
This break, I want to suggest, coincides with a self-reflective break with other forms of
left avant-garde modernisms. In the next section, I want to turn to a later poem in Maximus as a
way of demonstrating Olson’s periodization of Projective verse through a break, both poetic and
political, with Objectivism.
Part 3: From Mantis to Mole: Postmodernity, Allegory and Objectivism
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Critics such as Michael Davidson, Nathaniel Mackey, and Peter Quartermain, among
others, have positioned Olson as a latter-generation Objectivist, arguing for an essential
continuity running from Williams, through Zukofsky and sometimes Pound.12 Altieri also reads
Olson’s poetics as a continuation of the objectivist project, going on, however, to qualify this
category, writing that his “projectivist alternative…threatens to destroy the objectivist poetics it
desires to extend”:
But Olson comes to objectivism in a very different fashion from the poets who developed
it in the thirties. Where they went from poetry to political commitments that they could
not reconcile with their forms of literary attention, Olson shifted from a political to a
poetic career. As a consequence, he demanded from the start a model of poetry that could
handle what he envisions as a revaluation of public values. (16)
While one might argue with his characteristic of the relationship between poetry and politics,
Altieri usefully grounds the distinction between objectivist and projectivist poetry in the
tendencies’ respective political concerns.
I now turn to a late poem in Maximus, “West Gloucester”, in which Olson articulates his
poetic and political break with Zukofskyian Objectivism, while historicizing the emergence of
12

See Nathaniel Mackey, “That Worlds Can Be on the Page: The Graphic Aspect of Charles

Olson’s Poetics,” in Discrepant Engagement: Dissonance, Cross-Culturality, and Experimental
Writing; Michael Davidson, Ghostlier Demarcations: Modern Poetry and the Material Word;
and the Introduction to Peter Quartermain’s Disjunctive Poetics: From Gertrude Stein and Louis
Zukofsky to Susan Howe.
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his own serial poetics.13 A deceptively simple colloquial and anecdotal verse about finding a
mole on the rode, the poem turns on the allegorical compression of the figure of the mole, drawn
from sites within and without Maximus. The word ‘mole,’ despite its relatively infrequent
appearance, acquires a depth of symbolic meaning throughout Maximus, first appearing early in
Maximus V in two lines centered in an otherwise blank page:
128 a mole
to get at Tyre (II.80)
“128” refers to a highway extending across the Annisquam River, one of the few roads
connecting Gloucester to the mainland. It is within Olson’s economy of the local that Route 128
becomes transfigured into “a mole/to get at Tyre”, which Butterick informs us refers to an
earthen causeway built by Alexander the Great during his siege of the Phoenician city of Tyre
(Butterick 360). After a reading at Goddard College in Vermont, in April 1962—about five
months after he wrote the poem—Olson discussed it at length, explaining that
the only thing in the world that confronted the universalization that Alexander proposed,
which I think is the great compliment to the present, was Tyre? It so succ—It so refused
to be knocked down by this Macedonian athlete that it was the sole place in the world
which bucked him, and it took, Alexander—and if I were to be corrected, was it three or
four years to reduce Tyre? And in order to get at her he built a mole, from the mainland
13

As Quartermain notes, objectivist poems “frequently include their own instructions on how to

read them because, in the act of writing, the poet (like the reader in the act of reading) is learning
how to see, register, and read” (19).
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to Tyre, like we did, by the way, to take Mexico City in the Mexican War. Do you
remember how Mexico City was a—
U[nknown]V[oice]: What’s a mole?
CO: Oh. A mole is an earth bridge, a—simply extending earth out until you have a
causeway. We did that to that lovely City of Flowers, floating, floating Mexico City.
Remember that wonderful story about how the Americas? How early on, our
characteristic intrusion upon on all places, and—[Laughter from the audience] remember
that wonderful military fact of the Mexican War, that we did that thing? Or am I
confused? Was it Cortés that did it? Was it Cortés who? I think it’s Cortés who did it.
Was it? I think it was. It was.

UV: I think so.
CO: Yes. Sounds very American right from the start! [Laughter from audience] Well I
object to this damn bridge…(Slought Foundation Audio Recording)
As in the pages of Maximus, Olson’s history prioritizes a series of slippages, wherein the “mole”
of Route 128 links the particularities/localities of Gloucester and Tyre and, more loosely, Mexico
City to the universalizing drive of Alexander, Spanish colonialism, and the United States. The
mole operates metonymically to define a series of transhistorical hierarchical relationship of the
universalizing drive to the local and particular, in the service of establishing Olson’s historical
worldview. I will, below, discuss at greater length the way in which Maximus obfuscates its own
use of the serial form, but for now it is worth considering the serial form of Olson’s
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historiography—history, for Olson, becomes a web or a network, each moment linked to the
other not through any particular temporal, sequential or narrative logic, but rather through
thematic and formal resonances (Conte 19). For Olson, the figure of the mole helps to textually
manifest this non-linear historiography, and one is tempted to read his continued reference to the
mole as itself a form of mole, a vocabularic linking together of the discrete poems of Maximus
and the historical narrative constructed therein.
Indeed, the mole later becomes more overtly linked to the historical person of Maximus
of Tyre:
Maximus is a whelping mother, giving birth
With the crunch of his own pelvis.
He sent flowers on the waves from the mole
Of Tyre. He went to Malta. From Malta
To Marseilles. From Marseilles to Iceland.
From Iceland to Promontorium Vinlandiae.
Flowers go out on the sea. On the left
Of the Pomontorium. On the left of the
Promontorium, Settlement Cove
I am making a mappemunde. It is to include my being.
It is called here, at this point and point of time
Peloria. (II.87)
As in the earlier poem, the reference to the mole functions as a component of an imagistic bridge
that here ties the historical figure of Maximus with Olson’s poetic persona, and the
universalizing mole here extends in that form as Maximus makes his way across the globe, a
journey that ends in Gloucester (“Promontorium Vinlandiae”).
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It is probably necessary to consider this totalizing moment—the expression of that
modernist desire to create a “mappemunde”—as a form of what Jameson calls “cognitive
mapping.” If Maximus functions as any form of a cognitive map, it more closely resembles not a
map proper, but what Jameson identifies as the “precartographic operations” found in Kevin
Lynch’s The Image of the City, described as a navigational methodology
whose results traditionally are described as itineraries rather than as maps: diagrams
organized around the still subject-centered or existential journey of the traveler, along
which various significant key features are marked—oases, mountain ranges, rivers,
monuments, and the like. The most highly developed form of such diagrams is the
nautical itinerary, the sea chart, or portulans, where coastal features are noted for the use
of Mediterranean navigators who rarely venture out into the open sea. (Postmodernism
51-52)
In orienting it around the demand to “include my being”, this mappemunde specifically captures
the “subject-centered” nature of such antiquated “itineraries.”
Olson’s “mappemunde” explicitly references such pre-modern modes of mapping while alluding
to Pound’s use of the periplus as a structuring trope in The Cantos—overtly linking together
ancient and medieval history with an earlier modernist poetic concern for mapping.
For Jameson the cognitive map is an aesthetic technique by which one locates oneself in
the unrepresentable totality that is transnational capitalism, and Olson’s collapsing of the
ancient/premodern with the modern(ist) shows how these two temporalities are put into play in
the immediate post-war years, even suggesting a similar slippage between the pre- and the post-
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industrial, a way in which the fragmentation of late capitalism replicates a sense of dislocation
more proper to the ancient world. 14 These uneven temporalities, then, find themselves mediated
in Maximus through the allusion to a first-generation modernism—here, Pound’s periplus—that
may have become untenable with the emergence of what Olson himself would call, in a letter to
Robert Creeley in 1951, the “post-modern”, writing—in reference to ancient artifacts, “And had
we not ourselves (I mean post-modern man), better just leave such things behind us—and not so
much trash of discourse, & gods?” (Complete Correspondence 79). The sense of temporal
disjunction becomes acute in this passage, with Olson articulating short-circuiting between the
ancient and the “post-modern.”
The mole reappears in “West Gloucester” where, rather than signifying a causeway in the
service of a transhistorical universalizing drive, the mole refers more Imagist-ically to a
“condylura cristata,” a star-nosed mole. The poem describes the speaker’s discovery, and
subsequent rescue, of a star-nosed mole:
Condylura
cristata
on Atlantic
Street West
14

We might further consider the collapse of the pre-modern and the modern in the context of the

post-war rise of apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic narratives, often centered around nuclear war
or some other catalclysmic disaster. In Chapter 3 I discuss the juxtapositions of pre-/post-modern
styles in Samuel Delany’s Dhalgren. Other notable examples of this ‘high-low’, pre-/postmodern post-apocalyptic narrative include Joanna Russ’s The Female Man, Philip K Dick’s The
Crack in Space, and Walter M. Miller’s A Canticle for Leibowitz.
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Gloucester
spinning on its
star-wheel
nose,
in the middle of the
tarvia,
probably because it had been
knocked in the head (was
actually fighting all the time,
with its fore-paws at
the lovely mushroom growth
of its nose, snow-ball flake pink flesh
of a gentian, until I
took an oar out of the back seat of the station wagon
and removed it
like a pea on a knife to
the side of the road
stopped its dance dizzy dance
on its own nose out of its head
working as though it would get rid of
its own pink appendage
like a flower dizzy
with its own self
like the prettiest thing in the world drilling
itself into the
pavement (III.26)
This prosodic anecdote draws together many of the elements of the local repeatedly favored
throughout Maximus: native flora and fauna, a description, several stanzas later, of the various
creeks and marshes, as well a Poundian precision (indeed, there are resonances of “In a Station
of the Metro” here). Significantly, Olson here uses not the general name for road-surfacing
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material but, rather, a specific trade name of “tarvia”, underscoring the clash of the local and the
universal.
After the rescue of the mole, the speaker offers a dubious medical diagnosis:
and I gave it, I hope, all the marshes of Walker’s Creek
to get it off what might also seem
what was wrong with it, that the highway
had magnetized the poor thing
the loveliest animal I believe I ever did see
In such a quandary
and off the marshes
of Walker’s Creek fall
graduatedly so softly to
the Creek and the Creek to
Ipswich Bay an arm
of the Atlantic Ocean
send the Star Nosed Mole
all into the grass
all away from the dizzying
highway if that was what was wrong
with the little thing, spinning
in the middle of the
highway (III.26-27)
The confrontation between the local and the universal here segues into a pastoral vision of
plenty, the mole being released by the speaker into the watershed of the Massachusetts coast
—“all into the grass/all away from the dizzying/highway”—while
building upon his prior deployment of the word mole. Against its earlier signification as a
causeway that facilitates the intrusion of the universal into the local, the valence of the word
mole is reversed here—rather than symbol of the universal, the mole becomes the tragic
protagonist in this historical drama. “Magnetized” by the highway, and “dizzy/with its own self”,
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the mole suggests the way in which, for Olson, the universalizing drive of modernity—far from
opening up the self to the world—instead produces an intense individualism and egoism that
refuses to note the external world. Or, as Olson writes several pages before, highlighting the
privation caused by massification, “universalization/… only feeds into a class of
deteriorated/personal lives anyway” (III.11). The mole, transfixed by the universalizing road and
caught in the repetitive compulsions of its own being, adequately allegorizes the symbolic role of
modernization in the impoverishment of the subject in its relationship to the world.
The shift in the signified of the signifier mole—from universalist causeway that destroys the
local, to the helpless remainder of locality that is, itself, being assaulted—provides the space for
the poem to interrogate its own representational work. The symbol of the mole diverges and
bifurcates, employing both possible significations as the “Star Nosed Mole” of the poem
attempts to burrow its way into the mole of the road. That the mole fails to burrow into the mole
suggests the way in which the symbol has become impenetrable because of the slippage across a
surplus of signifiers. If Olson earlier was concerned about a surplus of signifiers—as in the lines
in “Tyrian Business” that “There may be no more names than there are objects/There can be no
more verbs than there are actions”—he now demonstrates a similar apprehension regarding a
surplus of referents. The work of allegory in the poem becomes radically unstable as the grounds
of the allegory—the symbol of the mole—shifts beneath it. While earlier Olson historicized this
crisis of representation within the economic dynamics of the post-war United States, its
reappearance provides us with a literary correlative, and allows us to locate the crisis in the serial
form of Maximus.
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According to Joseph Conte, serial poetics stand as the preeminent formal innovation of
postmodern poetry (3). Conte draws from Roland Barthes theorization of the syntagmatic
imagination, which “no longer sees the sign in terms of its ‘depth’ (or symbolic) relation, but in
terms of ‘its antecedent or consequent links, the bridges it extends to other signs.’” (20-21). As
such, serial poetics prioritizes formal arrangement in which, as in a chain or network, the
movement amongst parts is not determined by an inherent logic or causal ordering. Unlike
narrative or logical forms, it is “a combinative form whose arrangements admit a variegated set
of materials” (21). The individual elements of the serial poem thus find resonance with each
other even as they retain a maximum amount of autonomy: “Each element of the series is a
module that asserts its position in combination with other elements; its place is not assigned by
any external schema…The rejection of an external or predetermined order by the series is a
contributing factor in its status as an open form” (21). As a paratactic mode of organizing a
poem, serial poetics allows for the development of aleatory long forms, and the movement away
from the more reified (and often deliberately so) sequential forms of High Modernism.15
Olson’s particular attention to the intricacies and dilemmas of serial form has been noted
by Conte, who claims Maximus as one of the early transitional works between modernist
sequential long poems and the postmodern serial long poems. Though Olson’s fascination with
15

In serial poetics’ emphasis on aleatory combinations of materials, one is reminded of Robert

Rauschenberg’s combines, which Leo Steinberg argues initiated a turn to art as informational
network and arrangement. Hal Foster further develops this line of thought, noting that this
“horizontal” shift “follows a spatial logic” (202).
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locality and epic persona is distinctly modernist, the use of letters as an organizing device
“confirms that he sought a new form for the postmodern long poem in a serial structure” (38).
Maximus and, to a greater extent, Olson’s critical writing and poetics, plays a fundamental role
for Conte in the literary-historical development of the serial and procedural poem—particularly
in the “opening salvo” that was “Projective Verse” (15). Olson outlines the tenets of “open field”
composition, defined as the departure “from closed forms,” and the willingness to “put himself in
the open” (SW 16). We should here be reminded, of course, of Olson’s allegory of the mole in
“West Gloucester”, in which the poet’s act consists precisely in releasing the mole into the ‘open
field,’ there described as “all the marshes of Walker’s Creek” (III.26). The figure of the mole,
and in particular the poet’s relation to the mole—setting it free into the open field—suggests that
“West Gloucester” allegorizes open field composition, and the subsequent representational
dilemmas of this method, a dilemma consisting in the instability of the referent.
“West Gloucester” functions not just as an allegory about the emergence of open field
composition, but also as a mode of historicizing Olson’s break from his literary forebears. The
obvious point of reference for “West Gloucester” is Louis Zukofsky’s sestina, “Mantis”. While
formally dissimilar, we should note the narrative convergences in the speaker’s unexpected
encounter with an animal:
Mantis! praying mantis! since your wings’ leaves
And your terrified eyes, pins, bright, black and poor
Beg-”look, take it up” (thoughts’ torsion) ! “save it! ”
I who can’t bear to look, cannot touch (“Mantis” --)
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We should note, of course, the speaker’s reticence to look at—let alone handle—the mantis, as
distinct from the roughly gentle way in which the speaker in Olson’s poem lifts the mole on “an
oar”, “and removed it/like a pea on a knife to/the side of the road” (III.26). Indeed, Olson’s
Projective verse sits in stark contrast to Zukofsky’s tortuous finessing of the sestina form. We
might, then, observe the move from the unpunctuated cumulative sentence directly into a
rhyming couplet,
and I gave it, I hope, all the marshes of Walker’s Creek
to get it off what might also seem
what was wrong with it, that the highway
had magnetized the poor thing
he loveliest animal I believe I ever did see
In such a quandary (III.26-27)
In a burst of formalism, complete with uncharacteristic capitalization of the first word, “In”, that
ironically references the archaic formal constraints of the sestina. Olson here reinterprets the
scene of animal encounter, overwriting Zukofsky’s tightly controlled syntax with prosaic
cumulative sentences, the precision of diction demanded by the sestina replaced with Imagistic
precision of a different sort.
Ruth Jennison offers a compelling analysis of “Mantis” as revolutionary poetry, in which
the mantis functions as a symbol with “revolutionary potential,” interpellating the working class
to revolutionary action through the avant-garde aesthetics of the poet (201-202). Jennison further
notes the way in which the effectiveness of the poem “turns on the use of the symbol” as a
mediating element between poet and public (201). It is, Jennison suggests, precisely Zukofsky’s
embrace of the symbol that sets him apart from his modernist predecessors such as Pound, while
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further allowing him to convey the social complexities of the Depression-era US (202).
“Mantis”, then, can itself be seen as a critical gloss on Pound’s “In a Station of the Metro”, one
that Zukofsky uses to sublate earlier Anglo-modernism both formally and politically.
I want to suggest, then, that Olson’s mole operates similarly to Zukofsky’s mantis—a
symbol that allows him to test his own poetics and politics against those of a prior generation of
avant-garde modernism. And while an in-depth comparison of the poetics of Zukofsky and Olson
is not the foremost concern of this chapter, I believe that the examples above illustrate the stark
contrast, and deliberate shift, from a modernist avant-garde poetics to a more properly
postmodern avant-gardism. This shift is further marked by the attention paid in “West Gloucester”
to allegorizing the compositional techniques of open field and serial poetics.16 Conte observes
that Maximus is “an important transitional work”, and its location at the very lip of this divide
would go some ways toward explaining Olson’s need to allegorize and mark the Projectivist
sublation of the Objectivist movement toward a poetics of objectification.
Olson’s project not just an engagement with Objectivist poetics, but also an engagement
with Objectivist radical politics. Jennison argues that Objectivist poetics were forged within the
historical conjuncture of the capitalist crisis of the Depression, on the one hand, and the rise of
international socialism as a viable radical alternative to the capitalist world system (5). The
cultural alignment produced by this convergence allowed the Objectivists to merge avant-garde
16

Zukofsky’s “A” is, of course, an important example of serial poetics, one which apparently

transcends the modernist/postmodernist divide. Like Olson, he too usefully exploits and marks
the aesthetic shift between modernist and late modernist/postmodernist poetics.
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experimentation with a commitment to radical politics (Ibid). However, if the Objectivists found
grounds for their avant-garde practices in the fertile grounds of the radical mass politics of the
Depression-era, Maximus—and particularly “West Gloucester”—emerges in a post-war context
in which the war economy had guided capitalism through the crisis, and the radical labor
insurgency of the Thirties and Forties had—at least in the United States—been largely quelled
throughout the Forties and Fifties, a period in which anti-communism developed in tandem with,
and often as a cover for, anti-union legislation.
Within the context of what was a visible decline in the power of labor, and radical
politics in general, I want to suggest here that we read “West Gloucester” as an allegory for this
decline. If Zukofsky establishes the mantis as a symbol of the power and potential of workingclass revolt (“Fly, mantis, on the poor, arise like leaves/The armies of the poor, strength: stone on
stone/And build the new world in your eyes, Save it!”), written at the height of working class
militancy in the US, Olson inverts this symbol—in place of the violent and threatening mantis,
with the power to “fly” and raise “the armies of the poor”, we instead find a mole, blind and
pathetically attempting to burrow beneath asphalt.
The labor of the mole, in direct contrast to libratory labor of the mantis, is selfdestructive, and Olson writes that it is “working as though it would get rid of/its own pink
appendage.” The mole’s self-destructive labor is here a form of self-castration, as Olson layers
highly charged sexual imagery, not only in the mole's attempt to get rid of its “pink appendage”,
but also in the failed attempt at “drilling/itself into the/pavement” (III.26). If the mole has
hermaphroditic qualities—it has a yonic star nose even as it phallically burrows into the ground
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—these qualities are the result not of a libratory gender indistinction, but rather the result of its
absorption with its own failed, mindlessly repetitive labors, its “dance dizzy dance” performed
while “magnetized” by the highway. Indeed, it’s tempting to read the mole’s “dizzy”-ness as the
result of a form of ‘false consciousness’, to which the mole powerlessly submits in contrast to
the heroic mantis of Zukofsky’s poem, properly allegorizing the decline of working class power
in the post-war US.
The mole is particularly apt as a symbol of the working class and its passage across
historical moments, given Marx’s use of this very figuration in Chapter VII of his 18th Brumaire.
Discussing the December 2, 1851 coup d’etat of Louis Bonaparte, Marx laments the failure of
the proletariat to take advantage of a potentially revolutionary situation, thereby allowing
Bonaparte to establish himself as dictator:
The struggle seems to be settled in such a way that all classes, equally impotent and
equally mute, fall on their knees before the rifle butt.
But the revolution is thoroughgoing. It is still traveling through purgatory. It does
its work methodically. By December 2, 1851, it had completed half of its preparatory
work; now it is completing the other half. It first completed the parliamentary power in
order to be able to overthrow it. Now that it has achieved this, it completes the executive
power, reduces it to its purest expression, isolates it, sets it up against itself as the sole
target, in order to concentrate all its forces of destruction against it. And when it has
accomplished this second half of its preliminary work, Europe will leap from its seat and
exultantly exclaim: Well grubbed, old mole! (121)
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Marx, of course, borrows this final revolutionary cry from Shakespeare, a paraphrase of
Hamlet’s response to his Father’s Ghost’s demand that he swear to avenge him. Marx, then,
draws on Hamlet’s faithfulness to his father’s memory, and his own lineage, as a model for the
working class’s fidelity to its own revolutionary bloodline, its own duty to history. Michael
Hardt and Antonio Negri explain the adequacy of this figuration, writing that “Marx’s mole
would surface in times of open class conflict and then retreat underground again - not to
hibernate passively, but to burrow its tunnels, moving along with the times, pushing forward
with history so that when the time was right (1830, 1848, 1870) it would spring to the surface
again” (Hardt & Negri). And while Hardt and Negri go on to predictably argue that, under the
conditions of fully globalized late capitalism, or Empire, “we suspect that Marx's old mole has
finally died”, Olson’s poem reminds us of the long lineage of this diagnosis (Ibid).
“West Gloucester” re-routes Zukofsky’s mantis through the figure of Marx’s mole in
order to suggest not just the current failure of the working class revolutionary project, but also
the inability of the proletariat to complete this task. As Hardt and Negri observe, even in defeat,
the prole mole retains power in its potential to burrow, to retreat to its tunnels and, there, work
toward its revolutionary goals in secret. However, Olson’s mole, magnetized into its “dizzy
dance”, remains trapped on the surface, bared to the world and to history.
It is, in Olson’s allegory, only the poet who can rescue the mole, lifting it from its
situation. Observing the subordinate relationship of the mole-proletariat to the poet leads us
further into Marx’s text. Chapter VII of 18th Brumaire is also the site of Marx’s discussion of the
peasant class, in which he argues that “they do not form a class”, and that “The great mass of the
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French nation is formed by simple addition of homologous magnitudes, much as potatoes in a
sack form a sack of potatoes” (124). For Marx, the fragmentation of the peasant class—and, as
he suggests elsewhere, the lumpenproletariat—prevents the development of the cohesion
necessary for the formation of a class consciousness, leaving them “incapable of enforcing their
class interest in their own name…They cannot represent themselves, they must be represented”
(124). While Marx is, of course, discussing the particularities of political representation, I want
to suggest that Olson’s allegory of the mole indicates a transference of this foreclosure of selfrepresentation from the political to the poetic realm, and from the lumpen and peasant classes to
the working class itself, a consequence of the failure and repression of revolutionary working
class struggle in the Thirties and Forties. The working class, no longer the subject of history, is
for Olson reduced to a helpless, unformed, and animal state.
However, despite Olson’s concern with the regression of labor and New Deal/Popular
Front radicalism, there also exists a corresponding optimism. Olson, indeed, made it clear
enough that the postmodern era was to be one of greater progress, the post-war decades would be
“post-West”, an overcoming of the Eurocentrism that bogged down the radicalism of the first
half of the Twentieth Century. While looking at the failures of earlier social movements, Olson’s
poetry—resonating with Gramsci’s statement that “the Crisis consists precisely in the fact that
the old is dying and the new cannot be born”—also foreshadows the Third Worldism and mass
politics of the New Left.
It also reaffirms the position of the poet-intellectual, particularly in relation to the earlier
“Letter 6” of “Maximus, to Gloucester”. In the earlier poem, Olson’s disjunctive parataxis helps
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to bring out the conflict between the poet and the worker. An antagonism is built around the
reification of vision, one that propagates a crisis of subjectivity functioning in tandem with
Olson’s class mobility. By “West Gloucester”, however, Olson’s relation to the figure of the
working class has changed, from alienated upwardly mobile intellectual to that of poetic
protector of a fragile, powerless class. Just as Olson rescues the mole, it is in poetry (and
Maximus in particular) that the image and history survives.
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Chapter 2: “just a bit of science fiction”: William S. Burroughs’ Nova Trilogy and the Queer
New Wave

I see no reason why the artistic world can't absolutely merge with Madison Avenue. Pop art is a
move in that direction. Why can't we have advertisements with beautiful words and beautiful
images? Already some of the very beautiful color photography appears in whiskey ads, I notice.
William S. Burroughs, The Paris Review, “The Art of Fiction”

The call by William S. Burroughs, in a 1965 interview in The Paris Review, for art to
“absolutely merge with Madison Avenue,” initially seems at odds with a figure whose carefully
sculpted public persona hinges more on paranoia and iconoclasm than celebratory exhortations
of advertising. Although there’s more than a little irony couched in Burroughs’s statement, it also
resonates with another lesser-known yet equally important concern of Burroughs, found in his
lifelong engagement with popular genre forms, particularly science fiction. While Burroughs has
long been seen as a major figure in the post-war transatlantic importation of Surrealism into the
United States, critics have often overlooked the populist appeal of Burroughs’ adaptation of the
experimental techniques of the European avant-garde. Far from deliberately opaque or
obscurantist, the cut-up novels of the Nova Trilogy—comprised of The Soft Machine (1961),
The Ticket that Exploded (1962), and Nova Express (1964)—are deeply intertwined with
American popular culture. Indeed, Burroughs goes so far as to claim that:
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I am primarily concerned with the question of survival—with nova conspiracies, nova
criminals, and nova police—a new mythology is possible in the space age where we will
again have heroes and villains with respect to intentions toward this plane. (Third Mind
66)
Burroughs here taps into the emergent post-war ideologemes of, on the one hand,
apocalypticism, and on the other a techno-utopic desire, to create a “new mythology” for the
“space age,” a discourse drawn directly from the tropes and imagery of pulp and Golden Age
science fiction and comic books.17
Despite the fact that his theorization of cut-up literature includes the exceptionally
science fictional claim that “[i]f you cut into the present, the future leaks out,” Burroughs’s
relationship to science fiction has always been perceived as liminal (“Origin and Theory of the
Tape Cut-Ups”). Critics approaching from a more Beat and experimental literature perspective
have tended to dismiss the association as so much grist for the literary mill, as when Timothy
Murphy writes that “The Nova trilogy is largely a hybrid of two hoary popular genres, the
science fiction novel and the detective story” (107). For Murphy, science fiction serves merely as
“Burroughs’s standard means of organizing his narrative material,” rather than a genre in which
his work was deeply invested. From the other side, much science fiction criticism has focused
17

The concept of the ideologeme is developed by Fredric Jameson in his work The Political

Unconscious, where he describes it as “the smallest intelligble unit of the essentially antagonistic
collective discourses of social classes” (76). For Jameson, ideologemes are the cells of broader
discourses and ideologies, typically found in narrative form.
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more on the use to which later science fiction writers have put Burroughs’s innovations. As
Brent Wood has observed, at the time of the Nova Trilogy’s publication, most readers and critics
would have experienced the novels as “more experimental poetry than conventional science
fiction” (11). While Wood and other critics and writers have made much of Burroughs’s
influence on the later generation of cyberpunk writers in the 1970s and 1980s, what is missing
from this history is an account of Burroughs’s own immersion in SF writing and culture, to the
extent that in 1969, Burroughs could say to interviewer Daniel Odier that “when I read I tend to
read science fiction” (Job 54). Burroughs cannot be seen as simply an experimental novelist
appropriating the content and subject matter of science fiction, but as a writer explicitly
addressing the genre and whose work profoundly contributed to its development. Occupying a
crucial intersection between two major tendencies in Twentieth Century fiction, Burroughs’s
novels mediate a critical exchange between avant-garde modernism and popular genre fiction.
The collapse of ‘high’ and ‘low’ literary cultures has, of course, featured prominently in critical
discussions of the avant-garde, in particular, and postmodern literature in general.18 For many
critics, the displacement of ‘high’ art—including the avant-garde—from cultural prominence
goes hand-in-hand with a foreclosure of the political potentials of formally experimental
18

Fredric Jameson’s Postmodernism continues to stand as the major touchstone for discussions

of the fate of experimental form in the latter half of the 20th century. Peter Burger’s Theory of
the Avant-Garde, which dismisses the radical political potentials of post-war experimental art
and writing the closing of the historical avant-garde, represents another important tendency in
criticism of the avant-garde.
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literature. An examination of Burroughs’s Nova Trilogy, however, significantly troubles this
narrative by showing how avant-garde form migrated into science fiction and genre literature, a
movement that gave both genres new literary and political purchase.
I want to suggest that Burroughs increasing engagement with SF mediated the
development of his increasingly radical politics throughout the Sixties. Andrew Hussey argues
that Burroughs’ residences in London and Paris throughout the 1950s, particularly in 1958,
facilitated a major shift in the novelists aesthetics and politics, through his encounters with
various highly politicized avant-garde writing circle, particularly the Situtationists in the persons
of painter Ralph Rumney and writer Alex Trocchi, both part of the English wing of Situtationism
(79).19 In Paris, Burroughs was immersed in the decolonial politics of the movement against the
Algerian War (77-78). We should, Hussey argues, view Burroughs’ writing in the context of
these “Parisian cross-currents” that produced a militant and radical avant-garde activity (81).
Here, then, we see Burroughs as a highly engaged political writer, one whose major works share
not only a superficial affinity with ‘partisans’ such as the Situationists, but rather are developed
in dialogue with them. While Hussey’s account of the influence of the Parisian Left avant-garde
on Burroughs remains convincing, I want to use this chapter to also chart the textual trajectory of
a ‘radical Burroughs’. By drawing on the formal techniques of politically committed modernist
19
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Situationists” in William S. Burroughs in the Age of Globalization.
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avant-garde writing of the Dadaists and Surrealists, Burroughs also tapped into the radical
history of these movements, turning them toward a materialist analysis and critique of the
present.
In the previous chapter, we saw how Olson reflects on the dissolution of the radical Left
in the US through an engagement with Objectivist avant-gardism. He represents the failure of
post-war radical politics through a lament that the American working class does “not form a
class” and “is formed by simple addition of homologous magnitudes, much as potatoes in a sack
form a sack of potatoes” (124). At the same time that Olson found the transformation of the US
working class into a dissolute lumpen class a sign of the end of a certain period of radical
struggle, many of Olson’s contemporaries—Burroughs chief among them—were looking to
precisely these “homologous magnitudes” as the site of emergent radical energies.
In this sense, the Beat writers can be situated in a lineage of American writing fascinated
with the margins of society—workers, women, African Americans, gays and lesbians, and the
unemployed--a trajectory running from Melville, Whitman, and Dickinson, through early Dos
Passos and Claude McKay. However, even within this tendency, Burroughs may be considered
something of an outlier. Oliver Harris, writing about Burroughs’ relation to the Beat Movement,
suggests that the former “was never completely there or quite belonged but always marked a
limit, a point of excess, a kind of strange inner extremity” (3). Burroughs’ engagement with the
marginal is distinguished from many of the other Beat writers in several important ways. First, it
was a truly lifelong project, from his first book, Junky, in 1953, up to his final works in the
Cities of the Red Night Trilogy. At the same time, Burroughs’ representation of the marginal
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classes also lacks the romantic optimism that characterizes writing by Kerouac and Ginsberg—
Burroughs’ early and middle novels narrate the way in which marginalized identities are
produced as coercive modes of value-extraction. Writing largely through the marginal figure of
the criminal, drug addict, and the queer—an intersectional identity that Burroughs could claim as
his own through much of his life—gave Burroughs a position from which to chart emergent
social formations.
As such, I will first focus on Burroughs’ early ‘realist’ novel, the semi-autobiographical
Junky, which provides an account of the alternative or underground drug economy. Reflecting
hard boiled pulp more than avant-garde literary influences, the novel, through the narration of
“Bill Lee,” tracks the flow of the commodity as it circulates through, and alters, the self and
body. I next turn to Naked Lunch, where Burroughs deploys avant-garde techniques to link the
circuits of commodity flow to the production of an emergent gay identity, shifting his focus from
commodity circulation to value production and extraction. Finally, I move into an examination of
Burroughs’s full-fledged turn to SF in the books of the Nova Trilogy. By reading Burroughs as a
part of an emergent SF avant-garde, we can track the way in which the genre becomes the
preferred literary and representation space for innovative and disruptive textual techniques as
well as radical politics.
Part 1: “A Composite of Negatives”: Junk and the Abstract Domination of Capital
Published in 1953, Junky provides a portrait of the marginal within a post-war American
society that relished its successes and consumer opulence. On the one hand Junky is a lurid tale
of drug addicts, drunks, petty criminals, prostitutes, and others of the ‘down and out’ variety.
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Burroughs’s biographer Barry Miles suggests that reading Jack Black’s hobo novel You Can’t
Win was a transformative moment in the young Burroughs’ life, “open[ing] his eyes to another
world: the underworld of seedy rooming houses, pool halls, whorehouses and opium dens, of cat
burglars and hobo jungles, boxcars and the feared railroad cops” (26). This fascination found its
way into Junky and its series of anecdotes about such marginal figures. In this, it is little different
from much other Beat literature—however, the text distinguishes itself from other seminal works
such as On the Road and Howl through its refusal to romanticize this marginal status. The junky
society portrayed is, while separate from mainstream society, neither heroic, desirable, nor selfsufficient. Although there are internal rules, regulations, and codes that Burroughs delves into at
length—even going so far as to include a glossary of “jive talk” at the end—the junk economy
operates as a parallel yet often intersecting reflection of the post-war US economy.
In many ways, we should think of Junky as a novel of consumption, a work in which the
flow of junk charts what David Riesman calls, in his study of post-war alienation The Lonely
Crowd, the “range of social developments associated with a shift from an age of production to an
age of consumption” (6). Burroughs’ narrator, “Bill Lee,” positions himself as the ideal member
of an American consumer society, writing in the “Prologue” that he came from “comfortable”
parents in “a solid, three-story, brick house in a large Midwest city.” Lee attends “one of the Big
Three universities,” and upon graduating, he is left with “one hundred fifty dollars per month in
trust,” certainly no small amount during the Depression (xiii). After wandering through Europe
for some time, Lee recounts that,
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I went back to the States. With my trust fund I could live without working or hustling. I
was still cut off from life as I had been in the Midwest suburb. I fooled around taking
graduate courses in psychology and Jiu-Jitsu lessons. I decided to undergo
psychoanalysis, and continued with it for three years. (xxiv)
The abrupt paratactical sequencing of this narrative reinforces its content: Lee’s aimless drifting
as someone who neither has to work nor ‘hustle’, and whose major occupation is taking martial
arts classes. This description provides the perfect set up for Burroughs’ sardonic comment that
psychoanalysis “removed inhibitions and anxiety so that I could live the way I wanted to live”
(Ibid). The “Prologue” does not present the narrative set-up the reader might expect—this is no
story of a promising youth wasted by drug addiction. Instead, the tone and substance of the
“Prologue” emphasizes the boredom and directionless of the rentier.
Just as a form of déclassé bohemian alienation marks Lee’s path toward heroin use, the
problem intensifies when he becomes an addict, shifting from mere ennui to the existential threat
of non-existence. This existential threat appears as the danger of disembodiment, a trope that
runs through the entire novel, when various junkies are in withdrawal or advanced stages of
addiction. “There was not much left of Nick,” we are told of one long-time junky (43), and in the
hospital, Lee meets “a thin, pale, little man with bloodless, almost transparent flesh” who “did
not have the concentration of energy necessary to hold himself together and his organism was
always on the point of disintegrating into its component parts” (100). However, while
Burroughs’ descriptions of the effects of heroin on the user is in accordance with a basic
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moralistic anti-drug narrative, he significantly complicates the theme of disembodiment in the
character of Bill Gains, with whom Lee partners to sell junk. Gains, Lee tells us,
came from a ‘good family’—as I recall, his father had been a bank president somewhere
in Maryland—and he had front. Gains’ routine was stealing overcoats out of restaurants,
and he was perfectly adapted to this work. The American uppermiddle-class citizen is a
composite of negatives. He is largely delineated by what he is not. Gains went further. He
was not merely negative. He was positively invisible; a vague respectable presence.
There is a certain kind of ghost that can only materialize with the aid of a sheet or other
piece of cloth to give it outline. Gains was like that. He materialized in someone else’s
overcoat. (41-42)
On the one hand, we can read Bill Gains—trust funded son of an “uppermiddle-class” family—
as a doppelganger for Burroughs himself. And, much as Burroughs’ image was composed of an
ironic take on the Midwestern ‘gentleman’, Gains’ survival as a junky hinges on his ability to
perfectly replicate, and thereby surpass and go “further” than, the “American uppermiddle-class
citizen.” Drug addiction, rather than a subversion of bourgeois social norms, here allows for their
fullest expression. For Burroughs, spectrality is not only characteristic of the junky, but more
precisely of the “American uppermiddle-class citizen,” “a composite of negatives…largely
delineated by what he is not,” as the figure of the junky mediates the latter’s non-existence.
Burroughs was not alone in his concern with the disappearance of the rentier class.
Keynes, in his General Theory, suggests that the advancement of a mixed economy, and the
mitigation of unbridled finance capitalism, would usher in the
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euthanasia of the rentier and, consequently, the euthanasia of the cumulative oppressive
power of the capitalist to exploit the scarcity-value of capital…I see, therefore, the rentier
aspect of capitalism as a transitional phase which will disappear when it has done its
work. And with the disappearance of its rentier aspect much else in it besides will suffer a
sea-change. It will be, moreover, a great advantage of the order of events which I am
advocating, that the euthanasia of the rentier, of the functionless investor, will be nothing
sudden, merely a gradual but prolonged continuance of what we have seen recently in
Great Britain, and will need no revolution. (Marxists.org).
By the Fifties, the discourse that Keynesianism equated to class war from below had become
commonplace amongst devout free-market adherents. Although Keynes tries to ameliorate the
language by denouncing “revolution,”, he nevertheless explicitly advocates for the gradual death
—or, more precisely, dying out—of the rentier. Despite this, however, Keynesianism—both in
theory and in reality—allowed finance capital a large leeway, and profit-driven value extraction
was of course never pushed from the center of the US economy. As Philip Armstrong argues,
The [Keynesian post-war] boom saw the generalization and expansion of welfare state
provisions, unprecedented attempts by governments to plan for economic growth and
shape industrial structures, and some experiments in worker involvement in the direction
of enterprises. The most important point to recognize, however, is that these
developments did not substantially undermine the essential relationships underpinning
capitalist economies . . . Workers were still obliged to sell their labour power to
employers whose freedom of action they might be able to limit, but certainly not control.
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Despite the growing importance of state intervention through macroeconomic planning
and industrial policies, the essential decisions about investment were still taken by the
controllers of private capital, on the basis of private profitability (Capitalism Since 1945
123).
Along with the regulation of the market and expansion of the welfare state that occurred under
Keynesian policy in the US, Robert Pollin argues that post-war Keynesianism saw the restoration
of “authority over the working class and the general direction of the economy” (143). As
suggested in the previous chapter, the post-war turn to a Keynesian mixed-economy was
mediated by the re-entrenchment of capitalist class power in response to Depression-era and
wartime radicalism, assuring that the underlying structures of capitalism went unchanged.
For all intents and purposes, Keynes’s “euthanasia of the rentier” never occurred, and in
many ways the post-war mixed-economy gave capital—as manifested in both an industrial and a
political regime—authorization to expand and intensify its domination of labor. What I want to
suggest, then, is that we read the junky of Burroughs’ novel as an allegory for the unhappy result
not of the disappearance of the rentier, but rather of the resurgence of the abstract domination of
capital, an allegorical situation in which Bill Gaines occupies the role of the partially displaced
rentier, and junk itself bears the tropological weight of what we might think of, following
Adorno, as the abstract social domination of capital.20
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Adorno’s post-war writings, see Moishe Postone, Time, Labor, and Social Domination.
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While Gaines’ class position within the novel, and the trouble Burroughs goes through to
make this clear, frames an initial explanation for his disembodiment, it is junk itself that
intensifies this, the very literal liquidity and exchangeability of junk that allows for its spread,
functioning as a commodity both directly and indirectly.21 Burroughs’s analytic of junk as a
commodity appears most explicitly in the part of the narrative in which Burroughs, alongside
Gains, acts as a pusher. And, again, we see Gains’ class position both underscored and
intensified by his relation to junk:
Gains was one of the few junkies who really took a special pleasure in seeing non-users
get a habit. Many junky-pushers are glad to see a new addict for economic reasons. If you
have a commodity you naturally want customers, provided they are the right kind. But
Gains liked to invite young kids up to his room and give them a shot, usually
compounded of old cottons, and then watch the effects, smiling his little smile. (42)
Gains exemplifies a certain intensification of the entrepreneurial drive, wherein the commodity
becomes not just a unit within an economic transaction, but instead, in the penetrating “shot” that
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important model for Burroughs’ fascination, in the ‘middle-period’ works of Naked Lunch and
the Nova Trilogy, with the trope and theory of language as an easily transmissible virus. While
I’ll discuss the concept of the ‘language virus’ at greater length below, suffice it to say, for now,
that despite metaphorizing language as an organism, the ‘virus’ finds precedent in what is, for
Burroughs, the metonymy for the commodity and money.
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elicits Gains’ “little smile,” becomes an affective locus. Commodity exchange is here figured as
a cathexis mediating homoerotic desire that at once plays upon the common anti-drug narrative
of the dealer ‘getting kids hooked at early age,’ as well as the homophobic imagery of gay
pedophilia.
Burroughs insistently associates queerness with junk throughout the book, where drug
use often stands as the motivation for, or result of, a queer sexual encounter. As Gains’s pleasure
in turning “young kids” into addicts illustrates, Junky deploys heroin use as the symbolic
articulation of both queer sexuality and a hyper-advanced, rabid consumerism, both of which
connote a radical loss of autonomy. Elsewhere in the book, describing a gay bar, Burroughs
writes that
A room full of fags gives me the horrors. They jerk around like puppets on invisible
strings, galvanized into hideous activity that is the negation of everything living and
spontaneous. The live human being has moved out of these bodies long ago. But
something has moved in when the original tenant moved out. Fags are ventriloquists’
dummies who have moved in and taken over the ventriloquist. The dummy sits in a queer
bar nursing his beer, and uncontrollably yapping out of a rigid doll face. (72)
Jamie Russell looks to this scene to illustrate Burroughs’ effeminophobia, arguing that the
effeminate “fag” identity represents an “usurping force[] that overwhelm[s] the original self,
producing “a subject that in Lee’s eyes is non-human…a parody of humanity” (49). However,
we can also read this scene as a more generalized description of the loss of autonomy associated
with the conditions of advanced industrial capitalism and, in particular, American post-war
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consumer society. Timothy Murphy notes that the junky, rather than acting as a “revolutionary
figure”, “consumes without producing” (55). Later Burroughs shifts this articulation from the
social relationship surrounding heroin use onto the drug itself in an anthropomorphizing
metaphor, writing that, “[j]unk is a biological necessity when you have a habit, an invisible
mouth. When you take a shot of junk you are satisfied, just like you ate a big meal (124). The
troping of junk as a mouth, a biological entity that only consumes, productively conflates heroin
use with a form of mutant consumerism, nor can we ignore the erotic potential alluded to in the
metaphor. Moreover, the “invisible mouth” of heroin, much like the anus that takes over its host
in Naked Lunch, stands in for the appropriation of the body and personhood by an alienated
entity.
With this image, Burroughs triangulates three modes of intersecting consumption—
drugs, consumerism, and sex—and suggests that the loss of identity through a process of
alienation constitutes all three. However, Junky provides a surprisingly materialist analytics of
post-war, “post-industrial”, consumer alienation, linking the latter to the exchange and
circulation of commodities that aggressively invade, inhabit, and abstract their consumers.
Calling junk a “cellular equation”, the commodity, for Burroughs, quite literally inhabits and
transforms the consumer, a deforming alienation. In this sense, we should think of Burroughs’
vulgar representation of the ‘fag’ as a twin to the alienation produced by the abstract domination
of the commodity form within ‘consumer society’, a pairing that suggests not just analogy but a
productive interpenetration, in which the queer, marked by an alienating and dehumanizing
identity, stands in as the ideal consumer. What I want to suggest, finally, is that Junky represents
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Burroughs’ early attempt to establish the relationship between capital—here figured as
commodity consumerism—and sexual identity. We might also consider his reliance on
homophobic and effeminophobic representations of gay identity as a signal of the limits of an
analysis based on commodity circulation alone, as well as the limits of formal realism. I now turn
to Naked Lunch, a work where Burroughs deploys avant-garde techniques in the service of
shifting his analysis from commodity circulation to the decidedly fleshier realm of labor and
production.
Part 2: The Perverse Economy of Naked Lunch
If Junky posits an underground drug economy—real and symbolic—that both parallels
and intersects the formal capitalist-consumer economy, this economic account becomes
thoroughly rewritten in Naked Lunch. Dispensing with the realism of Junky and Queer, the text
of Naked Lunch is instead defined by avant-garde techniques of defamiliarization—borrowed
explicitly from Symbolism, Surrealism and other avant-garde movements—as well as,
importantly and often overlooked, genre writing, particularly pulp SF, noir, and horror. As I’ll
argue below, in Naked Lunch Burroughs deploys these avant-garde techniques as the mode for
representing labor and capital flows. If Burroughs’s earlier work utilizes realism to show the
power of commodity circulation, Naked Lunch erects, in its place, a perverse economy in which
the body—in scenes of grotesque and explicit mutation and deformation—functions as the site of
labor and production. As such, I’ll argue here that Naked Lunch is a book about labor and
political economy, in which Burroughs turns to avant-garde form to analyze the Keynesian
mixed-economy of the post-war US, a landscape represented as a perverse biopolitical economy
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in which the body becomes the site of the production of surplus-value that articulates sexual
transgression into the circuit of labor, production and circulation. Naked Lunch, then, extends
Burroughs’s earlier analytic of consumer society—essentially an interrogation of capital
circulation and exchange—by taking into account the site of value production, labor. This latter
analysis certainly derives from Burroughs’ previous concerns with consumerism, a development
signaled formally by the moments of continuity between Junky and Naked Lunch. In the former
work, Lee frequently describes his periods of heroin withdrawal, characterized by horrific
hallucinations of monsters and bodily transformation. At one point, he describes a vision of he
and his fellow junkies mutating into “chlorophyll addicts,” an addiction that found them slowly
“turning into plants” (147). Elsewhere, Lee dreams of a disease that “melted the face into an
amoeboid mass in which the eyes floated, dull crustacean eyes,” reaching a stage of degeneration
“where the human form can no longer contain the crustacean horror that has grown inside it”
(133). These visions of bodily transformation soon extend outward, from the individual to
encompass the world at large:
I closed my eyes and saw New York in ruins. Huge centipedes and scorpions crawled in
and out of empty bars and cafeterias and drugstores on Forty-second Street. Weeds were
growing up through cracks and holes in the pavement. There was no one in sight. (28)
The imagery of these passages will be recognizable to even the casual reader as a model for
much of the surreal imagery of Naked Lunch. But, we should also note their similarity to what
Benjamin, writing about the Surrealists, calls “profane illumination…a materialistic,
anthropological inspiration, to which hashish, opium, or whatever else can give an introductory
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lesson” (49). Aside from transgressive drug experiences of both the Surrealists’ and Burroughs’
‘profane illuminations,’ I want to underscore, too, the important role of the “anthropological” as
a facet of Surrealism. The visions in Junky can be seen, like the work of the Surrealists’, as a
form of anthropological transcription of lived experience, the ethnographic gaze turned back
upon the writer’s own life. In Naked Lunch, Burroughs significantly alters this ethnographic
gaze, deploying profane illumination not as a “revolutionary” form of “moral exhibitionism” (as
Benjamin called Breton’s Nadja) but as a technique for fictively mediating such radically
subjective expressionistic visions. Naked Lunch inverts the Surrealist trope of the profane
illumination, and what stood as anthropological transcription of psychological experience in
Junky shifts, in the later work, to being the very texture of the world of the novel. And just as
Benjamin understands the profane illuminations of the Surrealists as the materialist moment
within their writing, the surreal, grotesque, and perverse scenes provide a similar tropological
scaffolding for Burroughs’ materialist analytics of post-war labor and economy.
Throughout Naked Lunch, Burroughs inscribes these profane illuminations within a
symbolic economy of production, circulation, pleasure, and sex, and “the black meat” section
stands as one of the earliest chapters to make this economy explicit. Set in Interzone—a
slipstream megacity combining features of Times Square, Mexico City, and Tangiers—this
chapter follows the recurring character of the Sailor as he searches for junk. As elsewhere in
Naked Lunch, this chapter echoes the hardboiled, noir style of Junky, even appropriating images
and passages from the earlier work. However, it quickly becomes apparent that the Sailor’s
addictions extend well beyond heroin:
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The Sailor drifted down into the Plaza…He pulled the pen out and broke it like a nut in
his thick, fibrous, pink fingers. He pulled out a lead tube. He cut one end of the tube with
a little curved knife. A black mist poured out and hung in the air like boiling fur. The
Sailor’s face dissolved. His mouth undulated forward on a long tube and sucked in the
black fuzz, vibrating in supersonic peristalsis, disappeared in a silent, pink explosion. His
face came back into focus unbearably sharp and clear, burning yellow brand of junk
searing the grey haunch of a million screaming junkies.
“This will last a month,” he decided, consulting an invisible mirror. (NL 45)
This passage extends the trope found in Junky of the ‘disembodiment’ of the junky, the surrogate
for all those caught within the abstract domination of capital circulation. Here, though, rather
than simply the wasting away or disappearance of the body, addiction causes the body to
transform and mutate, the text shifting from the Surrealist mode of profane illumination as
psychological expression into a more properly science fictional mode of world building. That is,
while we might read this passage as an expression of the psychological affects of heroin
addiction, Naked Lunch prompts us, instead, to interpret the fantastic images as diegetically real.
Significantly, this scene—which marks the shift from internal to external location of the
surreal—functions textually as a key moment in the novel’s perverse economy, as the Sailor next
encounters
[t]raffickers in the Black Meat, flesh of the giant aquatic black centipede—found in a
lane of black rocks and iridescent, brown lagoons, exhibit paralyzed crustaceans in
camouflaged pockets of the Plaza visible only to the Meat Eater. (45)
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The centipede from Junky reappears here, returning not as a vision but as part of that reality
itself. Despite the horror and transgression of the passage, Burroughs deploys this ‘weird,’
Lovecraftian imagery in the service of establishing a system of production and exchange that
carries its own attendant social grouping. In contrast to his reputation as a purely expressionistic
writer, Burroughs exhibits a sociological imagination in which the giant centipedes are attached
to an ethnographically ‘thick’ description of the society in which they are enmeshed, an
extension of the anthropological transcription characteristic of the Surrealist profane
illumination. Burroughs deploys SF worldbuilding to describe the layers of society found in
Interzone’s underground:
Followers of obsolete unthinkable trades, doodling in Etruscan, addicts of drugs not yet
synthesized, black marketeers of World War III, excisors of telepathic sensitivity,
osteopaths of the spirit, investigators of infractions denounced by bland paranoid chess
players, servers of fragmentary warrants taken down in hebephrenic shorthand charging
unspeakable mutilations of the spirit, officials of unconstituted police states, brokers of
exquisite dreams and nostalgias tested on the sensitized cells of junk sickness and
bartered for raw materials of the will, drinkers of the Heavy Fluid sealed in translucent
amber of dreams. (45-46)
In this ‘thick’ description of underground society in the City, through a paratactical listing of
individual criminal and outcast ‘types’ and occupations, Burroughs’s description of the social
composition of Interzone bears a distinct resemblance to Marx’s description of the
lumpenproletariat in The 18th Brumaire, when he writes that it is composed of,
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decayed roués with dubious means of subsistence and of dubious origin, alongside ruined
and adventurous offshoots of the bourgeoisie, were vagabonds, discharged soldiers,
discharged jailbirds, escaped galley slaves, swindlers, mountebanks, lazzaroni,
pickpockets, tricksters, gamblers, maquereaus, brothel keepers, porters, literati, organgrinders, ragpickers, knife grinders, tinkers, beggars—in short, the whole indefinite,
disintegrated mass, thrown hither and thither, which the French term la boheme. (75)
Marx deploys a paratactical style in this passage to emphasize the status of this conglomeration
—based largely on subjective and relative factors, as opposed to an ‘objective’ class composition
—of the lumpenproletariat as what Andrew Parker calls “a grotesque, serialized mass whose
heterogeneity is as fully lexical as it is social” (33). This is in opposition to the objective, and
heroic, cohesion of the working class, a distinction Marx makes most clearly when he writes,
later in 18th Brumaire, that the peasant class (here metonymically standing in for the
lumpenproletariat) does “not form a class” and “is formed by simple addition of homologous
magnitudes, much as potatoes in a sack form a sack of potatoes” (124). The lumpenproletariat is
linked together in an entirely contingent and negative fashion, brought together by their existence
outside a direct relation of production. In stark contrast to the hard-working proletariat—or the
mythically industrious capitalist of Adam Smith, from whom Marx borrows the categories of
productive and unproductive labor—the lumpenproletariat has at best a peripheral role to
commodity production, existing in this sense on the dregs of that direct relation. As such, Marx
describes the lumpenproletariat as the “scum, offal, refuse of all classes” (75). Andrew Parker
assesses this passage to argue that for Marx “the lumpen would be figured repeatedly through a
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rhetoric of anality” (39). For Parker, the excremental imagery used by Marx to trope the
lumpenproletariat takes part of in “an economy of anal pleasures, desires, and attachment” that
resonates with figurations of the gay underworld while also establishing a destabilizing
heterogeneity (40). This fundamental lack of cohesion, Parker argues, that defines the
lumpenproletariat reveals the “(de)structuring effects of eroticism” within Marx’s work, a queer
modality that alienates the lumpen from the homogeneous sexuality of the working class (Ibid).
I’ll return later in this chapter to the imagery of waste and excess used to describe the “scum,
offal, refuse of all classes”, but for now we should note that the triangulation of the
lumpenproletariat around imagery of queerness, excremental waste, and an anal symbolic
economy provides us with a way of making legible the perverse economy of Naked Lunch, a
hermeneutic that we can bring to bear on a later scene in “the black meat.” Here, Burroughs
provides us with a glimpse of not just the players within this economy but with an example of the
flow and circulation of value:
On stools covered in white satin sit naked Mugwumps sucking translucent, colored
syrups through alabaster straws. Mugwumps have no liver and nourish themselves
exclusively on sweets. Thin, purple-blue lips cover a razor-sharp beak of black bone with
which they frequently tear each other to shreds in fights over clients. These creatures
secrete an addicting fluid from their erect penises which prolongs life by slowing
metabolism. (In fact all longevity agents have proved addicting in exact ratio to their
effectiveness in prolonging life.) Addicts of Mugwump fluid are known as Reptiles. A
number of these flow over chairs with their flexible bones and black-pink flesh. A fan of
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green cartilage covered with hollow, erectile hairs through which the Reptiles absorb the
fluid sprouts behind each ear. The fans, which move from time to time touched by
invisible currents, serve also some form of communication known only to Reptiles. (46)
We can see this as a perverse rendering of the dealer and the junky, one that amplifies the
intensive biological and sexual undercurrents of that relationship of dependence. However, more
than an eroticization of this relationship, Burroughs here shifts this emphasis significantly—
rather than a simple intermediary in capital’s circulatory system (or, as Burroughs calls the
dealer in Junky, the “mediator between man and junk” (42)), the Mugwump in Interzone
executes the additional function of producing the very drug he sells. In other words, labor
becomes central to Burroughs’ perverse economy, a labor that, in its mediation by the body,
figures as intensely biopolitical. 22
The body, as the locus of production, also serves here to mediate sexual identity.

22

The word “Mugwump” has a particularly rich history. An English derivation, first appearing in

print in 1828, of an Algonquian word, referring to “an important person, a leader, a boss”,
usually used in a satirical sense (OED). It next gained currency as an appellation for a
Republican who refused to vote for the party nominee James G Blaine in the 1884 US
presidential election, leading it to be a catchall phrase for a political independent (Ibid). Finally,
and perhaps most suggestively in this context, we find a late 19th century patent medicine called
“Mug-wump Specific”, used in the treatment of “all venereal diseases.” It’s likely that this last
meaning had the most obvious appeal for Burroughs.
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The Reptiles quite literally are addicted to the phallic excretions of the Mugwumps, an addiction
that turns them into amorphous, shapeless, rotting creatures, able to “flow over chairs with their
flexible bones and black-pink flesh,” a liquid formlessness mediated, as Parker says of Marx’s
lumpenproletariat, by queerness. The Mugwump/Reptile relationship exhibits the uneasiness of
Burroughs’ relationship to a gay identity, as the sexual economy portrayed is antagonistically
interpenetrated by commodity exchange—far from a utopic celebration of an alternative sexual
economy, we see instead a paranoid dystopia in which sexuality and commodity exchange are
co-determined and mutually reinforcing.
This perverse economy is one that thrives on excess, waste, and expenditure, driven not
only by the phallic secretions of the Mugwumps but also by the multiplicity of the phallus itself,
as the Reptiles themselves have a plurality of phallic organs able to absorb the “addicting fluid”
through “a fan of green cartilage covered with hollow, erectile hairs” (46). Russell asserts that
“Burroughs’ gay politics attempt to ape the dynamics of a masculine heterosexual dominant that
ultimately can never accept them,” and this scene also illustrates the way in which the perverse
and excessive replication of the signifier of masculine identity further interpellates the alternative
society into an economy of exploitation.23 In contrast to a more properly Bataillean utopics in
23

Although a thorough feminist recuperative reading of Burroughs is beyond the scope of this

chapter, I would suggest that this observation helps us to come to a critical hermeneutics of his
otherwise anti-feminist and, often, quite misogynist portrayals of women. Rather than simply
reading these portrayals as only oppressive—as many critics and readers have—we might
consider the way in which the feminine, for Burroughs, is always structurally aligned against the
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which excess expenditure facilitates a radical transition from a closed to a general economy,
Burroughs suggests here that the wasteful expenditure of the Mugwumps and Reptiles—and the
anti-normative sexuality of that exchange relationship—is easily captured and folded back into
commodity circulation. Bataille acknowledges the way in which capital appropriates pleasure
and excess when, writing that “a worker works to obtain the violent pleasures of coitus (in other
words, he accumulates in order to spend). On the other hand, the conception according to which
the worker must have coitus in order to provide for the future necessities of work is linked to the
unconscious identification of the worker with the slave” (Bataille, “Use Value”, 99). Similarly,
for Burroughs, even heterodox identities and sexual practices stands as one more conduit through
which commodities are produced, and through which surplus value circulates, bringing even the
supposedly un-productive non-worker brought back into an economy of control.
The mutation of the Mugwumps and Reptiles at the moment of a value-generating sex
significantly ruptures liberal idealist epistemologies of love and intimacy. Elizabeth Povinelli, in
her critique of discourses of love and intimacy, argues that within classic Western liberal
epistemology, the “intimate event holds together what economic and political self-sovereignty
threaten to pull apart” (190). That is, love, sex, and other forms of intimacy act as crucial
mediating moments that bind the disparate and often incoherent multi-level discourses and
practices of liberalism:

exploitative tendencies of a multiplicity of masculine economies, opening the door for an
immanent structural critique of this arrangement.
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the power of the intimate event of self-sovereignty lay in its ability to connect the micropractices of certain forms of love to the macro-practices of certain forms of state
governance and certain forms of capital production, circulation, and consumption—to
make a personal event a normative mission and a civilizational break. (191)
The intimate event, then, modulates between two systems of radically different scales, the ‘local’
scale of the personal, and the truly global forms of governance and capital flow. And in
mediating between these two scales, the intimate event comes to mirror and allegorize the more
global scale of economic processes:
Like capital, intimacy demands an ever-expanding market; and, like capital, intimacy
expands through macro-institutions and micro-practices (190)
Forms of intimacy thus become self-replicating appendages of capital circulation, directing the
individual, through discrete interpersonal relations, toward market-based, ‘universal’
interactions. Importantly for our discussion about Burroughs, the intimate event, in mediating the
individual’s relationship to the universal forms of economy and governance, posits an
“openness” to “self-transformation”:
Subjects in the liberal diaspora constantly urge one another to be open to the possibility
that in recognizing each other in intimate love they will experience each other as different
than they were before—they will experience a break, a rupture from their prior selves and
experience a purer, truer form of self, a form that they have always truly been. (190-191)
This self-transformation through love reproduces, for Povinelli, the classic liberal uplift, or
‘bootstrap’, myth, a narrative of self-improvement and, often, rise in social standing. We can
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certainly, then, look to Burroughs’ scenes of mutation, particularly here in “the black meat”, as a
perverse troping of this liberal ethos, one in which the presumed transformation that occurs
through the intimate event doesn’t turn one into a “purer, truer form of self” but instead into an
inhuman monstrosity. For Burroughs, intimacy and identity, formed in the crucible of the
intimate event, are the moment at which capital takes root within the body itself, precipitating a
transformation both alienating and horrific.24
Following Povinelli’s suggestion that intimacy sutures the micro and the macro, we
would not be too far afield to suggest that the mutation at the moment of value extraction can be
read as some version of what is known within Marxist economics as the “transformation
problem.” Centered around what Marx calls, in the third volume of Capital, the “transformation
of values into prices”, the transformation problem describes the disjunctive change of surplus
value, realized at the moment of production, into profit, a moment within circulation and
commodity exchange (Harvey, Limits, 61). Joshua Clover helpfully puts the transformation
problem in literary terms when he calls the transformation of living labor into capital
accumulation an “Ovidian transformation of bodies into shapes of a different kind that leads in
an unbroken thread from the wage relation down to capitalist modernity” (108). We can place
24

One way of thinking of the ‘monstrosity’ of these transformations is as rooted in the very

collapse of two different scales. Christopher Nealon, in his reading of the early Language writing
of Ron Silliman and Barrett Watten, notes the way in which these poets use “shifts of scale” as a
way of figuring “their works’ relation to political crisis” (128). We should, then, recognize
Burroughs and the Language poets as co-contributors in a tradition of a ‘poetics of scale.’
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Burroughs within a literary tradition that pairs Ovidian metamorphosis with the problematic of
capitalist modernity, with Lautreamont, H.P. Lovecraft, and the Surrealists perhaps being some
of the more prominent examples of this longstanding literary move in which monstrosity and
transfiguration trope that dynamic intersection of sex/sexuality and value extraction.25
For Burroughs, drawing on this literary history, monstrous identity trans-formation
triggered at this moment acts as a form of affective labor, a conceptualization of the
intensification of capitalist labor that found a particularly robust expression in the Autonomous
feminism that emerged in Italy in the Sixties and Seventies, and in analyzing the development of
affective labor, it is useful to refer to Marx’s writings on the development of the “social
individual” as a product of advanced capitalism. Writing in the Grundrisse, Marx tracks the
increasing automation of industrial production, writing that
no longer does the worker insert a modified natural thing as middle link between the
object and himself; rather, he inserts the process of nature, transformed into an industrial
process, as a means between himself and inorganic nature, mastering it. He steps to the
25

While we might typically associate literature of the grotesque with the avant-garde, and

although we should certainly be hesitant to embrace Burroughs as a ‘proletarian novelist’, Tim
Libretti provides a fascinating topography of the uses of the grotesque by radical and leftist
novelists in the service of a critique of capitalism. In his analysis of Henry Roth, Libretti writes
that “the grotesque, comprehending the world from the perspective of production, provides an
historical materialist aesthetic that pierces through the mysteries of the commodified world of
capitalism” (178).
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side of the production process instead of being its chief actor. In this transformation, it is
neither the direct human labour he himself performs, nor the time during which he works,
but rather the appropriation of his own general productive power, his understanding of
nature and his mastery over it by virtue of his presence as a social body—it is, in a word,
the development of the social individual which appears as the great foundation-stone of
production and of wealth. (705)
The worker, at this stage of development, becomes superfluous to the process of direct
production, becoming more the “watchman” of the production process than a direct contributor
(Ibid). This advanced stage of production demands for its reproduction an ever-increasing
surplus population, or reserve army. However, while this surplus population is left free from
traditional labor, Marx argues that capital’s “tendency…to create disposable time” is countered
by its ability to “convert it into surplus labour” (708). As such, capital appropriates modes of
social life—non-labor time—as part of an extension and intensification of value production,
circulation, and extraction.26
There’s a striking similarity here between Burroughs’ articulation of the formation of
queer identity within processes of exploitation and value extraction and Marx’s assessment of
capital’s ability to appropriate the “social individual”, a correlation particularly resonant in the
passage in which Marx writes that,
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For readings of Marx’s Grundrisse as the basis for radical theories of affective labor, see

Antonio Negri, Marx Beyond Marx; and Paolo Virno, A Grammar of the Multitude.
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What was the living worker’s activity becomes the activity of the machine. Thus the
appropriation of labour by capital confronts the worker in a coarsely sensuous form;
capital absorbs labour into itself—‘as though its body were by love possessed’”
(Grundrisse 704).
For Marx, then, generally socialized labor, affective labor, takes an explicitly sexualized form of
mutual possession and dependency.27 Sexuality and eroticism here mediate the relation between
capital and labor and, in an echo of Marx’s discussion of the commodity form in Capital, the
sexual relationship between people becomes, instead, a relationship subsumed to the demand for
value extraction. The crisis, for Burroughs, is one of identity itself—rather, the crisis appears in
the way such social identities are transformed, via relations of value production and circulation,
into ‘bare’ economic identities.
Burroughs not only locates the body as a primary source of affective labor, but also
suggests how this form of decentralized capital value extraction utilizes identity in this process,
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This passage is notoriously ambiguous. Marx’s reference is to Goethe’s Faust, in which

Brander narrates a tale of a cook poisoning a rat, the poisoning “brought on such a violent
bout/as though its body were by love possessed”—tracking this reference, and following the
logic of Goethe’s metaphor, the relationship of capital to labor is one in which capital is figured
as the one possessed by the alien labor—the interpretation preferred by Negri in Marx Beyond
Marx. At the same time, however, it is labor itself that is clearly ‘absorbed’ by capital, and
possessed in this sense.
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as the queer sexuality of the Mugwump and Reptile relationship is both demanded and sustained
by commodity exchange. Russell argues that Burroughs had a consistently ambivalent
relationship to gay identity, deploying “strategies of passing” throughout his text to both expose,
repress, and—ultimately—subvert the stability of this identity (7). Considering Naked Lunch in
light of the widespread effeminophobia exhibited by the mainstream gay rights movement in the
Forties and Fifties, particularly the Mattachine Society, Russell argues that, for Burrough, the
adoption of an effeminate, “fag” identity constitutes “a loss of identity, a relinquishing of
sovereignty” that “leads only to regulation by the dominant, a regulation that codes his body as
non-autonomous” (49). We might, then, see Naked Lunch as a materialist historicization of the
production of gay identity. That is, rather than essentializing a normatively effeminate gay
identity, “the black meat” posits the social conditions for the emergence of this identity, allowing
for a critique that, while unfortunately playing into many homophobic tropes, at the same time
explicates the conditions of possibility for such a critique, namely advanced industrial capitalism.
Burroughs, of course, is not the only writer to find a deterministic relationship between
queer subjectivation and industrial capitalism. John D’Emilio, drawing on the distinction
between “homosexual behavior” and “homosexual identity”, argues that
Gay men and lesbians have not always existed…Their emergence is associated with the
relations of capitalism: it has been the historical development of capitalism—more
specifically, its free labor system—that has allowed large numbers of men and women in
the late twentieth century to call themselves gay, to see themselves as part of a
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community of similar men and women, and to organize politically on the basis of that
identity. (102)
The free labor system acts as the condition for the establishment of gay identity in the Twentieth
Century, where the diminishment of the family as the necessary unit for social reproduction, and
the increasing independence of urban workers, produced a social space that allowed the
formation of a social identity around non-normative (and, crucially for D’Emilio, nonreproductive) sexuality.
While D’Emilio regards the emergence of gay identity as a result of the social relations of
industrial capitalism, he nevertheless argues that an essential tension remains between the needs
of capital and the desire for gay identity, given the important affective and ideological role of the
family in social reproduction (110). Burroughs, however, suggests a deeper enmeshment of
relations of production to sexual identity, one in which gay identity appears less as a byproduct
of capitalism than as one moment in an economy of embodied and sexualized value production
and exploitation. As Burroughs wrote to Allen Ginsberg, describing an early draft of Naked
Lunch,
Briefly the novel concerns addiction and an addicting virus that is passed from one
person to another in sexual contacts. The virus only passes from man to man or woman to
woman, which is why Benway is turning out homosexuals on assembly-line basis.
(Letters 365)
While the published version of Naked Lunch does not, ultimately, entirely reflect this narrative
arc, the thematic resonances are of course clear, and the passage is illuminating insofar as here
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Burroughs directly likens the formation of sexual identities to the mass production of
commodities.
This intensification of capitalist production has, lately, been associated with
neoliberalism, or one of its plurality of avatars such as financialization, service economy, or
‘new economy.’ Neoliberalism, as David Harvey writes, “holds that the social good will be
maximized by maximizing the reach and frequency of market transactions, and it seeks to bring
all human action into the domain of the market”, and in Naked Lunch we see the way in which
sexuality and the body become sites for this expansion (Brief 3). While such analyses of
neoliberalism help us to make legible the political economy embedded within Naked Lunch, the
novel itself opens, in turn, a space to re-periodize this phase of late capitalism. Harvey, and most
theorists and economists following him, locates the rise of neoliberalism in the 1970s, with the
economic crisis of New York City in the US and the coup against Chilean president Salvador
Allende being particularly key moments of indexing this shift (43). While not disputing that a
certain doctrine called neoliberalism began to be widely and self-consciously deployed amongst
the political elite, policymakers, and economists at that time, this reading of Naked Lunch
suggests that many of the features of capitalism associated with neoliberalism made their
appearance much earlier within the mixed-economy of the post-war US.
Michel Foucault—in lectures at the College de France in the late Seventies, recently
translated and collected under the title The Birth of Biopolitics—outlines just such a revised
periodization of neoliberalism. Tracking its genealogy to the reconstruction of Germany in the
immediate post-war period, Foucault intriguingly suggests that the aggressive free market logic
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characteristic of neoliberalism also functioned as the occluded engine of Keynesian, mixedeconomic models of the Fifties and Sixties. The expansion of the state via Keynesian social
welfare programs set the stage for the expansion of capitalism, and the logic of the market, into
the sphere of everyday life. Foucault tracks the origins of this mode of governmentality—which
he (in)famously dubs as biopolitics—to the West German Ordoliberal economic school of the
Forties and Fifties, when Alexander Rustow described what he called “Vitalpolitik” as,
a policy of life, which is not essentially oriented to increased earnings and reduced hours
of work, like traditional social policy, but which takes cognizance of the worker’s whole
vital situation, his real, concrete situation, from morning to night and from night to
morning… (Rustow, qtd in Foucault, Birth, 157n62)
Foucault argues that vitalpolitiks consists of “the generalization of forms of ‘enterprise’ by
diffusing and multiplying them as much as possible…making the market…into what could be
called the formative power of society” (Birth 148). The innovation of neoliberalism, its
vitalpolitiks, is, then, the marketization of everyday life, the production of a society in which all
relations can be analyzed in terms of cost, benefit, investment, competition, and, ultimately,
capital creation.
This emergent hegemony acts to reconfigure the classical economist concept of the
worker as the seller of labor power to invested capital into the bearer of “capital-ability” who
“receives a certain income that is a wage, an income-wage, so that the worker himself appears as
a sort of enterprise for himself” (225). In a return to the concept of man as homo oeconomicus,
the worker becomes, in a discourse we are all familiar with by now, an “entrepreneur of himself,
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being for himself his own capital, being for himself his own producer, being for himself the
source of [his] earnings” (226). This analysis implies both the expansion and intensification of
nodes of surplus extractions and exploitation under neoliberalism. Rather than the worker and
capitalist meeting in the marketplace, and the former selling her labor-power to the latter, each
worker becomes her own mediator of surplus extraction.
This neoliberal reconfiguration of homo oeconomicus includes a collapse of the division
between production and consumption. Rather than being an end-point or an extraction of usevalue from exchange relations, consumption instead becomes imagined as another moment of
production. Foucault draws out this imaginary by paraphrasing Gary Becker, writing that
the man of consumption, insofar as he consumes, is a producer. What does he produce?
Well, quite simply, he produces his own satisfaction. And we should think of
consumption as an enterprise activity by which the individual, precisely on the basis of
the capital he has at his disposal, will produce something that will be his own satisfaction.
(226)
Under the ideological rubric of early neoliberalism, satisfaction becomes figured as a product,
and one instrumental in the reproduction of self-enterprise. The potential affective or—in the
case of Burroughs—orgiastic release provided by consumption gets captured and re-introduced
by capital circulation and surplus value extraction. What Foucault, via his reading of Becker,
illustrates is how the logic of the free market expands its sites of production to include the
individual, a mode of governmentality increasingly oriented towards the multiplication and
differentiation of enterprises (149). This apparatus of neoliberal governmentality should be
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thought alongside Foucault’s discussion, elsewhere, of the turn toward governmentality toward
having the ability to “make live” rather than “let die”—the ability to manage the life (a ‘positive’
control) through the production of different forms of life.
Burroughs’ depiction of the Mugwumps and Reptiles demonstrates the way in which
value extraction mediates the production and management of forms of life. The body quite
literally functions as a site of the production of value as the Mugwumps allegorize the historical
turn to an embodied biopolitical self-entrepreneur, emphasizing the way in which the circulation
of value, through the commodity form, produces not only forms of life but also entire modes of
social relations and hierarchies.
What this reading of Naked Lunch suggests is not that the ‘neoliberal turn’ had already
occurred by the time of the books’ publication. Certainly, several decades of class struggle would
ensue before neoliberalism become hegemonic. However, Burroughs’ descriptions of junky and
queer subcultures function as a prefigurative account, pointing toward future social and
economic paradigms, or what Raymond Williams has called “emergent” forms of social
formations. For Williams, capitalism is such that “new meanings and values, new practices, new
relationships and kinds of relationships are continually being created” (123). However, not all
such new social forms and practices are emergent in a strict sense, and Williams makes a
distinction “between those which are really elements of some new phase of the dominant
culture…and those which are substantially alternative or oppositional to it: emergent in the strict
sense, rather than merely novel” (Ibid). The strategy of capital, and the capitalist “mode of
domination”, in suppressing such emergent social formations consists in both direct and violent
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repression, but also in “straight incorporation…most directly attempted against the visibly
alternative and oppositional class elements: trade unions, working-class political parties,
working-class life styles” (124). Emergent, oppositional social forms, in this sense, always face
the twin threat of physical violence on one side and consent through incorporation on the other,
the latter of which is made more nefarious by its appearance as “recognition, acknowledgement,
and thus a form of acceptance” (125). And, indeed, capitalist hegemony runs deep:
in advanced capitalism, because of changes in the social character of labour, in the social
character of communications, and in the social character of decision-making, the
dominant culture reaches much further than ever before in capitalist society into hitherto
‘reserved’ or ‘resigned’ areas of experience and practice and meaning. The area of
effective penetration of the dominant order into the whole social and cultural process is
thus now significantly greater. (125-126)
As suggested by Foucault and Harvey, Williams posits a hyper-advanced capitalism that
penetrates—figuratively for him, much more literally for Burroughs—deeply into social
relations. He goes on to underscore the role of identity formation maintaining capitalist
hegemony, a process by which such “oppositional class elements” are recognized and
interpellated into the “ruling definition of the social”, nullifying any antagonistic content (125).
This process, then, by which antagonistic social forms are reigned in and dominated by capital,
resonates clearly with Burroughs’ agonistic ambivalence about identity, queer or otherwise, as it
becomes subsumed within regimes of capitalist value extraction.
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It is in this way, too, that Burroughs suggests that these marginal social formations of the
Forties and Fifties, the queer and junky, which take on the appearance of a lumpen or underclass
—are then the site in which the features of the biopolitical regime of neoliberal capitalism make
their first appearance. This is not, of course, an entirely repressive process. Naked Lunch merely
marks the negative moment in which capital colonizes certain marginal social formations,
rerouting them along new paths of value extraction. But it is of course just this reorganization of
social and sexual relations that provides the terrain for the new forms of revolt found in the New
Left, in general, and the Gay Liberation Front in particular. Burroughs himself would begin
grapple with these new forms of revolt in his next major work, the Nova (or Cut-Up) Trilogy,
which will be the concern of the next section of our chapter.
Part 3: “Somebody has to program the machine”: Cut-ups and Fix-Ups
Burroughs’s initial turn to science fiction, with Naked Lunch, contained an element of
concern with the intersection of sexuality and industrial production. As he wrote to Allen
Ginsberg in 1957,
Briefly, the novel [Naked Lunch] concerns addiction and an addicting virus that is
passed from one person to another in sexual contacts. The virus only passes from
man to man or woman to woman, which is why Benway is turning out
homosexuals on an assembly-line basis.
At this point for Burroughs—still struggling with the drafting of Naked Lunch—homosexuality
represents yet another form of control, the privileged form for the “addicting virus” that would
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be the focus of so much of Burroughs’s writing throughout his life.28 However, by the time of
The Nova Trilogy, Burroughs’s thinking had changed dramatically, and the turn to cut-up science
fiction frames a corresponding revision to his thinking of the role of queer sexuality in the
industrial ‘control society,’ seeing queerness not as a mode of, but rather a form of resistance to,
domination.
Oliver Harris reminds us of the very real “homophobic panic” throughout the Forties and
Fifties, in which homosexual behavior and identity were seen as direct threats to national
security (251). He further observes that Burroughs’s articulation of a queer identity in his novels
often overlapped with a broader discourse of Cold War geopolitics, arguing that in Queer,
Burroughs “aligns [a] pathology of diseased [queer] desire with a pathology of the national
political imaginary” (260). This “pathology” finds particular expression within that novel with
the narrator’s, Bill Lee, obsession with
post-war laboratory and field research, and specifically with the CIA's secret drug and
mind control programme MK-Ultra, set up in 1953…with finding the supposedly
telepathic yage vine. Lee's speculations that the Russians and Americans are following in
the steps of the ancient Mayans by experimenting with tools of mass ‘thought control’
28

For an account of the role of Burroughs’s crises of sexual identity in his development of the

“General Theory of Addiction,” see Jed Birmingham’s “Apomorphine and Naked Lunch” on the
Reality Studio website, http://realitystudio.org/bibliographic-bunker/apo-33/apomorphine-andnaked-lunch/
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(50) are historically alert. There really was a Cold War Yage Race, and the search for the
Manchurian Candidate begins, presciently here. Both sides are acknowledged to be
developing ultimate techniques of social control, and their economic and military
applications. (Ibid)
Burroughs reverses Cold War logic of the queer as subversive entity by aligning state-based
experiments in social control with the control of the individual by insidious and unwanted
homodesire that animates the body and violates the autonomy of the individual. In Queer, then,
we see the germination of the ideas that will become more fully realized in The Nova Trilogy,
and Burroughs returns to the Cold War yage experiments again in The Soft Machine. Harris
suggests that this compromise of agency is “a solipsistic continuous circuit, a circuit sabotaged
methodologically in Burroughs' cut-up texts through feedback,” pointing to the importance of
experimental technique to Burroughs’s changing understanding of sexuality (266). At the same
time, however, we might consider his turn to science fiction as equally, if not more, instrumental
to his development. Indeed, while Queer certainly problematizes the narrative of Cold War-era
queer sexuality, Burroughs’s analysis remains limited by the generic conventions of the
psychological realist text (however infused with pulp sensibility it is). Taking the subject as its
limit, the text can only reflect back upon its author, only providing insights into the psychology
of the individual. That is, the “solipsistic continuous circuit” of Queer is not just at the level of
narrative content, but a hardwired component of the novel’s narrative form.
Samuel Delany points to just this contrast between science fiction and realist, or as he
calls it, ‘mundane,’ fiction, arguing that the latter “focuses our attention on the notion of
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sensibility, the psychology, the evocation of character—or on what, in one Continental school of
philosophy, phenomenology, is called the ‘subject’” (“Disch II” 135). Against this, science
fiction “immediately focuses our attention on the workings of the world—or, as the
phenomenologists would say, on the object” (136). For Delany, this interpretative reorientation
occurs not just at the level of content, but is a formal feature of the text and the reading protocols
surrounding it. When reading science fiction, Delany writes,
we have to indulge a much more fluid and speculative kind of game. With each sentence
we have to ask what in the world of the tale would have to be different from our world
for such a sentence to be uttered—and thus, as the sentences build up, we build up a
world in specific dialogue, in a specific tension, with our present concept of the real. (69)
Science fiction reading protocols represent an expansion of interpretive potential, what is
essentially a popular genre version of avant-garde defamiliarization. Existing in a dialectical
tension with a “concept of the real”, science fiction builds its own world to illuminate and
critique the present world. In this way, science fiction reading protocols can be considered a
form of mediation and testing of “the real.” With The Nova Trilogy, then, Burroughs deploys the
formal experimentation of the cut-up technique, in a critical conjunction with science fiction
narrative form, to construct a radical queer science fictional reading protocol that shifts the focus
of the work from a fascination with the subject to a more expansive and materialist analysis of
the world.
In “The Mayan Caper” section of The Soft Machine, the first installment of The Nova
Trilogy, Burroughs returns to the Cold War yage experiments that he first discusses in Queer.
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However, whereas the former work remained limited to a subjective, psychologically realist
expression of the narrator’s frustrated desire, Burroughs’s turn to science fiction in “The Mayan
Caper” allows him to articulate an account of the intersection of literary practice, radical queer
politics, and industrial production and labor techniques. “The Mayan Caper” details Cold War
time travel experiments undertaken by an unnamed narrator, the “Russian scientist,” following
him as he travels to the South American of the ancient Mayans in order to subvert the tyrannical
rule of the priests. The first step of this “precise operation” in time travel is, of course, mastering
the cut-up and fold-in techniques:
I started my trip in the morgue with old newspapers, folding in today with yesterday and
typing out composites—When you skip through a newspaper as most of us do you see a
great deal more than you know—In fact you see it all on a subliminal level—Now when I
fold today’s paper in with yesterday’s paper and arrange the pictures to form a time
section montage, I am literally moving back to the time when I read yesterday’s paper,
that is traveling in time back to yesterday—I did this eight hours a day for three months
—I went back as far as the papers went—I dug out old magazines and forgotten novels
and letters—I made fold-ins and composites and did the same with photos— (81-82)
Here, then, Burroughs’s avant-garde lineage intersects with his pulp science fiction influences, as
experimental compositional techniques are here given extra-textual effects—and not simply a
symbolic or political affectivity, but real, material, and embodied. Disjunctive modernist avantgarde techniques are diagetically coded within the text as a classic example of the novum:
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the historical innovation or novelty in an sf text from which the most important
distinctions between the world of the tale from the world of the reader stem. It is, by
definition, rational, as opposed to the supernatural intrusions of marvelous tales, ghost
stories, high fantasy and other genres of the fantastic. In practice, the novum appears as
an invention or discovery around which the characters and setting organize themselves in
a cogent, historically plausible way. (Csicsery-Ronay 118-119)
Indeed, one of Burroughs’ more critical interventions into the discourse of science fiction may be
his rerouting of the novum through avant-garde disjunctive compositional practice. In the
process, the novum turns from a thematic or diagetic element to a self-consciously literary and
textual technique. In this context, we can read Burroughs’ iteration of the novum as both a
reworking of this formal feature, while also historicizing its emergence. Burroughs’s text
highlights that the cognitive estrangement produced by the science fiction novum appears at a
particular moment of literary history—the convergence of avant-garde modernism with science
fiction, a literary event marked by the signifier of the New Wave movement.
In his theoretical and practical exploration of his craft, The Third Mind (co-written with
Brion Gysin), Burroughs traces the origin of his cut-up method—a compositional technique in
which segments of text are randomly juxtaposed through cutting and pasting one part of a page
overtop another—back to the European Surrealists’s infatuation with popular culture:
At a surrealist rally in the 1920's Tristan Tzara the man from nowhere proposed to create
a poem on the spot by pulling words out of a hat. A riot ensued wrecked the theatre.
Andre Breton expelled Tristan Tzara from the movement and grounded the cut-ups on the
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Freudian couch. Tristan Tzara said: "Poetry is for everyone." And Andre Breton called
him a cop and expelled him from the movement. Say it again: "Poetry is for everyone."
Poetry is a place and it is free to all…Cut-ups are for everyone. Anybody can make cutups. It is experimental in the sense of being something to do. (“Cut-Up Method of Brion
Gysin” 39)
Burroughs here frames his own approach to the cut-up as an act of historical correction,
reclaiming avant-garde technique from the limitations of the “Freudian couch.” Tzara emerges as
the hero, the riot he provoked exemplifying the potential of literature to excite people to mass
action in direct contrast to the exclusionary aesthetics of Breton. The virtue of experimental
writing lies in the collective action of the riot, an event that represents, for Burroughs, the chaotic
freedom of an embodied radical democracy.29
Burroughs’s avant-garde populist sentiments resonate with the burgeoning New Wave
aesthetic in Britain, where his writing was received as a critical link between the modernist
29

Indeed, Burroughs’s insistence on cut-up experimentaion as an expression of radical

democratic poetics puts him in stark contrast even with some of his Beat peers, such as Gregory
Corso, with whom he wrote—with Brion Gysin and Sinclair Beiles—the first extended cut-up
texts in Minutes to Go (1960). In this book, Corso marks the ending of his personal involvement
with cut-ups by writing that “the poetry I have written was from the soul and not from the
dictionary…if it can be destroyed or bettered by the ‘cut-up’ method, then it is poetry I care not
for, and should be cut up. Word poetry is for everyman, but soul poetry—alas, is not widely
distributed” (63).
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avant-garde and science fiction, an influence outlined by New Worlds editor Michael Moorcock,
who wrote in a 1964 editorial that:
Burroughs has often stated that it is the job of the writer not to be obscure and, indeed, he
is rarely obscure; his work abounds with explicit notes which tell the reader exactly what
he is doing and why…. If you like, he is the first SF writer to explore all the form’s
potentialities and develop a new mythology — a new literature for the Space Age.
Certain British writers are going in the same direction, producing a kind of SF which is
unconventional in every sense and which must soon be recognised as an important
revitalisation of the literary mainstream. More and more people are turning away from
the fast-stagnating pool of the conventional novel — and they are turning to science
fiction (or speculative fantasy). This is a sign, among others, that a popular literary
renaissance is around the corner. Together, we can accelerate that renaissance.
(http://realitystudio.org/criticism/a-new-literature-for-the-space-age/, emphasis in
original)
Moorcock here echoes Burroughs’s assessment of the role of avant-garde fiction in the creation
of a contemporary mythology, and he sees experimental form as central to the production of a
“popular literary renaissance.” 30 Indeed, New Worlds advocated an explicitly avant-garde
30
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Britain in 1964 with Moorcock’s editorship of New Worlds, and the coterie that gathered around
this publication was soon engaged in a frontal assault on the genre conventions of Golden Age
science fiction. Samuel R. Delany reminds us that Merril used the term New Wave “not to
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editorial line, citing Boris Vian, Alfred Jarry, and Ronald Firbank as primary influences on the
magazine’s literary and editorial aesthetic.31 Aside from these pre-war modernist absurdists and
avant-gardists, Moorcock claims that the New Worlds coterie “found little other than Burroughs
in [contemporary] fiction to inspire us” (“To Write for the Space Age”). It seems that the
admiration worked both ways, and Moorcock recalls that
Bill [Burroughs] read New Worlds and got his idea of the human race as a virus from
Barry Bayley's story The Patch, which was expanded as an Ace book as The Star Virus.
Burroughs read a lot of sf. At a party I gave in the sixties he and Arthur C. Clarke, two
unlikely friends on the surface, got together and were virtually inseperable [sic] for the
whole evening. Bill did ask if Barry would mind if he used that idea, though. Barry
returned the compliment by writing The Four Colour Problem in homage to Burroughs.32
This anecdote gives a hint at the extensive and mutual dialogue and exchange between
Burroughs and writers within the mainstream SF community, and this intersection marks a
critical moment in the development of SF, with Burroughs as a crucial mediating figure between
designate the privileged side of an opposition but to indicate a single island of production in a
highly productive sea…stable for a few years (roughly from 1965 to 1969), after which time it
gradually dispersed” (214).
31
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pulp SF and literary techniques developed by the modernist avant-garde.33 All this is to say that
Burroughs’ relationship to SF was more than passing, and we can read his use of SF tropes and
narrative conventions in the Nova Trilogy as at least partially the product of his association with
the British New Wave coterie.34 While it is clear enough that Burroughs drew on SF tropes for
the plots and imagery of his novels, this familiarity and investment in SF literature—both the
actual writing and the scene—illuminates an alternate derivation of the cut-up and fold-in, an
origin that exists alongside and in conjunction with the more traditional avant-garde lineage. I
want to suggest that we read the cut-up and fold-in as experimental re-workings of the classic
pulp technique called the “fix-up.”
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Burroughs reveals the SF precedents of much of his work from the Sixties with the inclusion of

appropriated sections of Bayley’s The Star Virus. In the Knickerbocker Paris Review interview
from 1966 he says, while flipping through The Ticket that Exploded and recounting the sources
of his various appropriations,
Here's one, The Star Virus; I doubt if you've heard of it. He develops a concept
here of what he calls Deadliners, who have this strange sort of seedy look. I read this
when I was in Gibraltar, and I began to find Deadliners all over the place. (“Art of
Fiction” 57)
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Coined by SF writer A.E. van Vogt, fix-up referred to the common practice, originating
in the Twenties, of SF and other pulp genre writers to produce novels by combining previously
published, or independently-written, short stories. Van Vogt explains the concept this way:
Let's put it very simply: a novel would sell whereas the individual stories seldom did.
Hence, the great thought came; and the fix-up novels began…It was only later that I
learned the fix-ups had their critics. I could only shake my head over these people; to me,
they were obviously dilettantes who didn't understand the economics of writing science
fiction. (“Interview with Robert Weinberg”)
The fix-up, as described by van Vogt, originated in the day-to-day practicalities of the SF and
pulp market of the Twenties and Thirties, as writers hoped either to capitalize on the
unmarketable surplus of stories or, in some cases, essentially sell the same story twice. However,
much like the origin of the novel itself, the formal impositions of the market produced an
autonomous literary form. As John Clute and Peter Nicholls write in the authoritative
Encyclopedia of Science Fiction,
It is, for instance, sometimes impossible to know whether or not a series of connected
stories has in fact been extracted from an already-written book, which for some would
make it impossible to describe that book as a fixup. Some readers and authors, in other
words, feel that the term can be applied only to novels assembled from previously
existing work.
We disagree. A book which is written so as to be broken up for prior magazine
publication may well, in our view, constitute a perfectly legitimate example of the form,
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though we do recognize that when we call such a text a fixup we are making a critical
judgment as to the internal nature—the feel—of that text. (Clute & Nicholls 113)
What’s important here is the fact that the fix-up works both way—not only as a treatment of
already-written stories, but as a method of composition. If the fix-up began as a market-based
paratextual constraint, by the time of the New Wave movement it had become an autonomouslydeveloping narrative mode, used even in novels whose chapters would never actually be sold
separately. In this sense, the fix-up marks the transition from a pulp fiction market oriented
around a short story economy to one in which the paperback novel stood as the dominant literary
commodity—a moment when writers were forced to innovate formally in order to survive in a
modernizing literary marketplace.
We can, then, think of Burroughs’ cut-ups as the inverse of the genre fix-up on several
levels, with the latter attempting to create the impression of a seamlessly whole work with a
coherent narrative, plot, and characters—in stark contrast to Burroughs’ cut-ups, in which the
disjunction between texts is precisely the point, to the extent that he uses em-dashes to
underscore the sutures between different texts. As Edward Robinson notes, in the Nova Trilogy
Burroughs “render[s] explicit his drawing from an array of sources and form an integral part of
the composite text…the punctuation compels the reader to pause at each break. This alters the
way in which one physically reads the text, in that it essentially forces the reader to pause over
each phrase, accentuating the sounds and the structures of the short sections and the individual
words even if not actually brining any sense of ‘meaning’ to the fore” (46). Even as the
punctuation draws attention to its own textual materiality, the em-dashes also serve to index the
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economic forces that shape SF narrative form, underscoring the novel’s narrative modification
through the deliberate physical alteration of the words and pages, drawing out into the open those
seems that would, in the fix-up, be carefully eschewed or covered-over. Burroughs inverts the
fix-up, with the cut-up functioning as novum—now displaced from technology to text—to
underscore the political economy of science fiction literary production, in which the market
mediates the novel form, dictating specific labor practices.
“The Mayan Caper” not only locates the cut-up within its literary historical context, but
also within the broader transformations of post-war labor. Not only does Burroughs emphasize
the physicality of the experimental method, he also directly figures it as work, with the Russian
scientist making time-travel cut-ups “eight hours a day for three months.” It is labor that
gradually becomes more involved, ultimately demanding that the scientist submit his entire body
to the labor process:
A picture of myself eating a full meal was reversed, from satiety to hunger—First the
film was run at normal speed, then in slow-motion—The same procedure was extended to
other physiological processes including orgasm—(It was explained to me that I must put
aside all sexual prudery and reticence, that sex was perhaps the heaviest anchor holding
one in present time (82)
As the process of time travel becomes more intensive, the taks turns to learning repetitive
motions. Temporality, labor, and the body function as interdependent elements in what
Burroughs calls a ‘control society’ becomes more explicit as the scientist continues his
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preparation for time travel by studying the ancient Mayans, his destination, focusing in particular
on the Mayan calendar. Remarking on the precision of their calendar, Burroughs writes,
The absolute power of the priests, who formed about 2 percent of the population,
depended on their control of this calendar—The extent of this number monopoly can be
deduced from the fact that the Mayan verbal language contains no number above ten—
(83)
The Mayan priests here exercise authority not simply through force, but via a more nuanced
management of knowledge in the service of control over agricultural production:
Mayan agriculture was of the slash and burn type…--Now slash and burn agriculture is a
matter of precise timing—The brush must be cut at a certain time so it will have time to
dry and the burning operation carried out before the rains start—A few days’
miscalculation and the year’s crop is lost— (83).
The use of the calendar, and time itself, as a mode of labor discipline and economic control by
the Mayan priests works to critique the encroachment of the market and capital at a fundamental
level in the post-war Keynesian period. “The Mayan Caper” expands this analytic to encompass
the role of forms of central planning in such exploitation. I want to suggest, then, that Burroughs’
representation of the Mayan priests, in their strategic use of knowledge and temporality as a
mode of exerting control on the laboring population, should be read as a critique of the Taylorist
school of scientific management demanded by the Keynesian state.
Harry Braverman, in his landmark analysis of work in industrial capitalism, argues that
“control” is one of the central features of Taylorism or, as it is sometimes known, scientific
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management of labor (60). Taylorism puts into practice the supposition that the “absolute
necessity for adequate management [is] the dictation to the worker of the precise manner in
which work is to be performed” (Ibid, italics in original). This control is asserted by breaking a
job into its minute component parts, allowing each of the worker’s actions and movements to be
quantified, categorized, and timed. Theoretically, then, this precision measurement allows work
to be made more efficient by eliminating all unnecessary movements (54). In practice, of course,
Taylorism results not just in the systematic de-skilling of labor, but also a radical alienation of
the worker. Burroughs suggests just this process of de-humanization in his representation of the
Mayan workers encountered by the Russian scientist:
As I stepped forward into the clearing and addressed one of the workers, I felt the
crushing weight of evil insect control forcing my thoughts and feelings into prearranged
molds, squeezing my spirit in a soft invisible vise—The worker looked at me with dead
eyes empty of curiosity or welcome and silently handed me a planting stick (89)
The Mayan worker the scientist encounters has, through the intensified labor discipline of “evil
insect control,” been shaped according to a “prearranged mold”, left with “dead eyes”, “empty”
of all affect, only capable of relating to another through the medium of labor—the very
characteristics that Braverman and other analysts associated with Taylorism. What is important
to emphasize, then, is that Burroughs gives this grotesque, science fiction imagery a historical
specificity. The Mayan workers’ dehumanization results not from a transhistorical notion of
‘control’, but a labor-form directly associated with Taylorist production methodologies of
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postwar American capitalism. Going back in time, the narrator has in fact encountered the
present.
As presented by Burroughs, the Taylorist management of knowledge has become so
intensive that even the bosses are precluded from an understanding of the totality. Considering
his options for destroying the control calendar, the Russian scientist says:
I found out also that the priests themselves do not understand exactly how the system
works and that I undoubtedly knew more about it than they did as a result of my intensive
training and studies—The technicians who had devised the control system had died out
and the present line of priests were in the position of some one who knows what buttons
to push in order to set a machine in motion, but would have no idea how to fix that
machine if it broke down, or to construct another if the machine were destroyed. (91)
In much the same way as the Taylorized slave laborers, the priests have also lost any true
knowledge of the functioning of the “control system.” It is, of course, crucial that Burroughs’
allegory for this system is a “machine” with “buttons,” and it is at the level of knowledge control
that the Russian scientist attempts to disrupt the “control system” of the priests:
If I could gain access to the codices and mix the sound and image track the priests would
go on pressing the old buttons with unexpected results—In order to accomplish the
purpose I prostituted myself to one of the priests—(Most distasteful thing I ever stood
still for)—During the sex act he metamorphosed himself into a green crab from the waist
up, retaining human legs and genitals that secreted a caustic erogenous slime, while a
horrible stench filled the hut (91-92)
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Disjunctive literary techniques are here framed as a way of disrupting a labor epistemology of
total control—specifically, we can see the cut-up technique as a form of sabotage, a protest
against highly-regulated Taylorist working conditions. For Burroughs, then, the integration of
experimental form and science fiction tropes provides a space for the construction of an allegory
of post-war labor conditions—and the utopic desire for a specifically literary mode of resistance.
In the Paris Review interview, Burroughs is asked whether,
Instead of going to the trouble of working with scissors and all those pieces of paper,
couldn't you obtain the same effect by simply free-associating at the typewriter?
BURROUGHS: One's mind can't cover it that way. Now, for example, if I wanted to
make a cut-up of this [picking up a copy of the Nation], there are many ways I could do
it….[Gesturing] Suppose I should cut this down the middle here, and put this up here.
Your mind simply could not manage it. It's like trying to keep so many chess moves in
mind, you just couldn't do it. The mental mechanisms of repression and selection are also
operating against you. (“Art of Fiction” 54)
Following an avant-garde lineage running from the Futurism of Marinetti to the Projective Verse
of Charles Olson, up to his Beat contemporary Jack Kerouac, Burroughs here posits a complex
relationship of the avant-garde artist to technology, with the cut-up and fold-in technique figured
as modes of expanding compositional capacity. However, unlike other techno-futurists in both
science fiction and avant-garde traditions, with their tendency to romanticize and utopianize the
uninterrupted workflow allowed by the application of machines to writing, the cut-up method
demands the tedious and exacting physical act of cutting, arrangement, and folding. In other
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words, to produce a cut-up work, Burroughs had to actually work, to enter into the world of
routinized, repetitive labor.
But not all work is equal, of course, and though Burroughs’s work ethic alludes to a
futurist vision of fully mechanized artistic production, the cut-up method more closely resembles
a form of artisanal labor, a subversive DIY mode of producing mass cultural fantasies. Unlikely
as it might seem, I propose that we can read the cut-up method as a type of craftsmanship, a
cottage industry against the culture industry that carries with it more than a whiff of nostalgia.
Indeed, it’s important to keep in mind that Burroughs, with his Midwestern patter and insurance
salesman suits, went to lengths to craft the image of an old-time ‘country gentleman’, at once a
colossal put-on and deadly serious. For Burroughs, then, the artisanal labor of the cut-up
becomes, as much as the product itself, a kind of resistance to the loss of the art-object largely by
way of a reference to a past economy of handicraft and small-time manufacturing, a mode of
production that Burroughs—among others—associates with a type of individualism.35 As
Burroughs says in response to assertions of automatism in his cut-up novels,
35

In fact, Burroughs makes a brief appearance in West German no-wave filmmaker Muscha’s

1984 film Decoder as a junk electronic shop owner—one of the few such stores in existence in
the film’s dystopic future. This role calls to mind Fredric Jameson’s description of Burroughscontemporary, SF writer Philip K. Dick, who frequently conjured a nostalgic pastoral that “is an
artisanal world against the scarcity of which the various commodities once more recover their
true taste and reassert a use value to which the jaded sensibilities of the affluent society,
brainwashed by advertising, has become insensitive” (362).
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Somebody has to program the machine; somebody has to do the cutting up. Remember that
I first made selections. Out of hundreds of possible sentences that I might have used, I
chose one. (“Art of Fiction” 58)
As much as a reminder about the central role of the artist in artistic production, this remark
serves equally well to emphasize the role of the individual in Taylorist production. We find, then,
both here and in “The Mayan Caper”, a radically humanist Burroughs, in which textual
fragmentation and appropriation are not signs of the ‘death of the author’, but rather its
reaffirmation, a laborious re-writing of Eliot’s much earlier hope that “These fragments I have
shored against my ruins.” Avant-garde form mediates a social crisis within post-war capitalism,
with Burroughs deploying a host of techniques associated with the historical avant-garde—
collage, transgressive and surrealist imagery—and Golden Age science fiction and pulp literature
to form a disjunctive hybrid form that allows him to bring together labor and sexual politics.
Timothy Murphy argues that the figure of Hassan i Sabbah, who appears at crucial
moments throughout the Nova Trilogy, “functions…as an author-surrogate” (118). This authorfunction is particularly explicit in Hassan I Sabbah’s monologue, in Nova Express:
What scared you all into time? Into body? Into shit? I will tell you: ‘the word.’ Alien
word ‘the.’ ‘The’ word of Alien Enemy imprisons ‘thee’ in Time. In Body. In Shit.
Prisoner, come out. The great skies are open. I Hassan i Sabbah rub out the word forever”
(117).
While it most likely predates the vulgar colloquialism for masturbation, the injunction “Prisoner,
come out…rub out the word forever”, directly aligns the cut-up method with an excretionary
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sexuality. Indeed, after his initial forays into realism in Junky and Queer, science fiction and
avant-gardism become Burroughs’ preferred modes for addressing sexuality. When asked about
the themes of gender and sexuality in the Nova Trilogy, Burroughs’s characteristically acidly
sardonic response is both evasive and revealing:
Q [Daniel Odier]: What is the symbolism of the lesbian agents with penises grafted onto
their faces, drinking spinal fluid?
A [Burroughs]: Oh, just a bit of science fiction, really. (The Job 119)
On the one hand, Burroughs’ response clearly fails to deflect or defuse the question, in fact
serving to underscore the centrality of images of hypertrophic male sexuality within his fiction.
At the same time, we should also understand this as an elusive acknowledgement of the
importance of SF narrative and genre tropes in his novels, one that points toward the queer
unconscious of that form.
Burroughs, I want to suggest, goes further, by aligning the excessive textuality of the cutup with queer sexuality, marking a major transitional moment in the development of science
fiction through a rerouting, and taking-to-task, of Golden Age science fiction tropes, a feature
displayed most explicitly in an early chapter of The Ticket that Exploded, “in a strange bed,”
which narrates the explorations on an unknown planet by a pair of shipwrecked astronauts.
While wandering the surface of the planet, one of the astronauts, Lykin, has a formative
encounter:
An amphibious green fish boy shimmering with water from the pool—The creature
pulsed with translucent green light that flooded through the flesh in eddies—The head
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was a pointed dome that sprang from a slender neck on either side of which protruded
gills like sensitive spongy wings—The creature was covered by a membranous substance
with a network of transparent veins—The body surface was in constant motion like slow
water dripping down a statue—The face was almost flat but with lips and nose sharply
and beautifully delineated and huge liquid eyes above the high ridged cheekbones the
delicate structure of which shone through transparent skin—The being was sitting in a
cross-legged position and from its thighs jutted small silver fins of fine gauze— (26-27)36
In his interplanetary re-writing of the colonial encounter narrative, Burroughs appropriates the
set-up, and much of the imagery, straight from pulp SF (the most obvious point of reference here
would be Edgar Rice Burroughs’ Princess of Mars series, but A.E. Van Vogt’s successful 1952
fix-up The Mixed Men is another referent), drawing out the latent homoeroticism of such stock
pulp scenarios.37 Underscoring the ambiguousness of the fish boy’s gender—on the “slender
36

Important to note here is the role of the en-dashes throughout the Nova Trilogy, which denote

moments of “cut” or “fold”, transitional moments where one text shifts to another.
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Indeed, it should be no surprise to find that the human/alien encounter—the structure of which

owes so much to that of colonialism—should retain what Sara Suleri calls the “marked
homoeroticism of the narratives of colonial encounter” (16). For more on this narrative, see
Suleri’s The Rhetoric of English India; Robert Aldrich’s Colonialism and Homosexuality (2003);
Ronald Hyam’s Empire and Sexuality: The British Experience (1990). For important
considerations on the colonial origins of science fiction, see John Rieder’s Colonialism and the
Emergence of Science Fiction (2008), and the Gary Westfahl-edited anthology Space and
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neck” of the fish boy “protruded gills like sensitive spongy wings”, and we can here note both
the phallic (“protruded”) and yonic imagery (the gills). This homoeroticism becomes more
explicit immediately following this description, when Burroughs writes that “Between the legs
Lykin could see the genitals half aroused in curiosity as the fish boy stroked the head of his
sleeping companion and touched the space suit with tentative jabs of its long green fingers” (27).
The fish boy speaks that classic SF trope of alien/human encounter to Lykin, “Approach stranger
—Have no fear”, a stock phrase here re-purposed to mediate Lykin’s queer sexual encounter,
whose status as astronaut/pioneer establishes him as the paragon of American heteromasculinity. Just as the cut-up method visibly marked the intrusion of the literary marketplace
into genre narrative form, the juxtaposition of standard SF narrative elements with sexuallycharged passages makes explicit the otherwise latent homoeroticism of SF/F masculinity.38
The surfacing of these repressed queer drives of SF is juxtaposed with the trope of silence
within the chapter itself. The fish boy’s seduction of Lykin takes place without words, as
Burroughs explains that “the creature’s mouth had not moved”, suggesting a form of telepathy,
Beyond: The Frontier Myth in Science Fiction (2000).
38

The SF narrative that Burroughs here draws on had a deeply embedded tradition of social

justice and radical allegory, perhaps most famously represented in Bill Gaines’ and Joe
Orlando’s comic “Judgment Day”, published in Weird Fantasy in 1953, which made a case for
African American civil rights, and the stories of Theodore Sturgeon, particularly “The World
Well Lost”, also published in 1953 in Universe, seen as one of the first SF stories with an explicit
gay-rights theme.
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another stock SF trope that takes on additional significance in the context of modes of queer
sociality. Jamie Russell argues that Burroughs had an ambivalent relationship to gay identity,
deploying “strategies of passing” throughout his text to both expose, repress, and—ultimately—
subvert the stability of this identity (7). The telepathic communication between the fish boy and
Lykin represents a clear stand-in for what Jose Quiroga calls “strategic silences” allow one to
activate homo-desire even while eschewing specific, strong identity claims, while also giving
some measure of safety to members of queer communities for whom coming out would pose a
risk (19). Indeed, Burroughs’s re-routing of SF narratives to produce an allegory of ‘strategic
silence’ and gay cruising resonates with his language theories expressed later in Ticket:
The word is now a virus…The word may once have been a healthy neural cell. It is now a
parasitic organism that invades and damages the central nervous system. Modern man has
lost the option of silence. (39)
For Burroughs, language itself originated as an alien organism that became deeply embedded
within the human body, and now exists in a parasitic relationship with its hosts. Silence itself
becomes a way to break from this deeply embedded mechanism of control, instrumental in the
disruption of heteronormative sexuality as well as the subversion, and revitalization, of science
fiction genre conventions:
Lykin moved forward with excitement tingling through his body and knelt beside the
water boy who extended a dripping hand and lightly clasped his shoulder—A thrill ran
through him from the contact—Underwater memory bubbles burst in his brain—He was
in the alien medium, squirming in crystal rock pools and basking on edges of limestone
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fanned by giant ferns in the sound of dripping water—Swimming through ruined cities
with the water creatures twisting in slow swirls of orgasm, shooting out explosions of
colored bubbles to the surface, trailing blue streamers— (27)
Burroughs figures Lykin’s ‘coming out’ as a plunge into, and inhabitation of, an alien sea, a
symbolic shift into the unconscious that activates the latent queer desires of both Lykin and SF
narrative itself. The alien medium—of both new planet and the ocean—can also be read as the
medium of the cut-up itself, a process into which Burroughs has inserted genre imagery and
tropes as a way to rupture their stability. Science fiction, then, provides the genre tropes and
imagery through which Burroughs seeks to interrogate emergent forms of sexual identity that are
antagonistic to the stability of genre and—in the depiction of the divergence of Lykin from his
more properly hetero-nationalist space exploration mission—a post-war economic order in which
science and technology function in tandem with heteronormative social formations.
Burroughs’s use of sexuality as yet another novum calls to mind Fredric Jameson’s genre
periodization in his discussion of what he calls the “great schism” between science fiction and
fantasy. Addressing the common assertion that the medievalism of fantasy literature is a sign of
its definitive regressive character—particularly in contrast to the future-oriented and often
progressive narratives of SF—Jameson argues that such an easy distinction becomes impossible
when considering the role of “magic” in fantasy:
Magic…reawakens all the unsolved generic problems inherent in distinguishing fantasy
from SF, and in particular in determining why any number of fantastic SF technologies,
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such as teleportation or time travel, superhuman computers, telepathy, or alien life forms,
should be regarded any differently from magicians or dragons. (63)
The “borderline phenomena” of magic marks an unsettling disruption in the longstanding
“commitment of the SF text to scientific reason” over an extended period of late-Twentieth
Century SF/F literature, as elements of fantasy became more prominent within SF (Ibid).
Jameson attributes the locates the fantasy-SF divide onto a topography of technological
development, arguing that fantasy “remains generically wedded to nature and to the organism”, a
genre trope that maps easily onto the disruption of the line between “organism and machine”
represented by ‘soft’ technology, such as genetic engineering and computer science (64). Within
this framework, Jameson suggests that magic should be understood “as a compensation for that
continuing technological bias of Science Fiction”:
the more immediate shifts are to be identified in the paradigm shift in modern science
itself from physics to the life sciences; a shift calculated to make problems for
conventional SF representation and narrative. It seems likely that today the complexities
of biology and the genetic, bio-power itself, offer a content and a raw material far more
recalcitrant to plot formation than even Eiensteinian cosmology and the undecideability
of sub-atomic particles. (67)
For Jameson, then, fantasy becomes ideally suited for the representational problems posed by a
host of hyper-complex, “posthuman” technological apparatuses. Technology becomes
particularly resistant to narrative at the exact moment at which it becomes intimately associated
with biology. Magic, in fantasy, supersedes this dilemma by acting “not as some facile plot
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device…but rather as a figure for the englargement of human powers and their passage to the
limit, their actualization of everything latent and virtual in the stunted human organism of the
present”, standing in as the utopic figuration of a human organism that has not only merged with
the means of production (as the cyborg in SF) but has thoroughly mastered them through their
total organic integration, to the extent that the parsing of subjectivity and objective phenomena
becomes impossible.
Drawing on Jameson’s framework, I want to suggest that queer sexuality in Burroughs
has a function similar to magic, marking a transitional moment between two periods in the genre.
Lykin, interpellated into queerness by the alien fishboy, undergoes what is essentially a magical
transformation, entering wholly into a new medium. Queerness in Burroughs, I want to suggest,
functions as a tropological figuration of the irrational within science fiction that mediates
between the then-emergent distinction between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ science fiction, on the one hand,
and the broader gulf between science fiction and fantasy, and The Nova Trilogy stands as a major
transitional series that illuminates sexuality as a major coordinate in the generic shifts of the New
Wave movement.
Burroughs allows us to rethink the thrust of this radical reorientation—indeed, the radical
queer sexual politics in The Nova Trilogy are never stable or uncomplicatedly progress. Desire,
for Burroughs, is not always desirable, and Lykin and the time-traveling Russian scientist both
experience monstrous transformations alongside their liberation, metamorphoses mediated by the
gay sex act, and its textual equivalent of the cut-up. It is, however, precisely this ambiguity that
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gives queer sexuality its political power.39 Leo Bersani, in an analysis of discourses of gay male
sexuality, has argued that “the act being represented may itself be associated with insatiable
desire, with unstoppable sex” (16). Against a more liberal politics of tolerance, in which gay
sexuality should be recuperated, its threatening aspects assuaged, Bersani suggests that precisely
because “the rectum is the grave in which the masculine … of proud subjectivity is buried, then
it should be celebrated for its very potential for death” (29). Bersani’s schema here then marks
gay sex as a space of a radical negativity that thwarts both stable identity and, particularly useful
for a reading of Burroughs’s relationship to science fiction, representation itself. The
introduction of queer sexuality functions as a necessary correlate to the cut-up method, each
working to destabilize the configuration of genre form, and The Nova Trilogy, if not quite the
grave of science fiction, at least stands as its rectum, in which the previously un-representable
finds its way out and onto the page.

39

As Judith Halberstam notes, the emergence of postmodernity establishes “queer time” as

“models of temporality that emerge within postmodernism once one leaves the temporal frames
of bourgeois reproduction and family, longevity, risk/safety, and inheritance” (6). Queer time
and queer sexuality are for Halberstam a “risk”, and “postmodernism as simultaneously a crisis
and an opportunity” (10). Burroughs’s novels fully inhabit this space of risk, positing a mode of
queer sexuality that is both liberating and deadly, desirable and monstrous.
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Chapter 3: “I suspect the whole thing is science fiction”: Overproduction and Science Fiction
Reading Protocols in Samuel R. Delany’s Dhalgren

In the previous chapter, I looked at the avant-garde SF of William S. Burroughs, as both a
progenitor of the New Wave movement whose textual innovations marked a major shift in the
genre’s thematic and social concerns, and also as an unlikely recorder of the transformations in
post-Fordist labor and value extraction throughout the 1960s. In this chapter, I want to extend
this investigation of the nexus of science fiction, the avant-garde, and political economy into the
1970s, a decade that marked a major transition in SF, during which the innovations of the New
Wave—galvanized by older writers such as Burroughs—gave way to the re-emergence of more
traditional subgenre formations, such as the space opera. Though never, of course, disappearing,
the New Wave’s field-changing drive became simply one niche market among others—a
development not inconsistent with the trajectory of other countercultural social and artistic
movements of the Sixties. The “long 1970s”, as Bruce Schulman calls the years 1969 to 1984,
was a period during which “the United States experienced a remarkable makeover”
encompassing “its economic outlook, political ideology, cultural assumptions, and fundamental
social arrangements” (4). The structural changes of the long 1970s precipitated major changes in
Americans’ approach to government and the economy:
the 1970s witnessed declining faith in government programs—skepticism about the largescale public efforts to remake the world. Economic malaise and political crisis sent the
welfare state into retreat and prompted new respect for capitalism throughout the
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industrialized world. But in the United States, these international trends played out in
distinctive ways and followed unusual directions. Americans developed a deeper, more
thorough suspicion of the instruments of public life and a more profound disillusionment
with the corruption and inefficiency of public institutions. The ideal of social solidarity,
the conception of a national community with duties and obligations to one’s fellow
citizens, elicited greater skepticism during the 1970s, while the private sphere
commanded uncommon, and sometimes undeserved, respect. (5)
Although one should hesitate to attribute the return of traditional SF form as entirely the function
of the re-emergence of a broader economic and social conservatism, we can nevertheless use this
unique conjuncture to delve deeper into the role of SF narrative form in indexing political
economic transformations. And while a host of SF novels and films could be productively read
within this rubric, Samuel R. Delany’s Dhalgren marks not only one of the most popular works
of Seventies SF, but also self-consciously and critically charts and periodizes the major
economic, social, and generic transformations in the wake of the closing of both the radical mass
political movements of the 1960s and New Wave SF.
In Dhalgren, Delany documents transformations in the organization of labor and
sexuality in the capitalist crisis of the long 1970s, an economic crisis figured in the novel by the
rupture of genre. At the center of this account stands labor—surely a surprise to most critics of
Dhalgren, a book more known for its sprawling world-building, dense and digressive language,
and postmodern narrative structure. However, work and commodity production suture
experimental form to SF/F literature, a generic conjuncture that allows the novel to encode,
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redact, and narrate a history of the capitalist crisis of the 1960s, the rise of austerity politics, and
the intensified period of urban accumulation by dispossession throughout the long-1970s. In the
first section, I will examine representations of work throughout Dhalgren, focusing on how the
crisis of labor depicted therein leads to the reformation of the political subject in line with the
material conditions of emergent neoliberalism. I then go on to show how Delany, in Dhalgren,
uses the capitalist crisis of the 1960s and 1970s to periodize the development and expansion of
SF reading protocols. In the final section, I turn to Delany’s deployment of pornographic writing
in Dhalgren to suggest that this mode marks a further development of avant-garde SF, a literary
resolution to a crisis within the genre, and a symbolic resolution to capitalist crisis.
Part 1: Labor, Crisis, and Political Agency
While there’s not much work happening in Bellona—a city shut down by a series of
mysterious, forgotten, or unknown disasters—we can still find its trace, particularly in the
abandoned industrial infrastructure that is Kid’s first view of the city. The remnants of industrial
productivity are everywhere, but actual functioning industry and employment is nowhere.
Despite this, and to the surprise of almost everyone, Kid quickly finds a job cleaning out a new
apartment for the Richardson family—a classic nuclear family of husband, wife, and two
children—for five dollars an hour. After deferring payment for several days, Kid goes to the
Richardson’s apartment, interrupting a dinner party, to demand payment. He eventually gets Mr.
Richardson alone, who responds incredulously to Kid’s request:
“I mean just what are you trying to do?” Mr. Richards went on. “We don’t have
any money to give you, and you better understand that.”
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“Huh?” because it seemed absurd.
“Five dollars an hour?” Mr. Richards repeated. “You must be crazy!” His voice
was insistent, tense and low. “What does somebody like you need that kind of money for,
anyway? It doesn’t cost anything to live in this city—no food bills, no rent. Money
doesn’t mean anything here any more. What are you trying to do…? I’ve got a wife. I’ve
got a family. MSE hasn’t had a payroll for months. There hasn’t even been anyone in the
damn office! I’ve got to hold on to what I have. I can’t spend that kind of money now,
with everything like this. I can’t—” (276)
On the one hand, Richardson’s dialogue points to the radically altered status of money in a
society in which there is no formal economy or government. At the same time, though,
Richardson’s appeal to economic facts-on-the-ground as cover for withholding wages echoes the
logic of capitalist realism that dominates the discourse of free market economics—that is, the
economic crisis of Bellona makes the withholding of Kid’s wages (or, in the broader economic
logic this dialogue pastiches, union recessions, cuts to social services, wage reductions)
necessary, leveraging his own traditional family against Kid’s countercultural identity and
lifestyle.
The crisis of wage-labor, then, mediates two contradictory yet intersecting ideologies, as
the cold, economically-deterministic logic of emergent neoliberalism intersects with the antimarket liberalism of the hippie counterculture—one of the other major social groupings in
Bellona—and another trace of the former welfare state economy. One of the first groups that Kid
meets when he arrives in Bellona is a group of transient bohemians living in the park. He soon
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learns that, despite their utopic attempts to live off the land, without the use of money or
organized economy or government infrastructure, they are almost completely incapable at
sustaining themselves, exemplified by the camp leader, John. Weak, bullying, ineffectual, and
inadequate to the task of organizing a community, John’s failures are exemplified by his attempt
to build a latrine too close to the camp, polluting their water supply and leading to the overflow
of sewage into their living area (166). The outhouse is the sole project the park hippies’ work on
for the entirety of the novel, and its failure marks the excremental excesses of their utopic
countercultural formation threatens to make an unwanted return to the camp itself. Despite the
anti-establishment and self-sufficiency animating their rhetoric and lifestyle, the park hippies fail
to build structures for themselves and literally inability to manage, to take care of, their own shit.
Kid later describes the hippies as “left over flower-power, in all this pollution,” a doomed
utopic mode of social arrangement here rendered—like the excrement they cannot control—
surplus, an unwanted remainder. Their radicalism is attached to a social and political order that
has passed, the welfare state Keynesianism in which the guarantee of social and economic
infrastructure allowed for the existence of their non-violent and unskilled liberal utopianism. As I
will discuss in greater detail below, this type of Keynesianism is in crisis at this moment, and the
hippies of the park have lost the political economic grounding beneath them.
However, the crisis of the Keynesian order and the delegitimizing of the alternative social
forms associated with it do not simply signal the foreclosure of radical potentialities within the
world of Dhalgren, but rather marks the transition from one mode of capitalism to another and
the production of a radical subject proper to this transformation. These post-Fordist radical
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political subjects are represented by the Scorpions, the gang that Kid joins and, later, leads. With
their casual violence, crude dialogue, frequent gang-bangs, and uniform of leather pants and
open leather vest with no shirt, the Scorpions are both a pastiche of the Hell’s Angels and protopunks, allowing Delany to elucidate the role of anti-state forms-of-life in an era of austerity and
full-blown capitalist crisis while representing a form of life appropriate to the devastated postKeynesianism of Bellona. Within the novel, they’re the closest thing to truly resistant agents,
leading “runs” to loot from abandoned shops, starting fights, participating in orgies and gangbangs, and causing generalized mayhem throughout Bellona. While Delany does portray the
Scorpions as unbound by—and in opposition to—social norms, he also suggests that the gang
becomes re-appropriated by Bellona’s impoverished circuit of capital, largely through the
mechanism of the spectacle, caught within monopolistic control of the city’s economy and
media. Despite—or perhaps because of—being the “slightly demonic heirs…[of] flowerchildren”, who turn the utopics of collective living into the radical negation of collective
expropriation, the Scorpions are unable to resist interpellation into the economy of the spectacle.
The mediatization of the Scorpions takes the form primarily of exploitative and grossly inflated
stories about the gang:
…Committing acts of vandalism, the damage for which there is no way to assess, the
rowdy band of black and white youths, necks hung with the chains that we have come to
associate with the scorpions… (592)
The over-the-top journalistic prose deliberately stokes the threat of interracial solidarity while
also depending on their exploits to provide a story. The ‘soft power’ of privatized media
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spectacle, rather than the force of the state, becomes the operative element for bringing forms of
life within the domain of capitalist extraction. The mediatization of the Scorpions manages to
neutralize those forms of life that elude easy incorporation, a point Delany underscores when
Tak refuses the invitation to Kid’s book release party:
“You’re going to come to the party, aren’t you?”
“Not”, Tak said, “on your fucking life.”
“Huh? Oh, man, come on. Calkins wants me to bring my friends. I’m going to
take the whole nest along. Don’t you want to see what happens when all us freaks get
turned loose in there?”
“Not terribly. But I suspect Calkins does—though I’ve never met the man.”
“Aw, come on, Tak—”
“No. Somebody’s got to be around to read about it in the next day’s gossip
column. That’s my job.” (551-552)
This passage illustrates the full spectrum of affective labor in spectacular capitalism, in which
the consumption of the spectacle itself becomes an ironic form of affective labor. Upending the
division between consumption and labor, the spectacle manages surreptitiously to disperse work
across the social field, not only putting Tak on the job but also using his labor to appropriate the
rebellion of the Scorpions.
Both the Scorpions and the permissive, pseudo-philosophical corporate privateer Calkins
are appropriate to the burnt-out landscape of post-Keynesian Bellona. With the exception of Tak,
they may be the only people in the city able to come to terms with the radical alteration of the
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social field, and Calkins asserts to Kid, in their obscured conversation near the novel’s end, that
Bellona is well-beyond the apocalypse:
Apocalypse has come and gone. We’re just grubbing in the ashes. That simply isn’t our
problem anymore. (745)
Perhaps more than post-apocalyptic, a situation in which the apocalypse, the end of civilization,
still looms as the central—and centering—event, Bellona is a properly post-post-apocalyptic
world, and Calkins here, in his hard-nosed nonchalance, acts as spokesman for a properly
postmodern—and properly neoliberal—cynicism. Indeed, the foreclosure of knowledge about
the crisis that transformed Bellona also, for Calkins, forecloses the possibility of any sort of
return to a pre-apocalyptic state—and also the forfeit of a certain type of radically utopic politics.
Delany, of course, is careful to link this cynical postmodern politics to a well-defined
capitalist class position, and Calkins’ response to the utter destruction of Bellona resembles, in
many ways, the classic capitalist response to any disaster, reminiscent of the primary mode of
capital value extraction under neoliberalism called, by Naomi Klein, “disaster capitalism”, in
which
the original disaster—the coup, the terrorist attack, the market meltdown, the war, the
tsunami, the hurricane—puts the entire population into a state of collective shock…Like
the terrorized prisoner who gives up the names of comrades and renounces his faith,
shocked societies often give up things they would otherwise fiercely protect. (20)
In this type of accumulation by dispossession, a disaster is turned into an opportunity for both
political and policy restructuring and also capitalist investment. Calkins fully inhabits this role of
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the disaster capitalist, using the wholesale destruction of Bellona to re-construct the city’s social,
political, physical, and economic infrastructure with him at the center, owning the bar, Teddy’s,
the Bellona Times newspaper, and even the monastery, where Kid finds him at the end of the
novel. This latter is a disclosure that reveals his infatuation with power and politics:
Of course there’s always an odd relation between the head of the state and the head of the
state-approved religion. After all, I helped set up this place. Same way I helped set up
Teddy’s. Of course in this case, the biggest—if easiest—job, given my position with the
Times, was making sure there was no publicity….I’m afraid the politics works through
the spiritual like rot. The good governor at least wants it to be the best rot possible. (744)
Calkins here sets himself up as a sort of enlightened despot appropriate to a place in which any
vision of utopia—even a limited and impoverished market utopia of classical liberalism—has
given way to a cynical managerial realism in which the highest goal is to cultivate “the best rot
possible.” Even as Calkins positions himself as the structuring element to post-crisis Bellona
society, he is in fact an absent center. Though one of the most frequently mentioned characters,
and certainly the most powerful, he is only present in a single scene in the novel, and during this
conversation he remains hidden behind a wall, his presence marked only by his byline and
writings in the Times, rumor and gossip, and, later, his voice. Calkins, then, is a character almost
entirely constructed by allusion and reference, his diegetic presence within the novel mirroring
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the construction of characters in all novels—a postmodern Gatsby whose origins are mysterious
and opaque and whose textual identity based solely on the recurrence and stability of the name.40
And, while we might construe Delany’s deep study and fictional investment in
poststructuralist theory during this period to read Calkins as a figure representing the deferment
of the site of power, we should of course note that it is only a trick of visibility, the recession of
the center of power from sight, rather than the loss of the center altogether—a turn that makes
the center all the more powerful through the twin processes of hiding it from sight and dispersing
it across the social field, a re-routing of Bellona’s crisis as an investment opportunity moves
through decentralized routes and networks, a strategic deployment and navigation of the fabled
rupture of the sign.
In this regard, within Dhalgren’s character system, Calkins stands as the foil to Kid, who
has no name and whose nom de guerre constantly shifts, yet is the most fully ‘present’, as both
POV character and in the final chapter the narrator. For Kid, the loss of the name—concurrent
with his own loss of identity through blackouts and time-loss—allows him to navigate the
fractured, de-centered world of Bellona. On the one hand, we can read this as a deeply optimistic
reading of the utopic potentials of the breakdown of bureaucratic infrastructure. As Delany says
elsewhere of Isaac Asimov’s Foundation novels, and which applies equally to his own writings,
“history, as the product of material conditions, is intellectually negotiable” (“Reflections on
40
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Historical Models” Starboard 223). And we might consider Dhalgren an exploration of the
political and social potentialities of the combination of the breakdown of the Keynesian state
overlapping with the remnants of radical social movements. It was, of course, a historical
conjuncture whose utopic realization would remain forever science fictional, and, indeed, the
unsustainability of this post-apocalyptic by-your-bootstraps ideology becomes starkly apparent
in a conversation between Kid and Nightmare when the former inquires about why “I suddenly
get to be the boss” of the Scorpions (497). After Nightmare deflects the question by claiming,
weakly, that, “It’s gotta be somebody, right?”, Kid presses him further until he reveals that,
“I thought it would be sort of interesting to see what would happen if one of you brainy,
crazed types was running things for a while. All the brainy niggers in Bellona had sense
enough to get out. We don’t got too much to choose from so we might as well make it
interesting, right? I ain’t gonna stay in this fucking fog hole the rest of my life. It’s a real
gas being Nightmare, you know? But I’m gonna get back to St. Louis, get me a little
foreign car, do some work in the gym, and put two or three ladies back to work for me,
and I’m gonna be Larry H. Jonas all over again. And I hope I don’t ever hear about no
Nightmare no more. If somebody shouts it out on Sixth Street, I’m gonna walk down
Olive. I’ve done too many things here I’d just as soon leave here.” He stood up. “You
strip off the Nightmare, and I got me a name. I know people. In St. Louis.” (498)
For Nightmare, then, the post-apocalyptic Bellona is only attractive precisely because there is an
alternative, an outside signaled by his emphatic claim that “I got me a name”, and in that sense a
place, a world. The austerity of Bellona strips Kid of both name and, as such, a full social world.
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If Calkins stands as the figure of the capitalist-technocrat hero of emergent neoliberalism,
benefiting from the dissociation of the name from its object, and the decentralization of power,
Kid, for whom ‘there is no alternative’, exists in a state of precarity, the de-worlding of the
breakdown of the state both a utopic promise of liberated identity yet, at the same time, never far
from the threat of austerity and violence, as is made abundantly clear by the end of the novel.
We might then see the twin figures of the Scorpions and Calkins as a materialist critique
of poststructuralism, in which the fracture of the sign is tied to the breakdown of a specific
iteration of the state, Keynesian modernism. More specifically, we can see how postmodern
theories of language and power become unevenly distributed and tied to a politics of
dispossession, as Calkins trades on his class position to appropriate the political and economic
infrastructure of Bellona, provided cover by precisely that foreclosure of the name that leaves
Kid in a position of precarity and risk. In the context of the de-worlding associated with the
austerity and economic devastation of Bellona, in particular, and the post-Fordist US in general,
Delany offers, in Dhalgren, a mode of reading proper to these changed materialist conditions.
Part 2: SF Reading Protocols/Reading Post-Fordism
Despite its success over time, Dhalgren met with resistance from many SF readers,
writers, and critics. Part of this was no doubt the retrenchment of a formally conservative hard
SF tendency in reaction to the New Wave era, but even those writers and editors most closely
associated with the movement and its attendant experimentalism frequently dismissed Dhalgren.
Philip K. Dick quipped that “I read part of [Dhalgren], and Harlan Ellison and I agree that it's a
terrible book. Even though it had a lot of four-letter words and ten-letter words in it, it was still a
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terrible book. It should have been marketed as trash” (Dick, “Mainstream,” 166). While there’s
probably enough professional rivalry (and Delany has not been overly kind in his own critical
assessment of Dick), combined with the increasing paranoia that marked Dick’s later writings
and public statements, to compel us to take this comment with some amount of salt, it
nevertheless resonates with Delany’s own concern with the marketing and labeling of the novel.
While Dick thought the novel “should have been marketed as trash,” Delany suggests that it
hadn’t been marketed at all. Writing under his frequent critical persona, K. Leslie Steiner, in
“Some Remarks Toward a Reading of Dhalgren,” Delany claims that the book became a
“phenomenon at Bantam Books” despite no “publisher promotion”, “without one advertisement
in prozine, fanzine, or general readership newspaper” (“Remarks” 57-58). Though it’s ultimately
Delany’s most successful novel in terms of sales, influence, and critical and scholarly interest
and estimation, the novel sits uncomfortably within the genre, something Delany seems to subtly
acknowledge by spending much of “Some Remarks” justifying the work’s designation as SF:
Knowledge, even knowledge of the laws of logic or the facts of science, is a mode of
belief. Belief is always a matter of faith. Faith is a mystical occurrence, whether it be in
the existence of God or the existence of the external world. What is mystical is not that
we have more evidence for one or the other, but that we are able to constitute whatever
evidence we have—for either one—into belief in the first place. Human knowledge has
only been able to grow to the staggering proportions it has reached in this century of
technological advance because our belief in reality, as Delany’s book symbolically
suggests, must be like our belief in one reading or the other of the Necker cube: the earth
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may appear flat, or the scatter pattern through a pinhole may suggest light is made up of
particles, but there is evidence waiting just over the horizon, or in the diffraction pattern
through a fine mesh grid, for another reading of both phenomena. This symbolic
evocation alone, we feel, is enough to judge Dhalgren science fiction. (It is certainly
epistemological fiction!) (79-80)
For Delany, then, Dhalgren enacts SF—here redefined as “epistemological fiction”—at the order
of form by replicating the scientific method. In this sense, we might think of Dhalgren as the
model of an experimental SF novel, in which the scientific themes and tropes of earlier SF
become part of the form itself. Delany attempts—from a position interior to both the genre and
genre criticism—to defamiliarize and experiment with SF forms, a correlate and complement to
his critical project to define and defend SF to the mainstream literary and academic world,
framing his criticism as “a crusade to make sure people read science fiction—especially in the
schools—as science fiction, not as psychological fantasy; not as a kind of limping, if not lame,
mundane fiction; not as future prediction; not as a species of popular scientific, or even
sociological, journalism; no, as science fiction” (Starboard 154). Though Delany’s criticism
applies a sophisticated critical apparatus to the study of science fiction, he nevertheless takes
pains to assert the particularity and popular history of the genre that make it irreducible and
largely incomparable to other forms of literature. At the time, this was a necessary delimitation,
as the field was then flooded with critics who found that merely a passing familiarity with the
genre qualified them as experts within the academy. Delany’s innovation in genre studies lies not
only in the assertion of the specificity of a genre tradition and form, but also in his shift of
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emphasis from the text itself to a broader hermeneutic field, as when he writes that SF as a genre
is comprised of a “complex of reading protocols rather than a collection of rhetorical figures”
(Starboard 207). Arguing that “on the most basic level of sentence meaning, we read words
differently when we read them as science fiction,” Delany argues that the genre—and, in fact,
any genre or mode of writing—cannot be separated from the context in which it is not just
written and distributed but, perhaps most importantly, read (153). One example of this reading
that recurs throughout Delany’s critical essays is the sentence “He turned on his left side”:
The discourse of mundane fiction more or less constrains us to read such a string of
words as referring to some kind of masculine, insomniac tossings. SF discourse retains
the greater margin to read such words as meaning that a male threw a switch activating
the circuitry of his sinistral flank. (“Science Fiction and ‘Literature’” 68)
At the heart of a properly SF reading protocol—which Delany contrasts primarily with those of
literary realism or “mundane” fiction—is its ability to give a variety of interpretations to
sentences that would, in realist fiction, ordinarily register as “meaningless or at any rate very
muzzily metaphorical” (69). Every SF text, then, demands a particular attention of the reader not
just to plot, character, and other literary devices, but also to the hallmark of genre literature
commonly known as world building. To read SF, writes Delany,
we have to indulge a much more fluid and speculative kind of game. With each sentence
we have to ask what in the world of the tale would have to be different from our world
for such a sentence to be uttered—and thus, as the sentences build up, we build up a
world in specific dialogue, in a specific tension, with our present concept of the real. (69)
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Science fiction reading protocols represent an expansion of interpretive potential, what is
essentially a popular genre version of avant-garde defamiliarization. Existing in a dialectical
tension with a “concept of the real”, SF builds its own world to illuminate and critique the
present world. In this way, SF reading protocols can be considered a form of mediation and
testing of “the real.”
At the same time, Delany’s theory of SF reading protocols are crucial for a literature of
the present:
I believe that reading science fiction as if it were [mundane] literature is a waste of time. I
suspect that reading literature as if it were ‘literature’ is also pretty much a waste of time.
The discourse of science fiction gives us a way to construct worlds in clear and consistent
dialogue with the world that is, alas, the case. Literature’s unitary priorities do not. And
in a world where an ‘alas’ must be inserted into such a description of it, the dialectical
freedom of science fiction has to be privileged. (Starboard 84)
It is possible that, on the level of values, reading literature as if it were science
fiction may be the only hope for literature—if, while we’re doing it, we don’t commit the
same sort of historical ruptures that we in science fiction have already suffered at the
hands of both editors and uninformed academics. (“Science Fiction” 81)
For Delany, SF—and SF criticism—has reached a stage of development in which it provides a
paradigm for literary criticism and interpretation in general. In a dialectical turn, the historical
specificity of SF turns, at a certain stage of its maturation, into a higher order of abstraction, a
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way to read each mode of writing within its own genre limits—indeed, it’s not going too far to
say that for Delany, science fiction is the engine of US literary history.
Originally published in the SF pro magazine Analog in 1968, Delany’s vision of SF
epistemology as generalized reading practice stands as an exemplary piece of literary
historiography, one very much influenced by the utopian spirit of that symbolic year, in which
consciousness-raising contains vast political potential. These same themes reappear in Dhalgren,
and it is in this novel where Delany provides a more broadly materialist historicization of SF
reading protocols and criticism, as well as their limits.
During a chance meeting outside Reverend Taylor’s church between Kid and Tak, where
Tak has come for the purpose of “completing” his collection of erotic George Harrison posters,
Kid has a sudden vision—or, given the novel’s ending, a premonition—of “the whole block, the
church and the buildings around it, conflagrated” (371). The violence of the image prompts him
to spontaneously inquire into the origins and nature of Bellona:
“Where are we?” Kid asked when they stepped up again. “I mean, Tak…what is
this place? What happened here? How did it get like this?
“A good question,” Tak answered over tapping boot heels. “A very good one. For
a while, I thought it was international spies—I mean, maybe the whole city here was just
an experiment, a sort of test-out plan to destroy the entire country. Maybe the world.”
(371)
While this initial theory places Bellona at the paranoid center of a whole spectrum of conspiracy
theories, Tak goes on to propose the alternative theory that “maybe somebody filled in our
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swamp by mistake,” resulting in the city’s catastrophic air pollution: “it’s fair to say most people
would find this unlivable” (371-372). Of interest to us here is the highly speculative and, more
importantly, indeterminate nature of the crisis—an epistemological limit that causes Tak to
ultimately suggest a science fictional theory:
“Actually,” Tak was saying, “I suspect the whole thing is science fiction.”
“Huh? You mean a time-warp, or a parallel universe?”
“No, just…well, science fiction. Only real. It follows all the conventions.”
“Spaceships, ray-guns, going faster than light? I used to read the stuff, but I
haven’t seen anything like that around here.”
“Bet you don’t read the new, good stuff. Let’s see: the Three Conventions of
science fiction—” Tak wiped his forehead with his leather sleeve. (Kid thought, inanely:
He’s polishing his brain.) “First: A single man can change the course of a whole world:
Look at Calkins, look at George—look at you! Second: the only measure of intelligence
or genius is its linear and practical application: In a landscape like this, what other kind
do we even allow to visit? Three: The Universe is an essentially hospitable place, full of
earth-type planets where you can crash-land your spaceship and survive long enough to
have an adventure. Here in Bellona—”
“Maybe that’s why I don’t read more of the stuff than I do,” Kid said. He had had
his fill of criticism with Newboy; the noise was no longer comforting. “Wasn’t there a
street lamp working on this block?”
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Tak bulled out the end of his sentence: “—in Bellona you can have anything you
want, as long as you can carry it by yourself, or get your friends to.” (372)
Tak here extends SF reading protocols not just to mundane literature—as Delany prescribed in
1968--but to the external world at large. Clearly riffing on the then-new Derridean notion that
“there is no outside the text”, Tak’s hermeneutic strategy historically suggests the theory’s origin
lies in a moment of institutional crisis. Tak’s reading protocols are very specifically related to the
history of SF criticism. In a 1980 essay in Science Fiction Studies—the first peer-reviewed
journal of academic science fiction criticism, whose editorial and critical policies Delany took a
great interest in—we can see that Tak’s “Three Conventions of science fiction” originate in the
critical apparatus of the British New Wave. Discussing New Worlds editor Michael Moorcock’s
iconoclastic approach to SF, Delany writes that
[Moorcock] felt that the conventions characterizing the bulk of far-future science fiction
—spaceships, superweapons, interplanetary and interstellar conflicts—were better suited
to comic books than to serious writing. At a London meeting of SF writers in 1966, I first
heard Langdon Jones, then New Worlds’ associate editor, outline a number of other
conventions I had never before realized were conventions: (1) that a single man, unaided,
can change the course of history; (2) that the universe is basically a hospitable place (e.g.,
the spaceship that happens to crash—softly enough for survival—on a planet with
abundant air, water, and food…); (3) that intelligence is a perfectly linear human attribute
(e.g., the mathematical genius who can of course negotiate any social situation gracefully
and effortlessly because he is a mathematical genius). These were three more SF
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conventions Moorcock was specifically not interested in having his magazine dramatize.
By the end of 1966 almost all working SF writers were more or less aware of Moorcock’s
program (Starboard 215)
The science fiction conventions put forth by Tak are, then, taken directly from the critical
program of the British New Wave. If Tak—a pragmatic and friendly engineer in good standing
with nearly all the different rival groups—is seen in some ways as the individual most adept at
navigating Bellona (as Kid says to him later in this scene, “You’ve got more than practically
anybody else I know”), it is because, as a science fiction reader, he understands the conventions
and rules governing the city. While this is, on the one hand, a sly way for Delany to valorize SF
fan culture, it also helps to historicize both the conventions themselves and the emerging selfconsciousness of those conventions by writers and readers.
While science fiction has a long tradition of community-centered, internal criticism and
analysis, the 60s were a watershed decade in SF’s entry into the wider field of cultural discourse.
Gary Westfahl notes that “at the same time that the New Wave was having a strong effect on the
popular tradition of science fiction criticism, an entirely new tradition moving according to its
own rhythm was emerging: academic science fiction criticism” (“Hugo Gernsback” 42). While
the two developments were quite distinct, they were, at the same time, drawing on similar
elements. While the New Wave attempted to bring a broader range of literary and avant-garde
influences and techniques into play in the production of SF, academic SF criticism worked the
other end of this spectrum through the inclusion of SF novels into the realm of legitimate study.
The end result was, to some extent, a broadening of SF’s readership and cultural role that was, as
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Delany’s critique of academic SF criticism shows, often at the expense of the genre’s
particularity.
It’s fair to say, then, that SF was among other institutions facing crises in the 1960s.
Indeed, if as Delany-as-Steiner argues, “Bellona is a city of words,” it is more than that—it is a
city constituted by science fiction discourse (67). Delany goes on to claim that Bellona is a
“quintessentially American cityscape, a ‘scape duplicated in how many photos of burned-out
central Harlem, depopulated Buffalo, dying Detroit and half a dozen other towns” (58).
Dhalgren, then, situates this world in which SF reading protocols—themselves the product of a
crisis in the SF industry—have become the hegemonic interpretive paradigm in the world of
urban decay, inner-city depopulation, and austerity politics in the wake of the crisis of
Keynesianism of the 1960s and 1970s.
And if Bellona is a city of words, Delany is particularly attentive to the racialized
conditions of urban uneven development that allow a science fiction epistemology to emerge.
Indeed, like the wider US, Bellona is at least partially structured around the ideological threat of
black masculinity and sexuality, as the origins of Bellona’s post-apocalyptic social, economic,
and physical conditions are overcoded by the alleged rape of a white woman, June Richards, by
the African American George Harrison. Fueled by Calkins’ newspaper, George has become a
celebrity in Bellona, both infamous criminal and sex symbol, as the minister of a black church
has been producing a series of nude posters of him. George’s status as an icon of Bellona is
affirmed most dramatically when the second moon that suddenly appears over the city is named
after him. Mark Chia-Yon Jerng argues that Delany deliberately links George’s iconic status
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“with the creation of a new understanding of the world occasioned by the appearance of the
second moon.…the displacement of George onto the moon is used to name the unexplainable, to
sew up a gap in comprehension, a torn fabric in the construction of the world” (267). For Jerng,
the population of Bellona deploys the racialized image of George to comfortably suture an
epistemological break with normative racial discourses.
This scene also, of course, alludes to Gil Scott-Heron’s track, “Whitey on the Moon”,
from his 1970 album Small Talk at 125th and Lenox. Juxtaposing the grim realities of urban
dispossession against the refrain of “Whitey’s on the moon”, underscoring the underdevelopment
that authorizes technological advances. Indeed, Scott-Heron gets at the material reality of futurist
ideology, and in so doing draws our attention to what would become one of the central premises
of Afro-futurism—the idea that African diasporic cultures have always already, as Mark Dery
writes, “inhabit[ed] a sci-fi nightmare in which unseen but no less impassable force fields of
intolerance frustrate their movements; official histories undo what has been done to them; and
technology, be it branding, forced sterilization, the Tuskegee experiment, or tasers, is too often
brought to bear on black bodies” (180).41 By not just putting George on the moon, but by making
41
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him into the moon itself, Delany locates African Americans at the very center of SF discourse,
even as he reaffirms the contradiction that posits the figure of George and a diasporic history of
dispossession as central elements of SF, even as the ideologies and material realities of
technological futurism efface black Americans from that discourse.42 Dhalgren, then, historicizes
experimental SF as the literary discourse most appropriate to conditions of capitalist crisis, an
epistemology of uneven development in the US that reconfigures—without, importantly,
effacing—the contradictions of uneven development. In the next section, I want to examine
further the way in which Dhalgren mediates the deep political economic and social effects of
emergent neoliberalism.
Part 3: Overproduction and the SF Object
Science fiction…immediately focuses our attention on the workings of the world—or, as the
phenomenologists would say, on the object. If we read an SF story about a person who wakes up
transformed into a bug, we are certainly concerned with how the person will react; but the
underlying question that guides this concern is this: What in the world of the story caused it to
occur.
not really want to talk about people of color at all but that takes what we’ve experienced (without
knowing it) very seriously indeed.” (Diaz, BOMB Online)
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--Samuel R. Delany, “Disch II”
Responding to Darko Suvin’s influential description of SF as the “genre of cognitive
estrangement,” Delany, in the quote above, suggests that SF is uniquely equipped to investigate
the structures and systems of society at large, a global and collective focus that sets it apart from
mundane fiction’s more narrow focus on psychology or the ‘subject’.43 Delany writes that
What science fiction can do…is portray a different, an imagined, a nonexistent institution
that works much better than, or often much worse than, or in the most interesting cases
just very differently from, an existing one. The object priority in the reading conventions
—which must begin with a consideration of some real institution simply to understand
how the science-fictional one works at all—generates the criticism directly in the
understanding (cognition) process itself (142).
What Delany calls the genre’s “object priority” signals the way in which the SF reading
protocols guide the reader’s gaze outward, deploying avant-garde defamiliarization techniques
that rupture the “cognition process” of outside institutions.44 One of the textual loci of this
43
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defamiliarization is surely the object itself, by which I mean new technologies or capabilities
(time travel), devices (the time machine itself), institutions (the communal living arrangements in
Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Dispossessed), or ‘othered’ biological or artificial entities (such as
Asimov’s robots, Dick’s androids, or Lee and Kirby’s mutants).
SF, and genre writing in general, has a longstanding interest in the commodity form and
political economy, an interest crystallized by its formation in the crucible of the pulp magazine
market. Gary Westfahl notes, in his study of the early formalizer and innovator Hugo Gernsback,
that “pulp magazines [in the Thirties] were undoubtedly the genre’s most widely read,
influential, and accessible publications”, the site where the narrative rules, tropes, constraints,
and economics were constructed, with Gernsback himself providing much of the impetus for this
process (23). The genre’s saturation with the rhetoric of the market can be seen in one of
Gernsback’s early promotions in Amazing Stories, which offered a three hundred dollar prize to
the creator of the best “Symbol for Scientifiction”, as “what scientifiction needs at present is
some sort of a label—an emblem, or a trade-mark” (qtd in Westfahl 45). Wesfahl argues that
although this gesture—“as is often the case” with Gernsback—“can be interpreted as an
expression of his desire for profit,” the contest had a “broader significance” in emblemizing and
formalizing certain tropes and ideas about the genre (45).
Delany himself was well aware of the way in which genre form is highly mediated by
marketing and publishing considerations, arguing that the history of the genre is bound together
with the political economy and institutional structure of publishing:
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The history of science fiction is intimately tied to the history of printing…Science fiction
as we know it in this country grew with the techniques of pulp printing itself, was halted
when those techniques fell away, and burgeoned with the emergence of the new
techniques that made possible the “paperback revolution” of the late ‘50s and ‘60s…
From the typographical experiments of Bester to the punctuation conventions of the New
Wave, all can be explained only in light of the entailed printing practices. (Starboard
173)
At both the macro and micro levels—from the size and scope of narratives, to the appearance of
the word on the page—the shape and form of SF has been highly mediated by developments in
the production process itself. Not only were the particular formal constraints of the genre
groomed by industrial advances, but so too was its audience: “The SF serial and the SF series
began, in the early SF magazines, to contour a new way of reading, as well as a new way of
writing for this kind of reading” (174). For Delany, then, both writing and reading protocols were
given shape by the serial production and circulation process of early SF.
While Delany goes on to discuss at greater length the formal ramifications of the market
origins, what is important for our purposes is Delany’s own commitment to tracking down the
material and institutional history of the genre. Indeed, SF from the New Wave period had
generally begun to sharpen its tools for social critique.
Carl Freedman provides a suggestive insight into the role of the SF object, arguing that the wellknown paranoia of Delany-contemporary Philip K. Dick is routed through representations of
human-like pieces of consumer technology:
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Rarely for Dick are objects what common sense would suppose them to be, and the will
with which they are invested can even constitute a precise mimicry of such
quintessentially "human" types as the benignly authoritative father (Kindly Dad in
Martian Time-Slip [1964]) or the irresistible and dangerous sexpot (Rachel Rosen in Do
Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? [1968], the major theme of which is the practical
difficulty of distinguishing between human beings and one variety of objects). (Freedman
“Paranoia” 15)
Freedman goes on to argue that the slippage between human and commodity in Dick stands as a
science fictional representation of a paranoid iteration of commodity fetishism—an example of
the role of the SF object as a genre trope that indexes political economic transformations.
While the commodities and consumer technology in Dhalgren remain persistently nonsentient, Freedman’s reading of Dick helps to place the New Wave SF concern with commodity
fetishism and culture in context, a concern shared by Delany both in the textual importance of SF
‘things’ as well as his use of the commodity as a site to deconstruct genre conventions. Despite
flouting standard SF narrative moves consistently throughout the novel with the introduction of
experimental, avant-garde techniques, one way in which Dhalgren narratively structures itself is
through the introduction and recurrence of three defamiliarized SF objects: long loops of chains
fitted with prisms, lenses, and mirrors; the orchid, a bracelet with seven long and protruding
blades; and light shields, which project holograms of various real and mythical beasts around the
person of the wearer. Introduced early in the book, these SF objects occupy a persistently
ambivalent position throughout—accruing thematic resonance and importance yet never quite
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achieving the narrative or thematic centrality of say the android in Dick’s Do Androids Dream of
Electric Sheep, or the ‘jaunte’ of Bester’s Stars My Destination. However, the development of
these objects across the novel—from their initial introduction through their various uses in the
novel to the ultimate discovery of their mundane origins—structures an intensive meditation on
the commodity form and its relationship to SF and genre writing and production.
The first SF objects, the prism chains, appear in the novel’s opening scene, in which the
Kid meets a mysterious woman in a forest who instructs him to enter a cave. There he finds the
prism chain and returns, only to find that the woman has turned into a tree. While this section
acts on one level as a rewriting of the Daphne myth, Delany (writing as K. Leslie Steiner)
reminds us that this reading only functions on one level of the text:
While there are mythical fragments scattered throughout the novel, we suspect that their
symbolic significance (by semantic substitution) is precisely that they are fragments and
not wholes…At least one of Dhalgren’s explicit themes is the fragmentation of modern
social myths (p.278ff); the fragmentary nature of the mythic allusions merely dramatizes
in privileged literary terms what the foreground of the novel dramatizes in action. (65)
If we should refrain from reading Dhalgren “as though it were a contemporary Ulysses”, the
book does, however, allow for the reintroduction of another sort of mythological structure: the
commodity. Marx famously says of the commodity in Capital that “it is a very strange thing,
abounding in metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties” (163). The commodity appears as
a “relation between things” as opposed to the very human relation of labor, Marx writes that
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to find an analogy we must take flight into the misty realm of religion. There the products
of the human brain appear as autonomous figures endowed with a life of their own, which
enter into relations both with each other and with the human race. So it is in the world of
commodities with the products of men’s hands. I call this the fetishism which attaches
itself to the products of labour as soon as they are produced as commodities, and is
therefore inseparable from the production of commodities. (165)
For Marx, as for later critics and analysts, the commodity form has an inherently mythological
dimension, structuring the entire discursive field of capital around reified social relations. A
singularity that represses its own laborious origins, the commodity becomes the object of its own
self-mythologizing.
Just as the commodity produces a mythological structure around capitalism, the object
likewise becomes the structuring point for the SF narrative, with the discovery of the chain
initially following a clear mythological narrative structure, structured by a tension between the
discourses of SF/F and modernist/‘mundane’ fiction. A game of myth-mundane fort-da occurs
with the chain Kid finds in the cave, a narrative element appropriated directly from
fantasy/sword & sorcery story, Delany carefully undermining the chain’s more mystical and
mysterious properties:
He stooped for more light.
The centimeter of brass (the links bradded into the optical bits were brass) was inscribed:
producto do Brazil.
He thought: What the hell kind of Portuguese is that? (7)
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The mythical nature of the chain is troubled by a manufacturer’s signature, the sign of its
entrenchment in the industrial capitalism of the present, rather than in some pre- (fantasy) or
post- (SF) capitalist world. Later in the chapter, Delany reasserts the mythological nature of the
SF objects, now including the orchid, immediately after Tak gives Kid his enduring appellation:
Three gifts, he thought: armor, weapon, title (like the prisms, lenses, mirrors on the chain
itself). “Okay…” with the sudden conviction this third would cost, by far, the most.
Reject it, something warned: “Only I’m not a kid. Really; I’m twenty-seven. People
always think I’m younger than I am. I just got a baby face, that’s all. I’ve even got some
white hair, if you want to see—” (18)
Again, Delany plays upon a tension within genre discourse, freely juxtaposing science fiction
tech, fantasy style, and mundane dialogue—a bricolage of genre conventions that proved
problematic for both science fiction and ‘literary’ critics alike.
Each of these distinct styles also encodes a distinct sense of temporality, and history.
Fredric Jameson, discussing the differences between SF and fantasy time-sense, notes that
Medieval material, as well as a Christian (or even Anglican) nostaligia particularly
pronounced in Tolkien and his fellow-travelers as well as in the Harry Potter series, must
first be radically distinguished from the historicisms at work in the SF tradition (58)
SF—and the alternate history subgenre in particular—operates according what he calls “a modeof-production aesthetic”, as opposed to an aesthetic and historical sensibility guided by religion
and magic, though both display “a well-nigh visceral sense of the chemical deficiencies of our
own present” (59). For Jameson, then, SF and fantasy each enact a distinct temporal and
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historical utopic desire, united by an aversion to the industrial or postindustrial capitalist
contemporary.
It is just this sense of the present that is thrown in doubt throughout Dhalgren, most
obviously through the time-lapses experienced by Kid throughout the novel, as well as the final
chapter, not only narratively fragmented but also looping back to the opening sentence and
throwing the entire time-sense of the novel’s action into doubt. It is, though, at the more microlevel of sentence-level style, then, that Delany focuses his critique, as the shifting generic
registers—shifting across grammars of SF, fantasy, and mundane fiction—indexes a moment in
which distinct temporalities abut each other in a disjunctive and unevenly developed temporality
centered around the SF object.
Indeed, the tension between feudalism and capitalist modernity is embedded within the
commodity form itself. Slavoj Žižek notes this by way of Lacan’s quote that “One has to look for
the origins of the notion of the symptom not in Hippocrates but in Marx, in the connection he
was first to establish between capitalism and what?—the good old times, what we call the feudal
times” (qtd in Žižek 23). For Žižek, the transition from feudalism to capitalism is marked by a
fundamental shift in the structure of relations of exchange. Feudal relations of exchange and
production are, Žižek writes, based on “domination and servitude” (26). The advent of capitalist
market-based exchange reorganizes power—now, instead of an equal and lesser meeting for a
formalized process of exchange, there is instead a situation in which “two subjects meet, their
relation is free of all the lumber of veneration of the Master…they meet as two persons whose
activity is thoroughly determined by their egoistic interest; every one of them proceeds as a good
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utilitarian; the other person is for him wholly delivered of all mystical aura” (25). In this sense,
the external power relations and social hierarchies upon which feudal exchange is based are,
under capitalism, “repressed”, the exchange-value of the commodity bearing within its form the
trace of this historical form (26).
Thus, even as it stands as the cellular unit of the capitalist mode of production, the
commodity is also an unstable site in which capitalist social relations co-exist uneasily with the
traces of those historical modes of production that it has displaced. Delany’s portrayal of the
mass-produced capitalist commodity as a mythological fantasy object is not just a formal genre
exercise, but gets at the heart of the commodity form. Indeed, the re-emergence of the repressed
feudalism of the commodity signals a moment of crisis in its smooth, reified surface. What I
want to suggest, then, is that when Delany’s prose deploys unstable signification in its
description of the commodity, we can read this not only as an avant-garde disruption of reified
discourse, but as one that points to the historical moment in which Dhalgren is written, with the
slippage between capitalism and feudalism indexing the deep and, importantly, uneven retreat of
the Keynesian state witnessed in the Seventies and the imposition of a more or less sustained
austerity politics.
In Dhalgren, then, the object comes to bear this plurality of temporalities—a set that
would clearly include not just the feudal pre-history of capitalism but also a utopic post-capitalist
future—as a sign of a conjunctural crisis in which the development of capitalism in its Keynesian
consumerist iteration approaches its limits. Indeed, Delany takes pains not only to show the SF
things in their day-to-day use, but also to track them back to the site of production itself in a
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critical scene in which Tak takes Kid to the abandoned Maitland Systems Engineering
warehouse, where they find:
In hanks, in dripping loops from the drum (hundreds of feet? Hundreds of thousands?
And how many drums were there in the block-square warehouse?) the brass chain, set
with prisms, mirrors, lenses, looped (553)
And, later:
There was an open cardboard carton beside the spool. Kid bent down, pushed back the
flap. They looked like copper beetles. He pushed his hand into the metal tabs, picked out
one—there was a hole at one end—and tried to read what was embossed on it. The light
was too dim, and the corners of his eyes were stinging.
On the carton, however, stenciled in white, was: PRODUCTO DO BRAZIL. (Ibid)
Other boxes are stenciled with incorrect or misleading signatures of industrial origins, such as
“FABRIQUE FRANCAISE./MADE IN JAPAN—the initial smudge must have been an
‘M.’/PRAGMATAELLENIKAI” (554). Still further back in the warehouse, Kid finds egg
cartons filled with light shields, each crate stenciled with the name of a beast:
“DRAGON/LIZARD/FROG/BIRD OF PARADISE/ SCORPION / MANTIS / MANTICORE /
GRIFFIN” (Ibid). Ultimately, of course, Kid finds cases of “BRASS ORCHIDS” of two kinds,
“fancy” and “plain” (557). Each of Bellona’s SF objects—the items that structure the world, and
the narrative, as genre fiction—are here traced back to a single site of production—which is,
significantly, a recently shut-down and abandoned factory in a US industrial city.
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The glut of inexplicable items triggers something of an existential crisis in Kid,
particularly after he finds a box labeled “RED EYE-CAPS” and looks inside:
They had probably all been stacked neatly together once. But movement had
jumbled most of them. He picked up one. It was like a concave disk the size of a quarter,
cut from a pingpong ball.
It was red.
He turned it in horny fingers. But it doesn’t explain it, he thought.
Then blinked, because his eyes were filled with water. It doesn’t! Gooseflesh settled over
his shoulders, his back, his buttocks, like gauze. What could anybody want with… (55556).
This scene marks the moment in which the political economy of Bellona becomes transparent, as
the objects that structure Bellona’s society and many of its power relations, both materially and
symbolically, are traced to their origins in a system of industrial overproduction.
Delany very carefully places his representation of consumerism within that potent symbol
of the Keynesian crisis of overaccumulation, the abandoned Maitland Systems warehouse glutted
with non-circulating commodities. This is, of course, not much of a science-fictional situation.
The post-war boom in the US was founded on the “mass production of durable goods”, making a
“growth of consumption…essential to stability” (Armstrong et al 123). Moreover, the
development of this mass production and consumer-based economy was premised on surplus, as
“the rapid growth of means of production during the boom depended upon much scrapping of
means of production” (122). The abandoned Maitland Systems Engineering factory-warehouse
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and the commodities inside articulate the two sides of the US Keynesian boom: the production of
a constant surplus of commodities while simultaneously turning the fixed capital of buildings
and factories into junk. Waste, in all its forms, then becomes seen as crucial to economic growth
even as it lays the groundwork for a crisis of overaccumulation, a process in which
capitalism…generates a higher rate of accumulation than can be sustained, and thus the
rate of accumulation has eventually to fall….In the late sixties the initial effect of
overaccumulation was a period of feverish growth, with rapidly rising wages and prices
and an enthusiasm for get-rich-quick schemes. These temporarily masked, but could not
suppress, the deterioration in profitability. Confidence was undermined, investment
collapsed and a spectacular crash occurred. Overaccumulation gave rise, not to a mild
decline in the growth rate, but to a classic capitalist crisis. (Armstrong et al 169)
The passage also reflects the expansion of foreign imports into the US commodities market
throughout the late Sixties and early Seventies,. As Judith Stein writes,
“Already in 1968 the Wall Street Journal was sounding the alarm on increasing imports
of ‘unsophisticated electronics’ for teenagers coming from U.S. companies in Taiwan,
and in less than a decade what was then still pretty much a trickle would become a
torrent” (83).
Even without access to specific economic and trade data, the rapid influx of foreign products
would be noticeable to the day-to-day consumer. Indeed, the Maitland warehouse both plays
upon this change in the consumer landscape, while also standing in stark contrast to this
economic reality, as the commodities inside are, despite industrial signatures claiming
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international origins, made in Bellona. In a book in which names play an important role in
establishing character—remember, of course, that Kid forgets his real name, and there is some
suggestion that it may in fact be “Dhalgren”—the global circulation of commodities becomes, in
this instance, entirely a function of the sign, with the fabricated industrial signatures become the
only material trace of exchange.
Crucially, however, Kid finds that locating the origin of the SF objects fails to “explain”
their presence. When Kid wonders “What could anybody want with…”, the ellipses signals the
grammatical and structural absence of any particular object of desire, “want with” being forcibly
made intransitive, even as it underscores the role of the subject, and desire itself, in the equation
of production and consumption. That is, the existence of a general and non-specified “want” is,
itself, that necessary supplement to economic production and circulation.
The depiction of the subject’s unspecified and undirected desire as the proximate yet
contingent factor in production and circulation points us at once in several directions. On the one
hand, Delany presents a world of amped-up hyper-consumerism that, taken to its limits, radically
sublates its own premises. As Tak explains, “in Bellona you can have anything you want, as long
as you can carry it by yourself, or get your friends to”, outlining a situation in which consumerist
desire, once unlocked, runs rampant, as looting becomes surrogate for shopping. Keynes’ dictum
that “consumption is the sole end and object of all economic activity” here becomes entirely
upended, as consumption ceases to be an ‘economic activity,’ and instead stands as a response to
both need and generalized desire (General Theory 104). As signaled by the ellipses in Kid’s
question of “What could anybody want with…”, the conditions for this unbridled expropriation
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of consumer commodities lies in capitalist crisis, the complete cessation of all “economic
activity” in Bellona, creating conditions in which the desire for consumption becomes its own
object, the economic fact of consumption transformed into a moment of subjective agency and
liberation.
The act of looting and theft in the midst of surplus indexes the other side of the Sixties
capitalist crisis. While overaccumulation is one major structural component of the crisis of the
US post-war mixed economy, David Harvey points to another factor, the persistent uneven
development of capitalism, focusing on the post-war housing boom:
The problem back in the 1960s was that the sprawling urbanization process was dynamic,
but both environmentally unsustainable and geographically uneven. The unevenness
largely reflected the differentiated income streams that flowed to different segments of
the working class. While the suburbs thrived, the inner cities stagnated and declined. The
white working class flourished, but the impacted inner city minorities—AfricanAmerican in particular—did not. The result was a whole sequence of inner-city uprisings
—including Detroit and Watts, and culminating in spontaneous uprisings in some forty
cities across the United States in the wake of the assassination of Martin Luther King in
1968. Something that came to be known as ‘the urban crisis’ was there for all to see and
easily name (Rebel 50-51)
While Delany explicitly alludes to these riots in the scenes following the assassination of
Bellona’s civil rights leader Paul Fenster—an assassination that appears to trigger the
apocalyptic crisis portrayed in the final chapter of the novel—we might also use Harvey’s
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analysis here to further reflect on the way in which the raiding of abandoned stores, factories,
and warehouses by the people of Bellona—and actual American cities—is not simply looting,
but rather a utopic, and collective, expropriation and re-deployment of the waste and surplus of
Keynesianism.
This act of expropriation, I want to argue, serves as the context for understanding the
textual production of the SF object. The theft of the chains, the orchids, and the light shields
recontextualizes them and transforms them from useless 99 cent store novelties into items with
futuristic and mythical social attributes. Not the crisis of the city itself and the austerity it leaves
in its wake, but rather the subjective eruption of desire in the form of theft becomes the
contingent event in the production of Bellona as a utopic space. Marx writes in the Grundrisse
that the “precondition of commodity circulation is that they [commodities] be produced as
exchange values, not as immediate use values” (196). And while the alienation of labor involved
in the production of capitalist exchange value is the “precondition”, circulation of commodities
plays an important role in the value extraction process:
Circulation is the movement in which the general alienation appears as general
appropriation and general appropriation as general alienation…Circulation, because a
totality of the social process, is also the first form in which the social relation appears as
something independent of the individuals, but not only as, say, in a coin or in exchange
value, but extending to the whole of the social movement itself. (Ibid 196-197)
In this sense, commodity circulation is the key movement not just for the realization of value but,
importantly, the generalization or making-visible of use-value itself—and, indeed, the production
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of capitalist sociality. The disruption of circulation through theft fundamentally alters the mode
of sociality, and society, itself.
It is precisely the failure of the “RED EYE-CAPS” to not be expropriated and given a
new social use—unlike the other items in the warehouse—that prompts Kid to wonder “What
could anybody want with” them. The red eye-caps, then, have been effectively stripped of their
exchange-value without being given any new use-value, rendering them both worthless and
useless. In this way, expropriation is both a material and discursive event, a repurposing of the
useless commodity form through the mediation of SF literary tropes and imagery. SF writing
becomes, for Delany, the mechanism by which the commodity becomes repurposed, torn from its
place in a system of surplus value circulation and repurposed for use on “the Street.”45
In Dhalgren, then, SF/F writing acts as a vanishing mediator between Keynesian and
crisis epistemologies. Bellona, as a disposed city, exemplifies the ambiguous potential of the
post-crisis city. When Kid—gazing at the “holocaust” of Bellona’s cityscape—notes that “This is
not a useful city. Very little here approaches any eidolon of the beautiful”, he affirms the city’s
evasion of capitalist use value (75). Here, Bellona’s inability to meet the standards of the
“beautiful”, tellingly described as “eidolon”, locates it outside of the paradigm of use. This
rejection of functional beauty, a commodifiable art and aesthetics, aligns Bellona with the avant45

I take this phrase from the line in William Gibson’s seminal cyberpunk story “Burning

Chrome,” “The Street finds its own uses for things—uses the manufacturers never imagined”
(186). This type of detournement marks one of Delany’s major thematic influences on post-New
Wave SF.
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garde tendency of both disjunction and l’art pour l’art. For Delany, then, a defamiliarizing SF
avant-garde aesthetics provides a model of political praxis for the imaginative production of an
anti-capitalist autonomous space—a space in which new forms of use, aesthetics, and society can
be constructed and practiced. In the final section, I want to further examine the idea of
consumption, desire, and radical politics in Dhalgren, not just in Delany’s representation of
urban space, but in his turn to the genre of pornographic writing.
Part IV: “Pleasure can be an appalling business”: The Economics of SF Porn
In the previous section, I discussed the way in which the crisis in Bellona created a rift in
which junk surplus commodities could be given radical new meanings and functions—the very
essence of Delany’s “epistemological fiction.” For Delany, SF/F discourse is crucial to the
understanding of capitalist crisis. At the same time, Dhalgren marks a major turn in Delany’s
writing, in which he begins to deploy the mode of obscene or pornographic writing. Writing in
this mode, Delany turns his inquiry into labor and production to the more material and profane
world of the body and sexuality. Like the city itself, the body—and bodies in the plural—
becomes a precarious site constructed by crisis, and which must be navigated the same way. Sex
and sexuality becomes for Delany a place for the appearance and navigation of social
antagonisms.
Delany’s turn to porn takes place in the context of the emergence of sexuality as a major
site of radical and revolutionary politics. In 1970, Third World Gay Revolution, a Third Worldist
splinter group of the Gay Liberation Movement, issued their first major manifesto entitled “The
Oppressed Shall Not Become the Oppressor.” Arguing that the “anti-homosexuality stance” of
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many Third Worldist revolutionary movements was a manifestation of white supremacy, TWGR
interpellates sexuality as a site of struggle equivalent to anti-colonial and anti-capitalist
revolutionary politics when they write that, “The right of self-determination over dominion of
one’s own body is a human right and this right must be defended with one’s body being put on
the line” (139). The queer body here becomes aligned with the body of the revolutionary, queer
sexuality functioning as metonymical equivalence to revolutionary or guerilla insurgency.
As Roderick Ferguson has argued, the manifesto of TWGR was part of a revolutionary
queer formation that emerged in the early 1970s, marking what he calls the “insertion of the
erotic into revolutionary politics” (Ferguson)46. Marking an early instance of the affective turn,
Ferguson suggests that the introduction of queer erotics into revolutionary movements during the
Seventies represents a fundamental shift in the epistemology of radical politics. Ferguson frames
this moment as a brief and highly contingent alignment of radical queer and feminist demands
with those classic Marxist and Leftist concerns with labor and imperialism. Importantly for
Ferguson, this political realignment occurs in the 1970s, as the social movements of the 1960s
gave way to the retrenchment of financial and state power, throwing the organized Left into a
crisis, creating a moment when it was not only possible but necessary to recalibrate revolutionary
demands around those subaltern revolutionary subjects left behind by the initial radical thrust of
the 1960s.
If not all history happens in the bedroom, for Ferguson it at least marks an important site of
46
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social and political development, including outright class and decolonial struggle. The
eroticization of radical politics allowed everyday life to become conceptualized as not only a
disconnected series of quotidian resistances, but a totalized spectrum of activity charged with
revolutionary potentiality.
It is in this context, then, that I believe we should read Delany’s turn, in Dhalgren, to a
serious engagement with pornography. Delany’s pornographic writing has yet to receive a
serious treatment, despite the fact that after Dhalgren, which features numerous pornographic
scenes, Delany would go on to publish five books (Equinox [Tides of Lust] [1973]; Hogg [written
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and not published until 1994]; The Mad Man; Phallos [2008];
and, most recently, Through the Valley of the Nest of Spiders [2011]) that could be classified as
pornography. Yet, far from simply the gratuitous diversion that many readers have interpreted
the pornographic scenes in Dhalgren to be, I want to argue that these scenes allow Delany—and
the reader—access to the material seams and crevices of crisis capitalism. These scenes, and
Delany’s embrace of the porn genre itself, encode the emergence of an erotic, embodied politics
in the form of radical queer and feminist movements. Pornography becomes a solution to the
problem of how to represent what Arrighi, following Braudel, calls the “shadowy zones” of the
“bottom layer of material life” (24). The lowest of genres, virtually unrecognized by mainstream
literary and academic criticism and publishing, becomes re-purposed by Delany to track the most
profane and consequential modes of sociality. Following the radical queer and feminist
injunction to eroticize politics, Delany’s turn to pornography can effectively be read as a form of
historiography of the underside of capitalist crisis. Pornography, then, acts as a literature of
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“profane illumination” (to once again refer back to Benjamin’s terminology) that reveals the
“shadowy zones” of capitalist crisis.
In our analysis of Dhalgren up to this point, we have seen that Delany uses the
fluctuating tropes and temporalities of SF/F to tease out the materiality conditions driving the
ideology of financialization and postmodern epistemologies. What I want to suggest, then, is that
the turn to pornography, within SF/F, serves as a generic solution to the representational limits of
both of these genres. Just as radical and revolutionary politics prior the Sixties had largely
excluded sexuality and the erotic from its purview, so too had SF—and rather famously so. In the
previous chapter, I looked at how William Burroughs used the aggressive heteronormativity of
SF as the site of a detournement that exposes the genre’s latent homoeroticism. Delany’s fiction
builds upon the ground cleared by Burroughs, trading the grotesque, fantastic, and monstrous
pornographic scenes of Naked Lunch and the Nova Trilogy with more quotidian yet no less
graphic depictions of gay, queer, and otherwise non-normative sexual practices.
If the problem in Bellona, the source of its crisis, is the breakdown between the sign and
its source, a textual correlative of the commodity and its source of production, the pornographic
scenes within this “city of words” becomes a space for profane presence and the immediacy of
bodies, a symbolic resolution to this disjunction. Delany alludes to the role of pornography as the
intersection of the textual and the material—the text as material—in his 1994 essay
“Pornography and Censorship.” Citing W.H. Auden’s assessment that pornography is writing
that “gives me an erection”, Delany goes on to argue that pornography is,
a genre; and genres simply do not yield up their necessary and sufficient conditions, i.e.,
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they cannot be defined. But they can be functionally described in terms clear enough for
any given situation. And for our situation here…we can probably describe pornography as
those texts that are assumed to be arousing, either to the reader currently talking about
them, or to someone else: That is, pornographic texts are generally those that can be
organized around some elaboration of the emblem Auden set up forty-five years back.
(Shorter Views 293)
Delany’s reading protocols for pornography are, like Auden’s, largely subjective, a matter of
personal taste and judgment, crucially expanded to incorporate that can be “assumed to be
arousing” not only to the reader but also to “someone else”. Pornography, then, doubly relies on
fantasy—first, the reader’s own fantasy, but also the ability of each reader to imagine the
potential for other sexual fantasies and desires. For Delany, the double-fantasy of pornography—
of the self and the imagined other—literarily activates an affective politics that refers directly to
the experience of the body during reading.
At the same time, it is not just the sexual content that makes pornography a mode of
critique and innovation in Dhalgren, but also its radical deployment of description. Mieke Bal
argues that description plays a fundamental role in the novel, being both interruptive and
constitutive of narrativity:
description is the novel's masterpiece. For, as a narrativity machine, description succeeds
where narrative 'proper' fails - because narrative is inadequate, inappropriate, or both. It
succeeds in creating a world for the narrative (the events) and in questioning that worldsimultaneously. It points epideictically to the elements it holds together while at the same
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time demonstrating apodeictically how artificial that coherence is. (370)
Description, then, has a unique function of both binding the narrative of the novel while also
operating as a moment at which this reification necessarily fails. Pornographic description,
particularly in Delany’s utilization of it, acts as precisely such a defamiliarizing technique. If, as
Mikhail Bakhtin suggests, realist fiction “thickens time, makes it visible”, the pornography of
Dhalgren thickens time almost to its stopping point through the hyper-trophy of narrative
description. Sex scenes that last for thirty or forty pages are revealed, later, to have taken only
five minutes (a ruptured time-sense that acts as a narrative foil to Kid’s frequent time lapses, as
well as the novel’s looping structure on the other). It is in their capacity to build a radically
defamiliarized yet coherent world that the extensive pornography scenes in Dhalgren activate the
function of SF and fantasy as
a form of world-making that is distinct in yet another sense from the illusory sense of
mimetic representation. There is nothing realistic about this world-making. On the
contrary, fiction makes worlds and, hence, undoes (the self-evidence of) that form of
world-making that we think we know. (382)
For Bal, description stands as a crucial supplement to the narrative drive or plot through its
world-building capacity—and, in pornography’s commitment to defamiliarization through
world-building, we can recognize its speculative affinity with SF and fantasy. Delany plumbs the
depths and crevices of the material and affective world through the deep description triggered by
the turn toward pornography, mapping his characters’ sexual lives in Proustian detail.
Pornography, in this sense, becomes a form of world-building both as a literary practice, and as a
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mode of describing and intervening in our cognition of the real world—in other words,
pornography does the same sort of epistemological work as SF, with the former genre critically
supplementing the materiality, the physicality, of the latter.
The role of pornography in brining together material and text comes to the fore in a scene
featuring Kid, his girlfriend Lanya, and their newly-added third, Denny:
Huddled with their heads together, Denny whispered, “That was nice, huh? Lemme fuck
you in the pussy and you can fuck me in the ass again while I’m doing it.”
“Marvelous,” Lanya said and buried her laughter on Kid’s shoulder.
“Sure,” Kid said. “If you want. Sure.”
But, with knees uncomfortably wide, elbows bent, and the boy’s dry back
brushing his belly, Kid’s penis, pulling along the flexing crevice, lay limp. He started to
say something, thought better, and kissed Denny’s shoulder, kissed him again.
Lanya opened her eyes and, through her catching and catching breath, frowned.
She worked one hand free, and licked and licked her fingers. Then she reached around
Denny’s back. First just the side of her thumb touched his cock. Then his movement in
her fist’s tunnel made the thing that was not a muscle tighten (and whole webs above and
around his pubis that were, relax). His penis filled through her grip.
“I like that…” Denny panted when Kid was inside him.
“It’s pretty good…” Kid got out, shifted his weight, and decided that Lanya had
the right idea: Talking was silly. He didn’t come in Denny’s ass, but in hers. (582)
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If the realm of production and circulation is characterized, elsewhere in Dhalgren, by the
linguistic event of a break of the sign from its object, in which difference opens up a rupture in
commodity circulation, the utopics of this scene are activated by the shift from language to the
body, as Kid gives up on narrating his intercourse, deciding that “[t]alking was silly.” Delany
here places the materiality and sheer physicality—the presence—of sex in direct contrast with
the “silly” excess of speech. Against the example of the warehoused commodities—in which the
rupture of the signifier from its signified creates a breakdown in causal unity, a crisis in the
epistemology of production and circulation—sex, particularly group sex, presents an opportunity
to resolve the problem of abstraction signaled by the crisis of language.47 For Delany, sex stands
not simply as a libertine exercise in pleasure, but as a way of recovering materiality in the face of
the radical abstraction of capitalist (over)production, an attention that fosters the cultivation of an
ethical comportment toward the self and others:
His [Kid’s] penis lowered toward Lanya’s thigh.
It is not touching her, he thought.
47

There is in Delany a privileging of embodiment and the physical very much in opposition to

his novelistic contemporaries, whether they be fellow SF writers—whose older concept of the
“literature of ideas” was only slightly modified by Darko Suvin’s claiming of a “cognitive
rupture”—or postmodern literary novelists, of whom Sean McCann and Michael Szalay have
argued that “a redemptive vision of words as such, separated from any communicative purpose
and raised thereby to the status of sacred utterance…language assumes a magical and antiauthoritarian power only to [the] degree that is has nothing to say” (450-451).
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Then, the slightest warmth. And pressure.
It is touching her.
Eyes wide, he rolled back, trying to understand by blunt reason that terrifying and
marvelous transition.
I am limited, finite, and fixed. I am in terror of the infinity before me, having
come through the one behind brining no knowledge I can take on. I commend myself up
to what is greater than I, and try to be good. That is wrestling with what I have been
given. Do I rage at what I have not? (Is infinity some illusion generated by the way in
which time is perceived?) I try to end this pride and rage and commend myself to what is
there, instead of illusion. But the veil is the juncture of the perceived and perception. And
what in life can rip that? Is the only prayer, then, to live steadily and dully, doing and
doubting what the mind demands? I am limited, finite, and fixed. I rage for reasons, cry
for pity. Do with me what way you will. (583)
Echoing Ahab’s call to “strike through the mask”, Delany here renders the materiality of sex as
the site of inquiry into the “veil” between fantasy and reality. The body—and, in particular,
connections between bodies—situates an affective politics where materiality and physicality
operates in dialectical interplay with language, generating not simply an ideological pleasure or a
mindless eroticism but, on the contrary, a radical epistemic rupture with Enlightenment
conception of knowledge, marked by a turn from a politics of revelation toward a more properly
postmodern ‘navigation’ or ‘negotiation’, of inhabiting the world. Sex models an ethical
approach to self and others, providing Kid with the outlines and contours of his own personhood
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precisely through the blurring of those boundaries through a very embodied interpenetration with
others. The individual, then, is given shape through the de-individualizing erasure of the self.
The self does not remerge at the other end of this dialectics of sex simply to be reaffirmed, but
rather as a subject rooted in the failure of one tendency of Enlightenment modernity, the will to
knowledge, as Kid deliberately refuses to “rip” the veil.
In one of the more infamous of Dhalgren’s pornographic sections, a Scorpion gang-bang
becomes a site of self-recognition. While having sex with the Scorpion named Risa—the central
participant of the gang-bang—Kid’s mind drifts:
When I come, sometimes, balling somebody I’m not too interested in (or having
particularly uninteresting sex with somebody I am), I get some picture (or words) that stays
a few seconds until it hazes to something hard to recall as a dream: This time, it was an
image of myself, holding hands with someone (Lanya? Risa? Denny?) and running among
leafless trees laced with moonlight while the person behind me kept repeating: “…Grendal,
Grendal, Grendal… (678)
Immediately after, having left the gang-bang for the bathroom, does he realize that
I hadn’t been listening carefully enough; I’d stuck the brake in the wrong place. The actual
word I’d heard at orgasm and that, for the last few minutes had been repeating in my head
was: ‘…Dhalgren…’ I wiped myself with part of the second page of the Bellona Times,
January 22, 1776 (679)
If this is a scene of self-recognition, of naming—as Dhalgren is not only the title of the novel but
possibly Kid’s true name—it is, significantly, framed on either side by the profane acts of sex
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and shitting. The gang-bang, that exemplary act of sexual violence and male power, is here the
troubled site of an ambiguous male self-recognition. However, Delany significantly complicates
this depiction of violent sexual fantasies, as Kid recounts in his diary that, “I fantasized about
eating her, some. And her blowing Dollar, for some reason. I remember thinking this was freaky
enough that I shouldn’t have to fantasize at all” (677). Rather than wish fulfillment for repressed
desire, fantasy here becomes operative even at the moment of radical sexual presence, a
supplement that gives force and activates Kid’s desire.
Fantasy is not a substitute for, but rather in excess of, actually-existing non-normative and
‘perverse’ sexual practices that function as a form of what Raymond Williams calls emergent
culture: “new meanings and values, new practices, new relationships and kinds of relationships
[that] are continually being created” through class struggle (123). Emergent culture and
practices, Williams reminds us, must be triangulated with both older, “residual” cultures and
hegemonic attempts to “incorporate” and appropriate emergent forms, to the extent that in this
“complex process there is indeed regular confusion between the locally residual (as a form of
resistance to incorporation) and the generally emergent” (125). Dhalgren’s pornographic
sections stand as one strategy for resisting cultural appropriation through the interplay of two
residual genres—SF and pornography—each excessive of the other and preventing a stable
reading of the novel as either genre, allowing the text to register simultaneously on multiple
levels: on the one hand, describing and giving representation to certain taboo, perverse, sexual
practices and interpellating them into a radical imaginary, and on the other, deploying multiple
shifting literary modes to disrupt normative genre codings. If SF, as defined by Delany, is
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grounded not in a series of tropes or conceits, but rather in reading protocols that disrupt
normative reading practices in the service of an epistemological rupture, then the turn to the
pornographic mode represents less a break with the past and more of a return to SF form.
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Chapter 4: “Black Genius Prophets of the Planet”: Afrofuturism and the Archive of Black
Radicalism in Amiri Baraka’s In Our Terribleness

A brief list of some of the ephemera I encountered when processing the Amiri Baraka
Papers would include
Yellowed q-tips
Half a bag of weed
A toy plane
A block of wood carved into a foot
A box of blank cassettes
Hundreds of individually-numbered, unused party invitations
Countless used tissues
The list could go on, and as anyone who has processed archival collections or spent time
researching in an archive knows, the archival scene is structured upon a delicate balance between
order and disorder, certainty and chance, order and excess. But the Amiri Baraka Papers skew
sharply to the chaos side of this divide. Perhaps not surprisingly for the poet who writes that
“poems are bullshit unless they are teeth or trees or lemons piled/on a step,” Baraka’s archives
underscore the material culture of artistic production. When the Amiri Baraka Papers arrived at
Columbia’s Rare Book and Manuscript Library, texts and objects of all sorts were piled in heaps
and mounds, boxes overflowing with the detritus and debris of a writing life. If Baraka’s poetry
constantly attempts to articulate the relationship of art to ‘real life’—the actually existing world
of physical bodies and social struggle—then it is fitting that his archive, too, should express this
inclination toward material excess.
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To draw a connection to my last two chapters’ concern for SF, and to foreshadow my
later claims about Baraka’s own engagement with the genre, processing the papers felt a bit like
maneuvering through Philip K. Dick’s world in Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep, with the
constant and unstoppable presence of “kipple”:
“Kipple is useless objects, like junk mail or match folders after you use the last
match or gum wrappers or yesterday's homeopape. When nobody's around, kipple
reproduces itself. For instance, if you go to bed leaving any kipple around your
apartment, when you wake up the next morning there's twice as much of it. It always gets
more and more."
"I see." The girl regarded him uncertainly, not knowing whether to believe him.
Not sure if he meant it seriously.
"There's the First Law of Kipple," he said. "'Kipple drives out nonkipple.' Like
Gresham's law about bad money. And in these apartments there's been nobody here to
fight the kipple." (63)
Stored in Baraka’s basement for up to 30 years, there was, indeed, no one present to fight the
kipple of his own constant literary activist. One of the principle problems of processing an
archival collection is negotiating a balance between the original order of the collection—that is,
the order in which the creator of the archive left their materials—and the necessity of crafting a
usable, reasonably standardized collection, but the Baraka Papers posed a unique challenge in
which there existed no original order at all, only a cluttered mix of poems, essay manuscripts,
drawings, photographs, books, and random objects. At the end of a day of processing, my hands
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would typically be covered with a thick film of grit and grease, residues of god-knows-what
subterranean conditions. Though I have no concrete proof, I have strong a suspicion that
Baraka’s papers were responsible on at least several occasions for bouts of what Carolyn
Steedman calls “Real Archive Fever.” Emphasizing the materiality of the archive, and the pursuit
of archival history, Steedman notes that antiquarian books and papers act “as a locus of a whole
range of industrial diseases” that plague the archival researcher (1169). However, rather than a
general characteristic of all archival material, the dirt of the Baraka Papers lent it a unique
character, an additional level of materiality. Unlike archives created by institutions or the
creators’ personal assistants (or, more likely, un- or underpaid partners and secretaries), Baraka’s
papers felt particularly intimate. This was decidedly not a public archive. As Steedman notes,
The archive gives rise to particular practices of reading. If you are an archival historian,
you nearly always read something that was not intended for your eyes: you are the reader
impossible-to-be-imagined (1177)
Not only was I not Baraka’s imagined reader, I was the archivist “impossible-to-be-imagined,”
and in my position of giving form and shape to the archive, I inhabited—as all archivists inhabit
—the unsettlingly complicit position of co-creator in the very materials one attempts
(impossibly, as it turns out) to approach so objectively and faithfully. The archivist, too, occupies
the position of interloper, but unlike the researcher, not only reads but must also ‘write’ those
materials into some coherent order. Unlike the researcher—for whom the debris and marginalia
of a collection can be a curiosity, easily bypassed if its meaning becomes too vexing—the
archivist must find a place for everything.
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Baraka’s papers prompted such questions, particularly in relation to his own writing
methods and practices. Indeed, the collection highlights just how radical, and how ingrained, was
Baraka’s indiscriminate crossing of generic and formal boundaries—what, for instance, is the
relation of the handwritten marginal poem to the political essay typescript on which it’s written?
Was the poem written in response to the political essay, as he was proofing his work, or was it
simply the most convenient scrap of paper days, weeks, months, or years later? The interweaving
of texts, modes, and mediums provided a sense of his own hurried and harried production
process, the sheer present-ness with which he wrote and worked. If I was the “reader-impossibleto-be-imagined,” it was because Baraka—at least from the perspective of his papers—could not
imagine a past disconnected from an active and lived present, could not imagine an archivist.
Ultimately, the more quotidian and mundane (and quite possibly profane) demands of
archival processing inexorably led me to give a more orderly and standardized shape to the
Baraka Papers, one that both reflects Baraka’s own creative, intellectual, and political production
while being navigable and usable—surely a concern that Baraka himself would have been
sympathetic to. And while there is certainly much more to say about how to process a black
radical archive, the collection also prompts questions of how to read and understand the archive
of black radicalism and, in particular, how black radical artists themselves read their own
archive.
Baraka’s archive stands as a particularly sprawling testament not only to his varied career,
but also to the political life of the archive, with lines of poetry and fiction covering the verso of a
political essay or manifesto, or notes for political actions and statements dispersed throughout the
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pages of novel manuscripts. It is tempting, of course, to interpret the archive as allegorical,
although perhaps its original condition—stored for decades in boxes in the poet’s basement of
his home in Newark and, ultimately, sold to Columbia University to pay for his child’s college
tuition—more properly reads as indexical, a material sign and artifact of the poet’s life and
work.48 Indeed, the Baraka Papers are exemplary of what Brent Hayes Edwards calls “the
fragmentation of the archive,” and the attendant fact that “the redistribution of archival artifacts
into a historical narrative cannot deliver the past in a manner that would be seamless, much less
exhaustive” (“Taste” 961). The speculations involved in archival reconstruction are, then, the
same speculations involved in historiographic projects of all sorts. Tracing the grains of the
archive, and history, is often “more a matter of intuition and serendipity—a speculative leap—
than the discovery of some empirical ground of connection” (Ibid). It is precisely this
“speculative leap” at the heart of archival practices that provides an inroad into thinking not just
about Baraka’s personal archive but about the archival drive of Baraka’s work of the early
Seventies, a transitional moment between his black nationalist and Third World Marxist/Maoist
periods.
While much of the recent turn to the archive is the concern primarily of scholars, I want to
use the vantage point offered by the Amiri Baraka Papers to think about how writers and artists
—those who create our archive—use the archive. To do so, I turn to a crucial yet often
overlooked work of Baraka’s from the early Seventies, the mixed-media, poetry-photo art book
48

Audio recording of Amiri Baraka from Prof. Brent Edwards course, “Black Radicalism and the

Archive.”
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In Our Terribleness. Subtitled “Some elements and meanings of black style,” this work takes as
its subject the material life and culture—the “style”—of working class African Americans.
While on the one hand a document of a particular historical moment, the collective work also
deploys a logic guided by the preservation, arrangement, and description of its source materials,
both drawing on and creating its own archive of black radicalism in the Seventies.
Part 1: Archives of the Present
Reflecting upon the role of art as it relates to political commitment in a 1971 interview,
Baraka describes the recently published In Our Terribleness as an “example of functional black
art” (Reilly 91). Published by Bobbs-Merrill press in 1970—against Baraka's trend of seeking
African American-run publishers—this carefully designed art-book, which resulted from
Baraka's collaboration with the Chicago Black Arts photographer Fundi (Billy Abernathy) and
designer Laini (Sylvia Abernathy), In Our Terribleness seems a strange choice for Baraka to
extol as the pinnacle of 'functionality.' Too large to be the chapbook that critics traditionally refer
to it as, with oversized glossy pages bearing high-quality black and white photographs of
working-class black Chicago by Fundi, a black paper wrapping and, on the title page, a reflective
chrome plate embossed with the title, In Our Terribleness is a far cry from the low-quality
mimeograph agit-prop aesthetic of some of Baraka's other Black Nationalist-period chapbooks
and publications. In Our Terribleness could not have been easily circulated, and live
performances would have been technically difficult to stage. In this most pragmatic of senses,
then, the book was, if not un-functional, at least far less functional than other literary forms
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Baraka was then engaged in. Clearly, Baraka has something more in mind than simple
communicative and circulatory efficiency when he uses the word 'functional.'
Baraka’s insistence on the overt “functionality” of his poetry has often led critics to
dismiss much of his more overtly political work. Jerry Gafio Watts, for example, describes the
poetry of In Our Terribleness as “hackneyed,” and then goes on to ask, “should we expect less
from those poems intended for the so-called average blood than those poems written for whites
in the Village?” (Watts 240-41). For Watts, these poems verge on simplistic parody, representing
Baraka's classist misunderstanding of the stylistic and aesthetic tastes of working class African
Americans.
But, while he asks critical questions about the role of art and aesthetics in working class
culture and politics, Watts fails to engage with In Our Terribleness in its entirety. While I share
the underlying desire to connect form and ethico-political content, his conclusions fall short
insofar as he brackets the visual components of the book—and their relationship to poetic and
genre form—from consideration. It is my estimation that the poetry of In Our Terribleness
cannot be judged outside of its interaction with the photos of Billy Abernathy and book design of
Sylvia Abernathy, with which the text has a dialogical relationship. By examining the role of the
book as an experiment in avant-garde multi-media and SF, I show that In Our Terribleness
reveals itself to be anything but crude or reductive—rather, the book draws on and combines the
twin lineages of photo-text assemblage and SF to create a science fictional documentary of the
social realities of urban African American political communities. The juxtaposition of images of
‘reality’ and a Afro-futurist SF aesthetic works to both challenge genre form as well as to
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provide an archive of the political epistemologies of black radicalism in the late Sixties and early
Seventies.
The photo-text assemblage has, particularly in the US, long been associated with social
realism and the documentary form, at least since Jacob Riis' How the Other Half Lives (1890)
and, much later, James Agee and Walker Evans' Let Us Now Praise Famous Men (1941).
Probably more of an immediate influence on In Our Terribleness was The Sweet Flypaper of
Life, published in 1955 as the result of a partnership between Langston Hughes and the
photographer Roy DeCarava. While the text of this latter book is a fictional account narrated by
Harlemite Mary Bradley, Sara Blair suggests that the book was written in direct response to, and
with the aim of refuting, decades of “sociological and documentary gospel on Harlem poverty,
crime, and psychic disintegration” (52). By inhabiting the photo-documentary in order to critique
it, Flypaper may ultimately have become too successful a mimic, read by critics (now and then)
as just such an endeavor (Ibid).
Though more overtly poetic in scope and range, In Our Terribleness nevertheless
similarly mines a documentary aesthetic. The book's subtitle, “some elements and meanings of
black style,” ironically situates it as a response to the ethnographic and documentary claims
historically made upon African Americans. While ethnographic study has historically been used
as an exogenous weapon of epistemic violence against Africans and African Americans, this type
of anthropological knowledge has, of course, played a major role in the development of AngloAmerican avant-garde artistic practices, with Picasso's legendary viewing of the mask from the
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Dan region of Africa functions as a sort of founding myth of Anglo-American modernism's
infatuation with, and exploitation of, African aesthetics.
In Our Terribleness has a fraught relationship to the truth-claims of documentary:
IN OUR TERRIBLENESS
Some terrible
folks
these inside here (1).49
Baraka here hyperbolically riffs on the underlying premises of documentary realism and
ethnography, playing upon the implied desire to provide a 'real' glimpse of the other,
underscoring the reality effect of the ethnographic work by claiming that not only pictures are
contained within the book, but the “folks” themselves. This sense of the documentary continues
in the passage on the next page with the poem titled “Revelation”:
As a

fact
The Pictures
49

As In Our Terribleness is not paginated, I have used a pagination system here for the purposes

of navigating the text within this essay, beginning with the first page after the embossed chrome
frontispiece. The first page begins “IN OUR TERRIBLENESS,” and includes a colored picture
of an eye inside a pyramid within a sun symbol.
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The Images
The Lovers THEMSELVES
LOOK AT THEM
force
at YOU
The living force (2)
Here, the photographs, the 'revelations' of the title, are figured as both representational objects
but also as that which is depicted (“the Lovers THEMSELVES”), and Baraka at first seems to
suggests that they provide direct access, a revelation, of the lived 'facts' of African American
social life. Baraka here plays upon the claims of documentary photography to provide a realistic
and truthful vision, one-upping the claim to suggest that the photos can be equated with the
'things-themselves.' On the one hand, this understanding of the photographs is couched in highlycharged masculine imagery—the photos “force/at YOU/The living force.” However, the text
stands as a major qualification to the “force” of the photographs, with the directive to “LOOK
AT THEM” implying that the photos themselves are incapable of drawing the viewer's gaze. The
text becomes a supplement to the photographs, necessary to solicit the viewer’s gaze and
announce the immediate and inherent power of the images. Despite the emphasis on the
immediacy of the photographs, Baraka’s prose also demonstrates the need for language—and, in
particular, poetry—to give meaning to the documentary images.
The page opposite “Revelation” contains Abernathy's photograph, “Flight (The Glory of
Hip)” (3). The photograph is centered on the page with a large black frame surrounding it,
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directing the eye in. The text of “Revelation”, located on both the prior and following pages, acts
as both a caption and a second frame. Following the flow of pages of In Our Terribleness, the
photo is read within the context of these captioning words, and Sylvia Abernathy's design
underscores the way in which the image’s meaning is produced via an extra-photographic
element, the poems, thus undercuts any photographic claims to immanent meaning embedded
within the photographs. “Revelation” suggests that the revelation, far from being a matter of
vision, instead comes from the interaction of visuality and textuality.
The photo, with its ambient shadows suggestive of natural lighting, as well as the urban
setting, acts as a stylistic homage to earlier photographers working in the realist tradition, such as
Roy DeCarava. This homage is even more apparent in the subtle irony of the image, as the young
boy in adult clothing poses dramatically in front of a bare concrete wall. However, the candid
documentary style is undercut by the photo itself—the boy is clearly posing, and his line of sight
and body posture is directed attentively toward the camera, even as it aligns and synchronizes
vertically with a shaft of light on the wall, and his smile suggests a familiarity or at least an ease
with the photographer (see Image 1). Sylvia Abernathy's layout, too, works against the current of
documentary realism. “Flight” has a thin frame of dark black, visible even against the black of
the page in which it is inlaid, so that the photo appears as both part of yet separate from the page
—in a way, the intimacy of the picture and this 'pasted-on' quality meaningfully intersect, and it
is possible to view this particular photo as a part of a family photo-album. The photo-album acts
as a photographic trope throughout the book, not simply because of the photographic content
(which is often intimate, depicting homes, families, places of worship), but largely as a result of
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the ordering and arranging of the photographs, which advance in roughly linear fashion from
youth, in the early part, to adulthood, to old age at the very end. In both its formal aspects and its
thematic sweep from youth to old age, In Our Terribleness mimics a photo-album.
bell hooks reminds us that cameras and photography hold a critical space in the daily life
and political struggles African Americans:
Cameras gave to black folks, irrespective of class, a means by which we could participate
fully in the production of images….Access and mass appeal have historically made
photography a powerful location for the construction of an oppositional black aesthetic.
Before racial integration there was a constant struggle on the part of black folks to create
a counterhegemonic world of images that would stand as visual resistance, challenging
racist images. All colonized and subjugated people who, by way of resistance, created an
oppositional subculture within the framework of domination recognize that the field of
representation (how we see ourselves, how others see us) is a site of ongoing struggle.
The history of black liberation movements in the United States could be
characterized as a struggle over images as much as it has also been a struggle for rights,
for equal access. (178-179)
For hooks, photography and the reproduction of images are primary to the black liberation
struggle—the former is not simply a mode of communication or representation, but of actively
and materially participating in social and political struggle. However, crucially for hooks,
photography functions not only at the level of overt political action, but, rather, takes its political
authorization from the daily lives of African Americans:
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Most Southern black folks grew up in a context where snapshots and the more stylized
photographs taken by professional photographers were the easiest images to produce.
Displaying these images in everyday life was as central as making them. The walls of
images in Southern black homes were sites of resistance. They constituted private, blackowned and operated gallery space where images could be displayed…When we
concentrate on photography, then, we make it possible to see the walls of photographs in
black homes as a critical intervention, a disruption of white control over black images…
For black folks, the camera provided a means to document a reality that could, if
necessary, be packed, stored, moved from place to place. It was documentation that could
be shared, passed around. (180)
Photography is crucial precisely because of its un-exceptional nature, its very rootedness in
everyday life. The portability of the image, its ease of reproduction and display, made it a
convenient and effective way to construct meaningful social space in the midst of segregation.
For hooks, the tradition of arranging portraits for display on walls, rather than privately in photo
albums, served a crucial function in creating a black counter-public.
While In Our Terribleness mimics the form of the photo album, its status as a
commercially available and distributed book thrusts it fully into the public sphere. While Baraka
was certainly concerned with the public and community functionality of art and writing, Sylvia
Abernathy’s design contributions speak, also, to her long engagement with radical public art
projects. A member of the Visual Arts Workshop of Chicago’s Organization of Black American
Culture (OBAC), Abernathy had led the layout design of the 1967 Wall of Respect, “‘guerilla’
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effort,” funded entirely by the community and the artists themselves. James Smethurst writes that
the Wall
was probably the first and certainly the most influential Black Arts and Black Power
mural of the 1960s and 1970s. It became a favored venue for South Side cultural and
political events and inspired literally thousands of socially engaged community murals in
a wide ranger of neighborhoods across the United States. (213)
Abernathy’s work on In Our Terribleness, then, comes directly after and out of her work on
some of the first major Black Arts collective mural projects, one which served as a genuine locus
of not only the arts but also political and community action throughout the Sixties and Seventies.
Though on a smaller scale than the Wall, In Our Terribleness also enacts a mode of collective art
production that is both collective and polyvocal. In contrast (though not contradiction) to many
theories of the Black Arts Movement, which emphasize the live quality and performativity of the
art, In Our Terribleness suggests the potentiality for this type of collectivity to register on a
much different level. If the audience/performer relationship becomes the privileged site of
meaning-making in these theories, In Our Terribleness shifts the act of artistic labor, specifically
the material production involved in book making, to the center. This collectively-organized
workspace provides a setting in which black radicalism can become a lived experience. In other
words, the collective making of In Our Terribleness provided a framework for the very
collective black radical organization that the text expounds.
While Sara Blair argues that “to a large extent, cultural nationalists rejected the
photographic as an expressive possibility,” it seems as though In Our Terribleness defies this
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logic by placing itself at the center of black nationalist identity and community formation (238).
In Our Terribleness replicates and emphasizes the political autonomy hooks attributes to home
photography, with Baraka particularly emphasizing the importance of portraiture:
There are mostly portraits here. Portraits of life. Of life
being lived. Black People inspire us. Send life into us. Draw
it in. Lead more energy in. From themselves Thru to the Being
From the Being to The Being. In Our Terribleness. We wanted to
conjure with Black Life to recreate it for ourselves. So that the
connection with you would be a bigger Self. Abernathy has many
many photos each “bad” in some aspect. Abernathy is himself, a
terrible terbul dude. The way the terribleness of us gets thru
thru him to us, again. The artist completing the cycle recreating. (13)
While treating the photographs as central to In Our Terribleness, this passage also indicates the
way in which the work conceptualizes itself as a way of not just communicating or representing
the social world of working class African Americans in Chicago, but also as a way of reimagining that world.
Abernathy has “many photos” that reflect the “badness” of this social world, but the
crucial dimension to his artistry is the fact that he “is himself, a terrible terbul dude,” enabling
him to serve as a nodal point as the “terribleness” of the “us” circulates to him and back again. In
this defamiliarizing grammar, the “terribleness” moves in a circular, unified pattern—the artist's
success, then, comes from his belonging to the world that he is depicting, and this process of
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artistic creation thus becomes a “cycle recreating” that social field. The poems themselves act as
a necessary captions. Text and photograph are in constant dialogue, a process by which the
tension between the two mediums is contained as they are interwoven, mutually signifying. The
people featured in the photographs are the objects upon which a semiotics of black radicalism
can be inscribed. As Baraka writes, “The blood is the nation in its entirety. What's pictured here
is our nation” (In Our Terribleness 51). Opposite these lines is included a photograph of a
middle aged man, with a toothpick in his mouth, on a factory floor, wearing a cap and a work
apron. (50, see Image 2). Specifically referencing the photo, Baraka writes
Like this blood with the tooth pic. Can you put a kafiyah on him
where he stands. Mchawi a wizard they could all be wizards. They
could and are. The toothpick spraying it around. The touch of light.
Transformed wood. A wand. Transmutation. The dumb wood now
vibrating at a higher rate. With the blood. His mouth wand.
The toothpick of the blood is his casual swagger stick. Sho
is hip. (51)
Here, the worker in the photograph becomes re-framed as a “wizard,” a change that Baraka selfreflexively refers to as a “Transmutation.” The act of transformation refers both to the man
depicted, and to the artists themselves. Multiple mirror-effects are at work in this passage, both
between the text and the photograph, but also in the way that Baraka's trope of “transformation”
allegorizes his own performative act of re-coding the everyday, re-writing the African American
social world as a black nationalist totality.
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Watts reads the above passage in order to make the claim that Baraka, in In Our
Terribleness, is so adamant about “celebrating black urban life that he attributes profound
meanings to every gesture and scene captured in the photographs” (239). While I agree with
Watts that part of Baraka's poetics in this work is to generate and attach meaning to even the
most miniscule components of daily life, this cannot, I think, be boiled down to the simple
'celebration' of life as it is currently lived. Rather, Baraka's poetry accrues power and meaning by
the differential between what is portrayed in Abernathy's photograph and what Baraka describes
in the picture. In Our Terribleness signifies from within the gap between image and text. Far
from a 'celebration' of everyday life, this mode of signification suggests that everyday life is in
need of being re-written, and re-read. The meaning of the photos cannot be grasped without
appeal to the written word. In this schema, the book itself becomes less a celebratory and/or
documentary account of the lived experience of African Americans in Chicago and more a mode
of signifying about signifying that performs pedagogical labor, teaching the reader how to read
as a black nationalist.50
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The attempt to create a literary and cultural practice that could articulate a formal black

perspective was of course one of the primary methodological and political concerns of the Black
Arts Movement. Larry Neal famously described the Black Arts Movement as “an art that speaks
directly to the needs and aspirations of black America…it proposes a separate symbolism,
mythology, critique, and iconology. (62) James T. Stewart, in his essay “Development of the
Black Revolutionary Artist,” included in the Baraka and Neal edited anthology Black Fire,
described his essay as “an attempt to construct a model, a particular way of looking at the
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We might consider Baraka's pedagogical appeal to transformative language in In Our
Terribleness in the context of his earlier poetry, particularly “Black People!” from 1969's Black
Magic. In this poem, Baraka's approach to language is fundamentally more combative,
particularly when he writes:
All the stores will open if you will say the magic words. The magic words
are: Up against the wall mother fucker this is a stick up! Or: smash the
windows at night (these are magic actions) smash the windows daytime,
anytime, together, let's smash the window drag the shit from in there. No
money down. No time to pay. Just take what you want. (225)
Here, Baraka appeals to language as a mode of revolutionary action and violence—the language,
we might say, is effective in the sense of producing a result, in this case the expropriation of
otherwise-unobtainable merchandise. In Our Terribleness eschews this combative approach to
language by shifting its register from a situation of immediate (and violent) action to one of
constructing affective community ties through re-signification, and we might consider, again, the
role of portraiture and the 'photo album' design in achieving this effect. In Our Terribleness
suggests that revolutionary language should be thought of as a mode of re-coding the present, a
form of epistemological production that grants coherence to a specific social space through a
process of collection, curation, arrangement, and description.

world...This is necessary because existing white paradigms or models do not correspond to the
realities of black existence” (3).
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We might read this function of In Our Terribleness in light of an earlier political
document by Baraka. Published in the Summer 1968 issue of Black Theatre, one of the primary
organs of the Black Arts Movement, “Communications Project” provides an example of how
cultural production acts as a mode of pedagogy. In this short outline of a program for
'communications' and propaganda within an implied broader black liberation movement, Baraka
presents a comprehensive strategy for a system of autonomous black communications and
consciousness-raising. “Communications Project” outlines such movement necessities as the
distribution of various media, staging theatrical and dance productions, and producing films and
publishing literary works. However, what might be seen as the central aspect to this program is
its pedagogy. Under nearly every section of the program, Baraka includes a teaching, school, or
educational component. As Baraka told interviewer Robert Allen in 1967, in reference to his
association with Karengan black cultural nationalism,
we're working on a communications project. This is why communications are so
valuable, because unless you have this cultural nationalism, then you really are
kind of schizophrenic...that's what I mean by cultural nationalism: you have to be
for the resurrection of new black forms...that will instruct you in what you're
doing and give you a connection with your past. (Reilly 23)
Only through the establishment of an alternative cultural institutional network can the political
goals of the black liberation movement be realized. Of particular interest in this statement is
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Baraka's use of the word “schizophrenic,” a term and a trope that Baraka himself has used as
both allusion to and recoding of DuBois' double consciousness.51
The importance of culture to Baraka's conception of politics cannot be overstated. While
he writes in his essay “The Legacy of Malcolm X” that it is essential that African Americans
“have absolute political and economic control” over their lives, he also asserts that “the Black
artist...is desperately needed to change the images his people identify with...the Black
intellectual...is needed to change the interpretation of facts toward the Black Man's best interest”
(161). It is, then, the (organic) artist-intellectual who operates as vanguard, giving shape and
coherence to the movement through the creation of an autonomous black arts aesthetic. These
cultural goals formed the basis of the Black Arts Movement, of which Baraka was a foundational
member. Larry Neal writes that the group's political and aesthetic project was to create
an art that speaks directly to the needs and aspirations of black
America….the Black Arts Movement proposes a radical reordering of the
Western cultural aesthetic. It proposes a separate symbolism, mythology,
critique, and iconology. (62)
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As Baraka writes in his Autobiography regarding his early life growing up on the border

between African American and Italian communities in Newark: “It must be true, maybe
obvious, that the schizophrenic tenor of some of my life gets fielded from these initial sources”
(Autobiography 33). This trope of schizophrenia as double consciousness dominates much of
Baraka's early work and is particularly prominent in such dramatic works as Dutchman and the
poems in The Dead Lecturer, as well as his novel The System of Dante's Hell.
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This aesthetic and political manifesto theorizes a black aesthetic derived from radical
engagements with Western artistic practices. Rather than simple negation, Neal emphasizes a
“reordering” that constructs a “separate” and autonomous cultural space speaking specifically to
the political needs of black people across the globe. At the edges of culture and society, black
artists forge a new aesthetics by transgressing hegemonic cultural forms.
There is continuity between black radical politics and black cultural production. As Nikhil
Pal Singh argues, culture and politics as such were so closely related in black radical
organizations in the Sixties and Seventies that it is often difficult to separate one from the other
(199). This is not just thematically the case--the historical emergence of a coherent Black Arts
aesthetic coincided with the formation of a post-civil rights black radical politics. Muhammad
Ahmad notes that the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM) was instrumental in helping
Baraka form BAM, and that BAM was originally intended to be the cultural wing of RAM (141).
One intellectual central to both movements was Harold Cruse, whose writings influenced both
radical political groups and radical arts organizations. The key to accomplishing African
American autonomy lay in the sphere of cultural production, and the intervention of Black Arts
production into American national culture was a way to force changes in US national public
culture. Singh claims that Cruse's proposal was “a program of black public sphere development
not so far removed from moderate prescriptions of contemporary multiculturalism” (184).
Indeed, while Cruse's writings should not be confused or substituted for those of BAM in its
entirety, what is relevant is how for each of them autonomous cultural production functioned in
tandem with political autonomy, of either a black nationalist or Marxist variety. There was, in
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these cultural politics, a sense of the need for “black writers and artists in particular to seize
control of the means of representation and insist on the right to 'the unrestricted expression' of
black self identity” (Singh 185).
Communications, in the form of functional literature, would seek to correct this
imbalance by a focus on 'instruction' in Karengan black cultural nationalism. In Our Terribleness
stands as a principle example of this communications project, particularly insofar as it addresses,
and seeks symbolically to resolve the cultural schizophrenia diagnosed by Baraka. By reading
Abernathy's photographs from a black radical perspective, and applying this type of political
hermeneutics, Baraka brings a coherence to an otherwise fragmented series of portraits,
articulating them into a unified Afrocentric political totality. It is in terms of a putting-backtogether, a de-fragmentation that underlies the political aspirations of the book, that we should
consider Baraka's statement, “But look at it. We were brought here slaves and survived that.
Now we are trying literally to get our selves back together” (In Our Terribleness 43). Baraka
here draws out the tension between the visual and the written—whereas he uses the vocabulary
of the visual to express the apparentness of the fragmented and damaged history of African
descendants in the Americas, there is an interplay between the word “literally” and its antonym,
'literarily' that suggests the use of literature and writing as a way of 'making whole' the African
American social body. The black radical political project is here depicted as being dependent
upon the literary techniques found in In Our Terribleness. The book thus imaginatively pieces
together the social practices of a black national politics.
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Insofar as In Our Terribleness is committed to the material production of autonomous
black social spaces, we should locate the work within the political concerns of both the Black
Arts Movement and black liberation politics. Harold Cruse argued that the key to accomplishing
African American autonomy lay in the sphere of cultural production, and the intervention of
Black Arts production into American national culture was a way to force changes in US national
public culture. Nikhil Pal Singh claims that the emphasis on autonomous cultural production as
essential to political autonomy was at the root of much of the Black Nationalist politics of the
day. Cultural politics expressed the felt need for “black writers and artists in particular to seize
control of the means of representation and insist on the right to 'the unrestricted expression' of
black self identity” (Singh 185). We shouls situate In Our Terribleness within just such a lineage
of using photography and film to rupture hegemonic images of blackness, presenting a space in
which this type of radical interruption of the image could be practiced and circulated outside the
domestic space and into the public sphere.
Lars Lierow argues that film was particularly crucial to black radical politics in the
Sixties and Seventies, as “filmmakers were...expected to provide their unique view of African
American life and the racial politics in the United States and by proxy give voice to a larger
black community” (9). Indeed, shortly before the appearance of In Our Terribleness, Baraka had,
along with Larry Neal, directed a film covering similar themes. Working with support from the
film collective Harlem Audiovisuals, The New Ark is a documentary that, as Lierow describes,
bends the stylistic and narrative standards characteristic of television news documentaries
of the era. Its opening sequence consists of enigmatic shots of a performance piece,
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showing a writhing figure draped in sheets of cloth, barely discernible because of the
dark-red hues that dominate this underlit scene. Accompanied by the wailing of a human
voice, the first seconds of The New Ark strike a vaguely spiritual note; furthermore, on a
visual and sonic level they certainly confound viewers, taking an impressionistic
approach instead of the conspicuous factuality projected by the journalistic style. The
visual poetics set the tone of the film, creating a hybrid form that emphasizes the impact
of the medium itself via the way sound and image are edited for dramatic and artistic
effect over a clarifying narrative of the conspicuous factuality projected by the
journalistic style. (13)
Much like In Our Terribleness, Baraka’s filmmaking attempted to work across film genres,
mixing documentary with narrative filmmaking, all tied together by experimental editing
techniques. Distinctly influenced by Baraka’s association with the black cultural nationalism of
Karenga at Spirit House, the film was meant to be not simply an aesthetic expression but also a
form of political organizing:
In addition to showing the many aspects of community work, including black
consciousness classes for children, women’s discussion groups, and martial arts
instruction, The New Ark used long montage sequences to document the work of CFUN
during the 1969–1970 campaigns in Newark, New Jersey, to elect community candidates
Kenneth Gibson as mayor as well as Theodore Pickney and Donald Tucker to the city
council…it included street theater on the back of flatbed trucks that was part of election
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rallies in the streets of Newark, organizational meetings, and Karenga and Baraka during a
press conference. (14).
Baraka and Neal here put a wide array of filmmaking techniques in the service of what is not
only a document of black radical political culture, but essentially a how-to guide and active
intervention into hegemonic media-space. Indeed, as we have seen, Baraka was at the time
developing a theory for the development of radical media, what Lierow calls a “mass
communication theory that challenged the overpowering influences of American mainstream
media and their distortion or exclusion of art and information relevant for the formation of a selfconscious, empowered black community” (18). IOT recaptures and reiterates some of the same
thematic and formal concerns as The New Ark, shifting them from a concern with documentary
on film and mass media to the space of community archives, radical publishing, and autonomous
art spaces.
Writing in reference to the wave of black radical cultural and literary magazines
appearing in the late 1960s, Carolyn Gerald claims, in the November 1969 issue of Negro Digest,
that “the revolutionary Black journal [appeared] when Black people began to forsake civil rights
and integration, and began to seek out a sense of self...[these journals were] the enactment of the
crisis of the Sixties: the Break With The West” (qtd in Johnson and Johnson 165). Black radical
journals, Gerald claims, were an “enactment” of black liberation movement politics within
material cultural production, and the black radical literary press was instrumental in the
formation of a public sphere that represented itself as separate from the white owned and
operated public sphere of the US nation-state. Indeed, we might then think of the literary,
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especially in its physical manifestation, as a site which bears the discursive potentiality for
affecting a radical break.
In Our Terribleness was written in the wake of one of the most controversial curatorial
events of the Sixties, the 1969 Metropolitan Museum of Art exhibit Harlem on My Mind, an
exhibit in which the politics of the representation of blackness were brought into dramatic relief.
Sara Blair notes that the exhibit “managed to infuriate virtually every sizable ethnic community
in New York City,” as well as mobilizing activist groups ranging from black nationalist
community organizations, the Jewish Defense League, and the John Birch Society (245). In one
sense, some controversy was to be expected, as Met curator Allon Schoener deliberately planned
the exhibition so as to push the Met toward dealing with contemporary political events. With this
goal in mind, Schoener attempted a documentary aesthetic approach to signify the
'confrontational' aspect of political reality in 1969 as a way “politicizing the Met” (246).
Schoener's belief in the ability of the Met to transmit 'neutral documentary information' as a way
of reflecting on African American social and political life was soon revealed in its naivete, as
scores of protesters from the Black Emergency Cultural Coalition (BECC) reacted against the
appropriation of African American culture by the white museum establishment. As the BECC
suggested, the Met, in exercising its cultural capital and authority to represent the lives of others,
had gone so far as to reduce the extent of African American culture to 'mere documentation'
(Blair 249).
These concerns over the authority, location, and site of cultural representations are
coupled with the perhaps more troubling aspect of the spectacularized historiography presented
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by the exhibition. Met director Thomas Hoving's approach to the exhibition design was to not
just to display pictures of the “Harlem experience,” but to attempt to mimic that imagined
experience, with narrowed hallways and corridors evoking alleys and lanes, and other vaguely
‘urban’ design elements—or, as Roy DeCarava describes it, “too many walls, halls, and cubes in
too small a space” (qtd in Vestal 80). Photographer David Vestal notes that the exhibit even
included a “dole-line room” that tried “to give you that low feeling you get waiting in line for a
humiliating handout” (124). This simulacrum approach to spatiality is matched by the historical
approach of Harlem on My Mind. The exhibit rooms were arranged according to decades,
beginning with 1900 (1626-1899 was a single room), each with its own title-phrase (for example,
1900-1919 is labeled “From White to Black Harlem”, while 1950-59 is “Frustration and
Ambivalence”, and the 1960s are “Militancy and Identity”). While the exhibit featured cuttingedge museum technology and exhibition techniques—mural-size photographic blow-ups, film,
and a jazz soundtrack—these 'experience-enhancing' features seemed only to add to the distorted
sense of space and historical representation.
Through the spatial design and historical claims of Harlem on My Mind, the documentary
bleeds seamlessly into the virtual. DeCarava, reacting to an exhibit that he calls “a horror,”
writes that,
In most instances the photographs run into each other, creating a
sensation, a feeling that one must not spend too much time on any one
picture, that one must keep moving at all costs...You cannot see the
pictures. You cannot see the pictures for the hanging. You cannot see the
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pictures for the lack of space. You cannot see the pictures because of the
pictures. You cannot see the exhibit because when you are in a maze, all
you can think of is getting out. O.U.T. (qtd in Vestal 80)
DeCarava's emphasis on the design paradoxes of the exhibit—both trapped and continually
moving, a documentary show that downplays the photos, the way in which the spatial form and
layout alters and compresses the viewers’ experience—indicate that however realist Harlem on
My Mind was intended to be, it can, in fact, be considered a preeminent instance of postmodern
museum curation and exhibition. Steven C. Dubin argues that Harlem on My Mind was “a
landmark” exhibit, opening mainstream cultural institutions to multimedia exhibits as well as
creating the “blockbuster exhibition.” It also provided a model for subsequent museum
controversies (19). As a disconnected series of visual cues and historical catch-phrases that, by
all accounts, hindered engagement with the content itself, Harlem on My Mind resembles a
radical formalist experiment that renders itself opaque—a sense DeCarava adequately captures
by suggesting that “you cannot see the pictures because of the pictures.”52 While for many
52

Other design glitches and excesses included video interviews that are “utterly inaudible,” and

music that is “partly unintelligible,” according to Vestal. However, one could argue that the
technical failures of the museum intersect in revealing ways with the postmodern design. Vestal's
description of the Twenties “Harlem night club” room, despite its ironic tone, reveals something
of the bemused alienation one associates with virtual aesthetics: “This bare, dim room might get
lively if there were tables, drinks, and dancers. Lacking them, it is a shell with canned music and
slides” (124-25).
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viewers, the history of Harlem at the Met was unrecognizable, we might consider the show's
hidden mimetic quality. Photographer Ray Francis writes that “As those white thrill-seekers did
in the 1920s, the Met went 'to Harlem in ermine and pearls,'” suggesting that the museum
replicates a hegemonically colonialist foray into black culture that authorizes certain liberal
forms of cultural inclusion (qtd. in Vestal 122).53 The Met's fundamental misreading of the
political moment, and the politics of its own aesthetic practices, in fact laid bare the fragmented
53

The use of Harlem on My Mind to validate certain hegemonic approaches to race relations can

be seen in another photo-text poetry book, The Inner City Mother Goose by poet Eve Merriam
and visual artist Lawrence Ratzkin. In the poem, “Take-a-Tour,/Take-a-Tour, Congressman,”
Merriam, as interlocutor to the titular congressman, suggests that he “take-a-tour” and
Cover the ghetto
As fast as
You can:

Whisk through,
Tsk-tsk through,
And file under P:

Now you're
An expert
On Poverty. (14)
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and de-historicized understanding of African American society and history that defined the
hegemonic national narrative.
Jed Rasula, discussing museum culture, suggests that the museum allegorizes a particular
understanding of culture as a composition of “ethnographic fragments” that have been
hegemonically aligned (21). Traditional Enlightenment museum culture, he argues, operates by
way of differentiating and temporally ordering cultures and societies as a way of subsuming
them within a single model of historical progress (Ibid). However, far from overtly emphasizing
this assertion of political hegemony, the museum instead re-inscribes this coercive act of
domination as, instead, a sign of a togetherness: “the collection becomes the sign of collectivity;
the display case and the aesthetic isolation of the pedestal certify the community value of
belonging” (23). In that way, the museum occludes the historical origins of the collection by
providing an aesthetically autonomous space which groups an aggregate of unevenly acquired
materials within a single sanitary narrative of belonging. The “controlled display” of the museum
works as a mode of acculturation by aligning fragmentary artifacts into a single coherent
historical and aesthetic perspective.
On the page opposite is a photograph of the outside banner advertising Harlem On My Mind,
suggesting that the congressman's tour will not be through an actual urban area, but rather merely
through the Met's curatorial representation of Harlem. Though much of Inner City Mother Goose
is terribly dated, Merriam and Ratzkin here manage to sharply point to the way in which the
Met's exhibit, and other forms of virtual knowledge about African Americans, could be used
both to occlude reality and to validate the authority of those in power.
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What makes Harlem on My Mind unique is the way in which the acculturation of African
American culture and history is mediated by a postmodern, fragmentary aesthetic practice. Put
another way, African American history provided the terrain upon which new aesthetic practices
could be brought into being. Indeed, Harlem on My Mind produces a violent fracturing of
African American history, what Rasula calls the fundamental “act of violent separation, an act of
plunder and excision” upon which the museum is based, only to put it back together as a
simulacrum of that history. This violently composed virtuality forms the crux of the problem
with the exhibit, not just because of how the show was composed (with minimal black
participation) but moreover with the form of fragmentary knowledge it represents.
In this sense, we can think of In Our Terribleness as responding to and combating
precisely this form of institutional knowledge production through its practices of countermemory. This practice takes on a specifically museological character at a number of moments in
the book, perhaps the clearest example being the poem “PRAYER FOR SAVING.” The work
which begins with the words “Survive and Defend” then proceeds to enumerate, essentially in
the form of a list, those cultural features which must be defended:
Defend the space you live upon Defend your family your way of
feeling
about the world. Defend The Impressions
and Muhammad Alienating
Defend Ray Robinson and the Songhay Empires
Defend the Pyramids and Huey Newton in the same breath (37)
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Considering “saving” as a metonymical substitute for 'memory,' Baraka here iterates the
collective assets belonging in his particular version of African American history—it is a list that
sets the everyday next to the exceptional, the public figure next to the private experience, the
contemporary next to the ancient—however, this list is bound together within the political
directives of the black nationalist political futurity established within the poem. In this sense, the
mode of historical representation can be seen as both fragmentary and unified—the overarching
political trajectory of the work frames the otherwise-fragmented historiography. The
epistemological mode represented by the Harlem on My Mind exhibit built a postmodern
aesthetics by the fraying and de-historicizing of African American culture. Against this, In Our
Terribleness deploys a counter-archival practice, deploying a multiplicity of temporalities
oriented toward a radical political practice.
My suggestion, then, is that Baraka uses the book form of In Our Terribleness as a
highly-transportable community archive, deploying a mode of distribution that allows the archive
to become easily accessible, public, and, crucially, functional. Recently, the community archive
has become a focus of both critical attention, but also increasingly it has come to be seen as a
political and activist space. Diana K. Wakimoto, Christine Bruce, and Helen Partridge argue that
“archives are places of power over memory, history, and identity and the finding aids that allow
people access to these archives are also infused with power through their ability to describe and
categorize people and communities” (310). The struggle over archival and political memory
takes place not simply in the larger institutional archives, but also at the local level of the
communities creating the archives:
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Community archives are the embodiment of activism in the archives and are expanding our
understanding of the role and mission of archivists and archives. Studies of community
archives have reinforced the fact that the documenting of histories by communities ‘‘is
political and subversive” (297)
Beyond the struggle over established and hegemonic archives, community archives suggest the
expansion and abstraction of the archive as a concept, as the very shape, location, origin, and
content of the archive become open and contested. The question then becomes the very
definition and function of the archive. The archivist, in contrast to the image of a bureaucratic
functionary, is re-imagined as a figure taking an active and instrumental part in these political
struggles:
by being activists, archivists have the opportunity to rectify silences in the archives created
by previously limited collecting scopes, which marginalized some communities (307)
The archival and curatorial decisions by community archivists are “conscious, political acts…
important for representing the communities positively to the dominant cultural group in their
country” (310).
Indeed, if the archival and scholarly professions are only now assessing the political role of
the archivist and the archive, the latter’s creation and interpretation has long been a crucial
component of black radical politics in the United States. Arthur Schomburg, writing in the early
20th century, gave one of the definitive statements on the importance of black historiography to
contemporary black politics. “The American Negro,” Schomburg writes,
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must remake his past in order to make his future. Though it is orthodox to think of
America as the one country where it is unnecessary to have a past, what is a luxury for
the nation as a whole becomes a prime social necessity for the Negro. For him, a group
tradition must supply compensation for persecution, and pride of race the antidote for
prejudice. History must restore what slavery took away, for it is the social damage of
slavery that the present generations must repair and offset. So among the rising
democratic millions we find the Negro thinking more collectively, more retrospectively
than the rest, and apt out of the very pressure of the present to become the most
enthusiastic antiquarian of them all. (XX)
Essentially a materialist analysis of the uneven development of historical memory under
conditions of racial hegemony, Schomburg’s argument points to the way in which “history” can
help to construct the collective identity and memory necessary for radical “democratic” politics.
The social practices of radical history extend well-beyond analysis and writing:
With such crucial truths to document and establish, an ounce of fact is worth a pound of
controversy. So the Negro historian today digs under the spot where his predecessor
stood and argued. Not long ago, the Public Library of Harlem housed a special exhibition
of books, pamphlets, prints and old engravings, that simply said, to sceptic and believer
alike, to scholar and school-child, to proud black and astonished white, ‘Here is the
evidence.’ Assembled from the rapidly growing collection of the leading Negro bookcollectors and research societies, there were in these cases, materials not only for the first
true writing of Negro history, but for the rewriting of many important paragraphs of our
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common American history. Slow though it be, historical truth is no exception to the
proverb.
The presentation of physical evidence stands as a critical component in black radical archival
practices. Far from a simple supplement to the ‘content’ expressed within them, the objects and
material culture of African American history are central to constructing historical consciousness.
For Schomburg, then, archival practice is not a matter of ‘pure’ scholarship, and he notes,
crucially, that “almost keeping pace with the work of scholarship has been the effort to
popularize the results” (Schomburg). Schomburg’s black radical archival practice demands not
simply theory but praxis.
In Our Terribleness, then, extends this black radical archival logic while mediating it
through literary form. Brent Edwards, when discussing the recent critical interest in creating
historiographies of black radicalism, argues for prioritizing the literary as a site to locate
emergent radical tendencies:
In recent literary historical work on black radicalism, this [literary studies] approach
strives to attend to the complexity of such a relationship, without conceiving the literary
to be simply propaganda or program—that is, a kind of cauldron for “real” political
praxis, socialist struggle, and direct action. (“Autonomy” 4)
The literary, then, serves as a proximate site for the location of radical political praxis, one which
mediates, recodes, and refigures political programs and ideologies. This is a reminder that is
particularly important in the case of Baraka, whose poetry after his Black Nationalist turn is
often read as derivative of his politics.
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The black radical politics of In Our Terribleness cannot be read as a direct expression of
a present political praxis, but rather are guided and shaped by both an archival sensibility—
documenting, arranging, and exhibiting the social life of working class black neighborhoods—
and an engagement with poetic form. And while, as I’ve discussed above, mixed-media stands as
one critical vantage point from which to read In Our Terribleness, I also want to suggest that it is
necessary to account for Baraka’s appropriation of Afrofutrist SF form.
In the previous chapter, we saw how Samuel Delany used science fiction as a way of
expressing the social ramifications and utopian possibilities of overproduction—that is, the
science fiction genre becomes a way to mediate the material conditions of post-Sixties austerity.
Speculative fiction, then, provides the hermeneutic key to reading the sociality of the postKeynesian political economy of the US. Baraka’s turn to material production may seem, at first,
a vastly different approach to the problem of material culture and urban austerity, one rooted in a
more thoroughly documentary and realist approach to the subject of urban black life. Whereas
Dhalgren is located thoroughly within the literary parameters of a genre—however much it may
push against these formal boundaries— In Our Terribleness occupies a much more ambiguous
space in terms of its form, in which the speculative leaps of the archive are authorized and
unleashed by the generic codes of speculative fiction.
Part 2: Archives of the Future
In the previous chapter, we saw how Dhalgren’s very terrestrial setting provides a
reading of the materialist conditions of the emergence of Afrofuturism as a distinct generic and
epistemological tendency within SF, conditions precipitated by a world in which, as Mark Dery
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writes, African Americans “inhabit[ed] a sci-fi nightmare in which unseen but no less impassable
force fields of intolerance frustrate their movements; official histories undo what has been done
to them; and technology, be it branding, forced sterilization, the Tuskegee experiment, or tasers,
is too often brought to bear on black bodies” (180). Delany’s Dhalgren marked the conjuncture
of post-Sixties radical politics as a developing capitalist crisis of overproduction led to the
expansion of SF tropes and conventions into a more general hermeneutic method for
understanding political economy. Dhalgren examined this phenomenon from inside the genre
itself, exploring the way in which literary conventions themselves became detached from their
material signifiers. In Our Terribleness, I want to suggest, indexes a moment in which these
Afrofuturist SF literary conventions are detourned into a mode of avant-garde poetics as part of a
more broadly politicized black radical project.
As I’ve argued above, the institution of the archive has long been a central site of
autonomous black radical struggle and resistance—and, indeed, the struggle over the archive has
become a generalized site of power and resistance, as Kodwo Eshun suggests when he writes
that:
power now operates predictively as much as retrospectively. Capital continues to function
through the dissimulation of the imperial archive, as it has done throughout the last
century. Today, however, power also functions through the envisioning, management,
and delivery of reliable futures. (XX)
Eshun asserts the twin sites of late capitalist power of the archive, with its presumed attempt at
achieving a mastery over the past, and, on the other hand, those biopolitical predictives that
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operate through the quantification, shaping, and production of the future. This is the point at
which an Afrofuturist aesthetic becomes critical, for Eshun,
as a program for recovering the histories of counter-futures created in a century hostile to
Afro-diasporic projection and as a space within which the critical work of manufacturing
tools capable of intervention within the current political dispensation may be undertaken
(301).
It is precisely the fictive and speculative nature of Afrofuturism, for Eshun, that functions as
something of an archive of possible futures, routed through both diasporic history, on the one
hand, and, on the other, the aesthetic forms and categories of the present. At least one tendency
within Afrofuturism, then, is oriented around the potential of art and literature to actively
intervene in the present—a perspective that aligns with Baraka’s adherence throughout the 1970s
on the creation of a “functional” art.
While not typically listed in the canons of Afrofuturism, much of Baraka’s work draws
directly on this then-emergent aesthetics, including one notably early short story, “Answers in
Progress,” the final story in Baraka’s 1967 collection, Tales, and, later, “God and Machine,”
written in 1970 and first published in the Sonia Sanchez’s 1973 anthology We Be Word
Sorcerers. Tracking the development of Baraka’s Afrofuturist work from these early stories
through In Our Terribleness shows the writer engaging not only with the form of Afrofuturism
but, in a way reminiscent of Dhalgren, also with the material conditions within which the
aesthetic emerges and, later, shifts from a literary trend to a political perspective.
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If Baraka conceptualized In Our Terribleness as itself a form of functional art for use in
the black radical political struggle, “Answers in Progress” imagines the functional role of
Afrofuturist poetry and art in fictional form. Set on the fifth day of a nation-wide black
revolution, the story beings with a narrative in verse that tells the story of the killing of a black
man by a white mob. Afterward, the black militant narrator “wrote Muhammad Ali across his
face and chest, like a newspaper of bleeding meat” (219). Perhaps playing on Pound’s modernist
maxim that poetry is “news that stays news,” the opening poem transposes the poem-cumnewspaper onto the violated black body, the words “Muhammad Ali” acting as a symbol of the
physicality of black radicalism. The grisly opening salvo then gives way to a more utopian action
of the story proper when “the next day the spaceships landed. Art Blakey records was what they
were looking for” (219). The story recounts the aliens’ obsession with jazz and funk music of the
Sixties, even as it is interlaced with scenes of revolutionary violence against conquered white
society:
The space men thought that’s what was really happening…We were laughing. Some
blanks rounded one corner, Yaa and Dodua were behind them, to take them to the Center.
Nationalized on the spot. (219)
Alongside the scene of physical violence, we can see the emergence, too, of a subtle linguistic
violence with the use of the racial slur “blanks.” Poetry reappears midway through the story with
two stanzas of free verse in a style reminiscent of the poems from IOT, juxtaposing the hipster
silliness of the alien narrative and the depictions of post-revolutionary violence with an intense
lyricism celebrating black life:
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You have brothers
you love each other, change up
and look at the world
now, it’s
ours, take it slow
we’ve long time, a long way
to go (220)
Baraka would later include this poem in In Our Terribleness—a contextual revision that I will go
into greater depth about below—and, indeed, this poem anticipates many of the themes and
concerns of the other poems in In Our Terribleness. Like the other poems in the book,
“Answers” underscore visuality and transformation in a context of radical black pride and
nationalism with its insistence to “change up/and look at the world.” The poem and its narrative
context fictively imagine and anticipate the implied radical black nationalist world of In Our
Terribleness. The world of white racial hegemony is, in the story, quite literally burning to the
ground, and the aliens’ arrival signals the thorough transformation and reconfiguration of the
world, the realization of an Afrofuturist utopia. While smoking a potent alien strain of marijuana,
the narrator recounts that:
I talked with Pinball and the blue [alien] leader about Ben Caldwell’s paintings…the one
where the guy is smoking the reefer. We thought about the changing reference, of our
new world. As it stood already in the old ruins. And we all felt like Bird. (222)
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The material “reference[s]” have suddenly and abruptly shifted with the epistemological
transformation in the wake of a black radical revolution, giving new affective meaning to the
black art and music of the earlier society.
Crucial to the story, the alien intervention that structures the narrative of “Answers” is
not instrumental to the revolutionary event, but instead occurs after the fact, leaving black
revolutionary agency fully intact. At the same time, however, it is the genre of Afrofuturist SF
itself that holds the place of the deus ex machina. In a previous chapter, I argued that William S.
Burroughs turned to SF genre tropes and protocols as a way to literarily account for the radically
disruptive potential of queer sexuality at a moment of capitalist crisis. Here, we can see how
Baraka’s turn to SF marks a similar conjuncture in the development of his political thought,
providing him a bridge between more straightforward political writings and manifestos, on the
one hand, and the cultural artifacts of black radicalism. A 1970 work of experimental fiction,
“God and Machine,” further develops this tendency, decoupling SF language and themes from
the narrative constraints of plot, character, and even description, in favor of a more experimental
representation of an Afrofuturist cosmology and cosmic origin story.
“God and Machine” indexes the emergence, within SF discourse, of the black radical
tradition that Cedric Robinson calls a historically distinct “zone of interrogation” unique to Black
people (177). Robinson suggests that the black history of resistance is expressive of a
“revolutionary consciousness that proceeded from the whole historical experience of Black
people and not merely from the social formations of capitalist slavery or the relations of
production of colonialism” (Robinson 169). For Robinson, Black radical cultures are oriented
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toward “the preservation of the ontological totality granted by a metaphysical system that had
never allowed for property in either the physical, philosophical, temporal, legal, social, or
psychic senses” (Black Marxism 168). A formal fusion of political-cosmological mythology and
Afrofuturist SF, Baraka’s “God and Machine” outlines a cosmic origin narrative for the black
nation, beginning when,
All the knowledge & experience was put into machines to code & store & ultimately
grade. The machines became judges & final scientific arbiters of life and evolution. And
they themselves evolved and passed from artifact to organi-fact to mental self projecting
communalized intelligences…Ancient men gave themselves to the machines with the
obsession of finding a purity impossible among themselves. (223)
Humanity’s very origins are here inextricably tied to a post-human machine world, a cyborg
supplement that mediates the development and evolution of life on earth. Baraka describes these
“cosmogenesis” machines, harboring all of human thought and life, as “moving cities…where
communal intelligences the ancients called cities or nations (the latter ‘the most creative unit,’
hence the largest) came into being, which energized & transmuted by collective will formed into
single mobile units, which themselves moved, changed forms, grew mated and created” (224). A
parable of the creation of collective identity, Baraka then goes on to further describe these
floating space cities as “organic nation factories”—a description that refers to the Black Belt
Thesis and the importance of industrialism in the development of black radical concepts of the
nation (225). Industrialism, the factory itself, becomes not simply an obstacle to be overcome, a
political impediment, but rather a fundamental part of the construction of political, racial, and
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national subjectivity. Written in a celebratory, mythic language, “God and Machine” ends with a
final exhortation of the
Are we finally atoms or men or suns. We are Gods and machines. And the magnetism
lessens the machine of us. It is the magnetism that is the music structure, the sound, the
life, the flow, the intelligence, the cosmogenetic factor, itself. Our name is magnetism. As
the unity forms our name is the single intelligence. It is the music itself. It is all that is
created, the creator the force the single all everything 000000000000000000000000000
(225)
The final line, all zeros, is both a singularity and a surplus of the machine’s language—literally
nonsense, the string of zeros stands in as a moment of utopic and disruptive humanism that sits in
productive contradiction with Baraka’s assertion of the industrial material conditions of the
creation of the nation. The evolutionary expansion beyond the limits of the machine or factory
occurs through culture transmission of “a larger music,” and “it is necessary to ‘whistle these
jams’ so that the mental passes rapidly to the spiritual,” in accordance with “the ancient mss of
Sun-Ra” (224-225). Art and aesthetics, then, stand here as the necessary precondition for the
development of the “nation-factory,” but also that which allows humanity to exceed the binary
restrictions of the machine culture from which it emerged.
“God & Machine,” then, presents an experimental Afrofuturist SF story that doubles as a
black cosmological allegory reflective of the material conditions, limitations, and structures of
development of a black collective identity centered around the nation. In this sense, we can read
the work as Baraka’s Afrofuturist ars poetica, a work that fundamentally blurs the generic lines
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between poetry, prose, and political statement. It is telling, too, that this formal disjuncture
operates at exactly the moment when Baraka turns to myth as the motivating narrative structure
of his story. Fredric Jameson, discussing the great genre-divide between SF and fantasy, argues
that “magic”—and here I would include the deployment of myth under this rubric—
reawakens all the unsolved generic problems inherent in distinguishing fantasy from SF,
and in particular in determining why any number of fantastic SF technologies, such as
teleportation or time travel, superhuman computers, telepathy, or alien life forms, should
be regarded any differently from magicians or dragons. (63)
For Jameson, much of the SF that emerges after the New Wave boom of the Sixties represents
just such a “borderline phenomena” within the genre, and we should understand Afrofuturism to
be one measure of this generic transformation. Indeed, Baraka’s use of Afrofuturism resonates
with Jameson’s assertion that in fantasy magic stands “not as some facile plot device…but rather
as a figure for the enlargement of human powers and their passage to the limit, their actualization
of everything latent and virtual in the stunted human organism of the present” (66). The form of
Afrofuturist SF here activates the potentials of “magic” within the genre of SF/F, mediating
Baraka’s development beyond the restraints of fiction, poetry, and political writing.
If we can see, in “God and Machine”, Baraka testing the limits and uses of science
fiction, then In Our Terribleness further displays Baraka’s evolving engagement with the genre.
While the former story pushed against the parameters of fiction, the mixed-media, documentary
format of In Our Terribleness further erodes that divide. Baraka uses the form not just to create
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fiction or allegory—as in “Answers” or “Gods”—but to radically re-interpret black working
class Newark, an enactment of SF as what Delany calls “epistemological fiction.”
Though an Afrofuturist aesthetic runs through much of the book, the clearest
manifestation of this type of genre writing appears in “ALL IN THE STREET”, one of the
longer poems within In Our Terribleness. It is significant that this poem, a foray into an
imaginary future “black world” (to quote from Baraka's “Black Art”), appears immediately
following Baraka's statement that “I wanted to put the image of real life. Of the new rulers of the
world before all eyes. Roy Wilkins is a dumb slave. The future rulers are black” (56-57). The
reader is confronted with a passage whose simplicity and clarity of appearance on the page (it is
written in a single line that is centered, and stretches across two facing pages of the book) belies
its difficulty—while clearly expressing a deep frustration with contemporary racial politics and
black political leaders, Baraka suggests that his desire to put the “image of real life” before the
readers' eyes can only be done in the future tense, with a depiction of the “future rulers.” At the
same time, the “future” itself is here construed as “real life.”
Following this cue, “ALL IN THE STREET” begins on the next page with the lines,
Can you imagine something other
than what you
see (58)
Positing a politics of visuality as an instrument inadequate to the task of radical politics, thereby
placing his text in direct conflict with Abernathy's photographs, the poem suggests a profound
disjuncture between the two. However, rather than rejecting the visual or the photographic,
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Baraka's text here shows the dependence of the visual as the negative moment in the process of
imagining utopic futures—in a reversal, the photograph here becomes the supplement to the
poetry, once again underscoring the mutual, dialogic dependence of written text and photograph.
In line with Baraka’s earlier experiments with Afrofuturism, “ALL” has a fictional organizing
principle, Baraka figuring himself as a medium for communication from the future bringing a
message of utopic hope to the present: “I am a/ vessel, a black priest interpreting/the present and
future for my people” (60). The transmission begins with a description of the city of the future:
see Something
Big Big & Black
Purple yellow
Red & green (but Big, Big & Black)
a black metropolis
Something look like a city
like a Sun Island gold-noon
Flame emptied out of heaven
grown swollen in the center
of the earth
Can you imagine who would live
there
with gold streets
striped circled inlaid
with pageants of the rulers
victories…Imagine these streets
along which walk some people
some evolved humans
look like you (60)
Alluding to the milestone sociological study of urban black life—St. Clair Drake and Horace
Clayton’s 1945 Black Metropolis—the description of the “black metropolis” is awash in
Egyptian imagery reminiscent of the paintings of Harlem Renaissance artist Aaron Douglas. The
city contains “homes like domes high sparkling pyramids,” as well as detailed descriptions of
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future fashions: “beautiful sisters clothed in supernew/silk looking spun diamond lace,” and even
the suggestion of the evolved telekinetic powers of the evolved “Black Genius/Prophets of the
Planet.”
At the same time that Baraka situates this description fully in the future, he presents a
complex picture of the relation of this future to the present, writing that
This is now-past what you touch today
can change black man behaving under
your touch the way you want it to.
Can you digit...uh?
See, feel, touch, be
it, uh? (59)
Baraka situates the contemporaneous moment not as the present, but as the “now-past,” creating
for the present certain teleological parameters. However, the future that Baraka imagines is
tangible even in the “now-past”/present, it can be felt, touched, experienced and, perhaps most
importantly, 'dug.'54 While Baraka certainly asks his reader to 'dig' this radical black future, his
phrasing also alludes to the archaeological practice of digging, emphasized by the use of the
54

We should, of course, consider Baraka's temporal sense here as indebted to CLR James'

recurring theme of the 'future in the present,' in which future modes of sociality can be observed
in certain contemporary social formations. Anna Everett reminds us, too, that WEB DuBois and
James theorized that the extreme, disorienting, and violent conditions of slavery and the middle
passage created conditions such that African slaves were the first people to experience full
modernity (125).
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word “digit.: As the poem continues, Baraka represents himself as a shaman or prophet, a
conduit for the future black people who speak through him directly to the reader. These voices
tell the reader,
All praise Black Fathers
and Mothers We know the struggle
you go thru now
We know how hard it is to be black
in that primitive age But do not
naaw...do not ever despair
We Won
We Here (64-65)
Afrofuturism, then, becomes the particular imaginary and literary technology by which the
present can be investigated. And while this is, to be sure, a rather commonplace assumption of
science fiction in general, what is interesting here is the way in which Baraka's shift to the future
anterior tense, to the construction of a history of the present by way of the future, serves to
overturn sociological and anthropological modes of epistemology. For Baraka, then, it is fiction
—and, in particular, Afrofuturist science fiction—that provides the literary and genre protocols
through which to re-interpret the history of the present. Indeed, as Delany argues regarding SF
reading protocols,
we have to indulge a much more fluid and speculative kind of game. With each sentence
we have to ask what in the world of the tale would have to be different from our world
for such a sentence to be uttered—and thus, as the sentences build up, we build up a
world in specific dialogue, in a specific tension, with our present concept of the real. (69)
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In Our Terribleness exhibits this dialectical tension—between our concept of the real and its
representation—through its persistent re-coding of images of the present from a speculative
future, constructing a genealogy of an Afrofuturist future. Eshun describes this “interven[tion] in
the production and distribution of this dimension constitutes a chronopolitical act” as the primary
political role of Afrofuturist aesthetics in a global marketplace that thrives by producing
narratives of foreclosed futurities (292). Not simply an expression of black radical political
potentials, Baraka uses Afrofuturism in In Our Terribleness to re-code and reinterpret the black
radical archive. To bring us back to the archive, it is indeed significant that Baraka fictionally
figures himself as a “vessel, a black priest interpreting/the present and future for my people”—
and, in so doing, inhabiting the position of both historian and archivist, both interpreting and
ordering—reading and writing—the materials of the past and present.
In Our Terribleness situates multiple temporal representations aside and atop one
another. Indeed, the utopic future provides the conditions by which the present must be read. By
representing a plurality of overlapping temporal modalities, In Our Terribleness underscores the
necessary existence of differentiated temporal experiences within the black cultural imaginary.
Robin D.G. Kelley has argued that the constitution of a collective black identity necessarily
included the construction and recuperation of the utopian future and the imagined past at the
same time (126). Not only was what Kelley calls the African Diaspora spatially variegated and
far reaching from its inception, it also constituted itself along an axis of myriad and uneven
temporalities. The multiplicity of temporalities across and within African Diasporic politics were
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the result of specific historical conditions of dispossession, forced migration, slavery, and
oppression.
In this sense, In Our Terribleness deploys a diasporic mode of temporality as a means of
establishing a teleological coherency to the political project of black nationalism, and the black
nationalist social field, as it is signified within the text. The dynamic between photograph and
poetry acts as a nodal point, signifying as a gap or a lack between the two mediums, in which the
pictures and the text do not cohere. Yet, this differential signifies not the potentially
schizophrenic postmodern logic described by Jameson, but rather a mode of imaginarily
organizing working-class black social life in Newark.55 The text's shifting between present and
future, photograph and poetry, serves to create the dialogical conditions for a black radical recoding of everyday life—the reality effect that In Our Terribleness strives for may best be

55

Jameson describes postmodern schizophrenia as the condition in which the material signifiers

of language are divorced from the signifieds of the real, reducing cultural reality to “an
experience of pure material signifiers, or, in other words, a series of pure and unrelated presents
in time” (27). As Jameson describes it, the dangerous or politically regressive side of postmodern
schizophrenia is the allure of this constant play of signifiers in which one simply awaits the
appearance of a new fragmentary signifier that bears no relation to the previous (28).
Schizophrenia amounts to a temporal disjunction, in which time-sense and historicity are reduced
to a series of constantly present material signifiers.
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thought of as a counter-memory of the present, routed through the utopic potentialities of the
future.
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Image 1, “Flight (The Glory of Hip)”, Fundi (Billy Abernathy)
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Image 2, “Toothpick In dus try Smiles,” Fundi (Billy Abernathy)
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